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ABSTRACT
Images of the Caribbean - Materials Development
on a Pluralistic Society
(February 1982)

Gloria Mark Gordon, B.A. University of Manitoba
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Dr. George E. Urcn
One of the most urgent tasks facing multicultural

education is that of relevant materials development.

The

Caribbean is one region that has chronically suffered both

from

a

paucity of materials and from an incorrect slant of

those materials.

The present study was aimed at developing

materials on the Caribbean that reflect Caribbean realities.
To this end the following research questions

guided the investigator:
What major issues/themes are emerging in the

Caribbean which schools should address?
How can material written by people from the

Caribbean be used to explore these issues/themes?
What are the implications for educators in the

Caribbean if primary source material is used in
the schools?

Research procedure
consisted primarily of

a

.

The research, procedure

systematic library search, inter-

views with key educators, authors and literary figures and
v

data collection by means of tbe participant observer

technique

Having noted that most material available on
the Caribbean was decidedly ethnocentric, the investigator

proposed

conceptual framework for materials development

a

on the Caribbean that would give students

a

balanced view

of the region.

Major implications of the study were identified
as follows:

The potential to add to

on

a

a

body of knowledge

virtually untouched area.

The responsibility of the researcher to try to

change the way the Caribbean is currently

perceived
In conclusion, it was hoped that an attempt

would be made both in the United States and the Caribbean
to utilize the material and that further materials develop

ment projects would be undertaken with

a

view towards

continued multicultural materials development.
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PROLOGUE from Black Images
by Wilfred Cartey

"Preludes of

a

people made to wander and to suffer,

preludes of the crack and the clack of the whip, of groans
and shrieks and the stifled breath of compressed bodiesj
a

grim foreshadowing.

The cries of black bodies in churn-

ing seas, the cries of lost beings thrown like so much

jetsam to flood the shores of distant lands, to suffer
there, to transfuse that suffering through gnarled hands

unto the tightened drumhead and into the dark night, to

filter hope through sad song, hope ever present in dull

black memories.
These are the true preludes to this song, to the
life and the poetry of an oppressed race whose epic drums
rise from depths of suffering and scorn to attain high levels
of self-affirmation and quality.

But these preludes, these true ethnic preludes,

were lost in the breezes, in the stars, and in time, were

never recorded or tuned.

Thus the opening strains were

sung about the race and seldom by the race.
the black race

— and

The masters of

everyone of white skin was then

a

master

of the blacks--wrote the ethnic preludes to this song and

But the masters could not feel the depth or the power

epic.

of these black men and so the song was
the human wrecks they ruled.

thus

a

figure of ridicule,

Caliban.

a

a

stifled parody of

The black man of that song was

slow, dumb, witless clod,

And "Negro" became an epithet of scorn, and

was synonymous with Negro."
vii
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CHAPTER

I

THE NEED FOR INDIGENOUS MATERIALS
ON THE CARIBBEAN

Background of the Problem; The Continuing
Process of "Anglo-Conformism" in Schools’

^

Over the years, educators have spoken out against
the form and substance of formal education in the Caribbean.

This criticism stems from the realization that students

both in and out of the Caribbean are still being taught
more about Western European countries than the cultures and
value systems of the Caribbean.

In North America, demands

by minorities in the 1960's brought about

a

proliferation

of Etnnic Studies Programs which addressed the needs of

minority people to enable them to know more about their
cultures and have them respected.

The consciousness raising

of minorities as ethnic groups has deeply affected education.

Where previously, minority and ethnic groups

apologized for their differences; now, they began to assert
these differences and demand that education attend to the

culture groups other than that of Western European descendants.

While some educators called for curriculum reform,

others demanded more than

a

few minor changes in policy reform

supporting the ethnic studies movement.
this approach was

a

Silberman claimed

form of pacification for enraged groups

curriwhich in fact produced few changes in the schools and

culum.

^

the ethnic
Many educators thought that conceptualizing

2

perspective, as an additional course, did little for education in general as the minority students were the focus of
this education.
In spite of the ethnic studies movement curriculum

materials continued to be developed that were ethnocentric
and culture bound.

Few educators saw the need to study other

cultures because of their own intrinsic worth so that students
could conceive of the world in ethnic terms and accept the

interrelatedness of mankind.
The goals of

a

multicultural education program are

no more and no less than the goals of our democratic society;
a

respect and appreication for the cultural background of

the individuals who make up our society.
is to become a reality,

If this premise

then the schools must become directly

involved; and the teacher, as the single most important

variable in the instructional process, must become actively
involved.

Although the United States is

a

pluralistic

society, many Americans live in isolated cultural enclaves,

and have little substantial contact and sustained inter-

action with members of ethnic, racial and cultural groups
outside their own.
fold.

The challenge to the teacher is two-

First, to bridge that isolation gap between cultural

groups and second, to give students

a

strong sense of

identity within their own cultural group.

3

While there are as many goals in

a

multicultural

education program as there are teachers working in the area,
there are two over-arching general goals with which most

teachers agree.
1

.

These are:

to help students develop and retain a personal

cultural identity;
2.

to help students know and appreciate the points
of view of ethnic and cultural groups other than
their own.

Young people must be made cognizant of the world’s
political and cultural regions and more importantly of the
continuing interrelationships connecting these regions.
Educational systems therefore should reflect more adequately
such matters as unity and diversity of mankind, the inter-

dependence of nations and peoples and the need for inter-

national cooperation in shaping

a

future.

With school systems bursting at the seams with
children from various immigrant groups, with racial tension
rising, it is fast becoming

a

question of survival for

teachers to become culturally aware.

A culturally aware

teacher should:
1

.

2.

3

.

Understand how his or her cultural perspective
and its limits affect the ongoing teaching/learning relationship and understand that the exploration of these cultural limits is an ongoing process.
Provide for and promote an atmosphere in which
cultural differences can be explored and understand that this process is not only cognitive but
attitudinal and effective as well.

Draw upon the cultural experiences of students
and parents in order to include authentic cultural
perspectives in the curriculum.

k
k-

Flexibly adjust and accommodate to varied
learning styles.

5

be agnostic as regards diagnostic tools so that
questions are constantly raised about all assessment instruments when they are applied to cul-

.

turally different persons.

6

.

7

.

Understand, believe, and convey that there are
no "culturally deprived” or "culture free" individuals and that all cultures have their own integrity, validity, and coherence.

Expand the students' knowledge of themselves
culturally and their capacity to appreciate and
deal with differences in others and help them
see themselves in an international and/or global
perspective
Nowhere is this need for cultural awareness more

evident than in the study of the Caribbean at the elementary
and secondary school levels.

Despite

a

long and eventful

history of United States-Caribbean relations, perceptions
of the Caribbean by United States students remain disappoint

ingly superficial and, in many cases, inaccurate.

Caribbean students in American schools tend to be
placed in

a

most untenable situation.

As immigrants,

the

primary concern is to adapt to the host country, but there is
very little that connects the old experience with the new.

American students who for the most part accept the truism
that "people are different" can find it very difficult to

observe the deep differences in outlook and practice from
culture to culture and still accept this diversity without

negative value judgments.

Part of the problem, as practised

by the larger society may be the tendency to see one's group

5

as the

real people'

-

the ones with the right answers and

tne most objective outlook.

This ethno centrism is

a

barrier

to understanding and to dealing effectively with different

cultural groups.

Statement of the Problem:
The Paucity of
Curriculum Materials on the Caribbean
.

In recent years, Africa has received

a

large amount

of attention from curriculum developers and volumes of new

materials are available, including some developed from the
point of view of Africans.

Asia and, to

a

lesser extent,

Latin America have been points of focus and some curriculum

materials are available on these regions.

The cultures of

the Caribbean, however, continue to be seen as props for

tourism and therefore without any real value.

Investigation

has unearthed very few materials which relied primarily on

Caribbean source materials.

The primary source materials

available are organized chronologically rather than thematically and tend to emphasize the problems of slavery and

colonization rather than illustrate the concrete steps that
are being taken to search, for

a

new social order in the

Caribbean today.
Perceptions of Caribbean students about one another
are no different as the Caribbean is by no means

neous area.

a

homoge-

Caribbean people are wrestling with the divi-

in an
sive consequences of their own historical experiences

6

attempt to overcome those divisions and to create that

awareness of

a

nationhood.

So far this has been elusive.

common destiny which is the very essence of
Because the

infrastructure development varies significantly from territory to territory, the quantity, quality and diversity of

education and training significantly affect and influence
the capacity for the development of the Caribbean identity.

In addition, the source materials developed are supplemental

readings rather than
Purpose of the Study

basic text.

a

:

The purpose of this study is to develop
of materials on the Caribbean and

8

a

collection

guide to assist teachers

in their implementation for American high school students so

that they may develop

a

better understanding of the region;

and for Caribbean high school students, wherever they may be
found, that they too may have an integrated sense of the

territories in which they live or from which they came.
Unlike the African who was colonized, the West Indian was
enslaved; unlike the African who has an alternative living

tradition to that offered by his schooling;

a

language which

he possessed by birthright and an historical identification

with the continent he inhabited, the West Indian had only the
fact of his separate existence, his color and his distinctive

habits to oppose the colonial values he inherited.

For the West Indian the world which lies about him

7

from childhood upwards, is filtered through

a

set of alien

images, actively fostered by an educational system which

renders it unreal and fictional.

What is lost in this

filtering process is not only individual pride in identity
and

sense of place, but any historical consciousness of

a

what it means to be

a

West Indian.

Because of its history

of divisiveness, it is of prime importance for Caribbean

students to know of the similarities of people in other

islands in an attempt to forge
tradition, and

a

a

sense of self,

sense of identity.

a

sense of

This can be done most

effectively by showing the lie at the heart of the colonial
education myth; specifically that lie is that nothing worthy
of historical or civilized note has happened in the West

Indies.

To accomplish this purpose,

the study will attempt

to answer the following questions:
1

.

What major issues/themes are emerging in the
Caribbean which schools should address?

2.

How can material written by people from the
Caribbean, be used to explore these issues/themes?

3.

What are the implications for educators in the
Caribbean if primary source material is used in
the schools?

Researcn Procedure

:

As stated previously,

there is

a

need for primary

source materials on the Caribbean, which can be used in

secondary schools and chosen to allow Caribbean people to

8

speak for themselves.

Primary source materials from Caribbean

literature in English and sociological and anthropological
articles on the region will be collected and analysed for
their appropriateness

The selections will present some of

.

the main characteristics of Caribbean culture in

a

concrete

and personalized rather than an abstract depersonalized
form.

A rationale and primary objective will be developed

for the use of the themes for which materials will be

collected and developed.
The primary search method will involve

a

thorough

analysis of Caribbean literature in English along with

sociological and anthropological documents.

The research

will include the examination of books, articles and curri-

culum material.
1

.

2.

The following procedure will be used:

Extensive library research of literary, anthropological and sociological materials on the
Caribbean in English; Survey of published curriculum materials on the Caribbean. Libraries used
would include University of Massachusetts, the
University of the West Indies, Jamaica, West
Indies, Research Institute for the Study of Man,
New York City, Columbia University Library.
Interviews with key educators, authors and
literary figures who are familiar with the
region.

A Conceptual Model for Materials
Developed on the Caribbean
:

There are

a

number of ways that curriculum material

on the Caribbean can be organized, each having its dis-

tinctive advantages and disadvantages.

The materials

9

developer must therefore, know the best combination of
approaches to maximize the advantages.
tion therefore becomes

a

Materials selec-

matter of selection and of choosing

criteria to guide this selection.

Ash Hartwell outlined

ten possible overall objectives for curriculum in non-

Western studies which would apply to the Caribbean.
one of these possible approaches implies

a

of content and thus different criteria for

Each

different kind
a

selection of

material
1

.

Students will learn to recognize and understand
common stereotypes that are held about peoples
and areas of the non-Western world. A curriculum
based on this objective would focus on students'
and society’s attitudes towards culturally different peoples of the world, and move towards a
balanced and un-ethnocentric view.

2.

Students will recognize the possibilities of
alternative life styles through a study of the
alternatives offered in other cultures. In a
curriculum based on this general objective,
students would learn how non-Western peoples see
time and space, and the values they have toward
work, friendship, status and family.

3.

Students will understand man as a species, evolving
toward a world society. A curriculum sucn as this
might begin with a study of man in relation to
other biological organisms, then to a study of
man’s evolution, the proliferation and diversity
of cultures, and the present movement toward
a world-wide society.

4

.

Students will develop an understanding of the
role that culture plays in the development oi
This is essentially an anthropothe individual.
logical approach in which, students would learn ol
the forms that education, religion, marriage and
work play in both Western and non-Western
societies

10
5*

Students will learn of the differences and similarities of Western and non-Western cultures.
This would be a curriculum based on the comparative study of peoples, and would include the
interrelationships of geography, economic and
social systems and cultural values.

6.

Students will broaden their factual knowledge about
the major areas of importance in the non-Western
world.
These would probably include India, China,
Sub-Sahara Africa and South America. The emphasis
would be on building a factual base from which
generalizations would be made. The disciplines
used would include economics, geography, political
science and demography.

7

Students will understand the major problems facing
the non-Western world in its move toward modernization.
These problems would include: population growth and control, agricultural production,
attempts to broaden the base of education,
the problems of political control and stability,
building a national identity in the face of
tribal and sectional loyalties.

.

8.

Students will gain appreciation and knowledge
about past civilizations of non-Western peoples.
This material might include studies of the Inca,
the Ghana and the Indian civilizations.

9.

Students in minority groups, particularly
Black students, will gain a sense of pride in
the past and current achievements of non-European
peoples.
Such a curriculum would include a study
of African civilizations, the movement for independence and the establishment of nationhood in
Africa.
If there are quite a few Spanish-speaking
students, the curriculum would include such
material on South American countries such as
Mexico and Chile, where great strides toward
modernization have been made.

10.

Students will gain an understanding of the
complexities of foreign policy decisions.
Through an interdisciplinary approach and the
case study method, foregn policy problems of
the past ^nd present will be analysed in
details

It is obvious that

a

curriculum organized

around the concept of man ss

a

single species would differ

considerably from one organized around the problems of
modernization.

It is also obvious that each of these

categories is broad and allows for more specific approaches

within each category.
Accordingly, it is important to not only choose

from the general objectives stated above, but also to
develop specific objectives and criteria for selection of

material from within each of the generalized categories.
It is the task of this dissertation to formulate goals and

approaches appropriate to the development of curriculum

materials on the Caribbean.
An examination of the strengths and weaknesses
of some of the above mentioned general categories will help
the process of focusing and the selection of criteria.

One of the primary advantages of the modernization

approach is that its focus is inherently current.
world is so quickly changing,

a

student may have difficulty

understanding the kinds of strains
has in becoming modern.

As the

a

traditional society

The student may then identify

with the kind of generation gaps apparent in other cultures.
One of the major problems of

a

modernistic

approach, is the almost inevitable association of "modern"

with "good" and the implicit assumption that everyone
should be modernizing.

12

The foreign policy approach has the
advantage of

being interesting, because it is current and
demonstrates
the complexities of foreign policy issues.

Its chief

strength lies in its potential for allowing students
to
identify within the framework of

a

real situation.

However,

this very strength is its chief weakness, for the hidden

agenda of this approach is that the real reason for studying

other people has nothing to do with their intrinsic worth,
but has to do with learning about people in order to mani-

pulate them.
An examination of the factual approach elicits
the question of how one deals with history.

Most factual

approaches deal with history chronologically and encyclopedically.

As there are always too many facts to cover and

as chronology alone does not give one the organizing con-

cepts or principles upon which to select which facts to

include, the result is often an uninteresting collection of

unrelated facts due to an overemphasis on the past.

Hundreds

of topics are covered superficially and often in unrelated

sequence.

It thus seems that history must be organized

according to some conceptual framework other than chronology.

Bearing in mind the advantages and disadvantages
of the ten possible approaches outlined by Hartwell,

approaches one to four have the best potential for develop-

ment of materials on the Caribbean.

13

Although, the first approach "abolishing stereo-

types" is clearly

a

most important goal, it cannot be the

one unifying goal for the materials.

The third approach

which is organized around the concept of

a

man as

a

species,

is so all-consuming that doing it justice would almost

totally preclude any kind of in-depth study of
culture or conglomeration of similar cultures.

a

single
It therefore

seems that these two approaches need to be eliminated as
the primary focus for materials development on the Caribbean.

With the elimination of these approaches, one is
left with two possible approaches, an examination of the role

culture plays in the formation of the individual, and the

examination of "alternative life styles," of the way other
cultures see time and space and formulate their values.
There is a large amount of overlap in these two approaches
and they can usefully be combined with the "abolishing of

stereotypes" approach to form

a

composite method of develop-

ing materials on the Caribbean.
The question then becomes how does one combine

these three approaches and decide on priorities within each.

Recognizing where students are, both cognitively and effectively is the first step.

As most students undoubtedly

have stereotypes on the Caribbean, it is necessary to deal

with the stereotypes before one can do other things or at
least while one is doing other things.

In all probability

many students will have to unlearn some things before they

i4

bec °rae free to appreciate new worlds.

Thus the initial thrust

of the curriculum as is suggested by this
approach must

help students know and understand their stereotypes so
as
to enable them to see through Caribbean eyes.

The next step is to determine how to combine the

approaches.

The second of Hartwell’s approaches, the

alternative style approach, emphasizes the goal of under-

standing alternative life styles or alternative world views
by an examination of how other people view such concepts as
time, space, work, friendship and family.

This approach

concentrates upon the end product, the culture as developed,
and organizes the examination of the culture according to

concepts such as time and space, which cut across cultural

institutions like marriage and religion.

Hartwell’s fourth

approach, the anthropological approach emphasizes and under-

standing of the role culture plays in the formation of an
individual through

a

more traditional anthropological or

sociological approach, which would include the viewing of

society through its educational, religious and marital
institutions.

This approach would focus more on the process

of culture and how institutions help to form individuals.

These two approaches, though similar in their

general goals, imply slightly different emphases.

The

alternative life style approach implies the organization of

curriculum around the comparison of two cultures.

man who has tried this, Edward Stewart, an anthro-

One

pologis t from the University of Delaware, has designed

cross-cultural curricula

^

for Peace Corps training and

organizes his curricula around basic cross-cultural questions
such as "How do people approach activity?"

defined?"

"How are roles

"What is the basis of social control?"

The main

difficulty with this type of approach, is that relatively
little research has been done on it.

Thus the curriculum

developer is in the position to either set up his own studies
to validate nis perceptions about certain cultural values or

having to rely on intelligent guessing and personal experience

.

The anthropological approach on the other hand,

grows out of

a

large body of anthropological research, and

thus can rely on relevant material collected by anthropo-

logists and sociologists in the field.

This approach also

lends itself to cross-cultural comparisons and contrasts
and has the advantage of being able to deal with

ticular cultural institution

such, as

a

par-

marriage in great detail

The major problem with this approach is that the available

materials tend to be developed along disciplinary lines
and some work is necessary to delete anthropological material

relevant only to specialists and to create an interdis-

ciplinary perspective out of

a

disciplinary one.

An interesting combination of the alternative liie
style approach and the anthropological approach exists in
the form of Leon Clark’s series Through African Eyes

^
.

This

16

series is organized along both
thematic, conceptual lines
and along anthropological and
sociological lines, i.e.,
how the institutions of a culture help
in the development of
the individual.
In dealing with the concepts and
themes,
Clark has created an interdisciplinary
approach utilizing
most of the social sciences as well as
literature and
philosophy.
As

a

result of the examination and analysis of
the

various approaches to non-toes tern studies, the
following

principles lor curriculum material design have
been developed
1

.

People should be discussed in their own terms
preferably in their own words.

—

An examination of a people should be interdisciplinary in aporoach.
3

•

l\.»

5

•

Material should be as current as possible or be
directly related to something current.

Culturally different does not mean culturally
deprived.
Cultures are organized according to
different principles, and must be considered in
the context of those principles.
Concepts must be examined in enough depth to
emphasize their complexities.

6.

Materials must be selected with which students
can identify.

7

Students must be taught to transcend their own
culture to view another culture.

.

In conclusion, it is

a

combination of the alterna-

tive life style approach and the anthropological approach

that will be utilized as

a

basis for the development of

curriculum materials on the Caribbean.

It is this combi-

nation of approach that most adequately covers the

criteria developed and outlined above.

As Clark’s work

so closely demonstrates how these
criteria and these

principles can be met, it will serve as

a

guide in the

development of curriculum materials on the
Caribbean.
Leon Clark, 1969.
Review of the Literature

:

Preliminary Survey.

Prior to the investigation of

existing curriculum materials on the Caribbean,

a

survey

was taken to determine the level at which Caribbean
studies

was being taught in the school curriculum of the fifty
states.

A letter (see Appendix A) was sent to the supervisor

of social studies in each of the State Departments of

kduca tion in the fifty states asking whether school districts
in their states were teaching about the Caribbean and if so,
at what grade level.

Of the fifty supervisors questioned, thirty-three

replied.

Fourteen replied by saying that they did not have

any record of the level at which the Caribbean was studied in
their state.

As each school district was autonomous there

was no information concerning the study of the Caribbean.
Of the nineteen social studies supervisors that

had information concerning the study of the Caribbean in
their state, thirteen stated that the most likely grade for
such

a

study was the tenth grade where it was

a

part of

the unit on Latin America.
As

a

result of this survey,

a

decision was made

18

by the researcher to develop materials
on the Caribbean for
high school use was confirmed, and the
materials on poverty
and alienation and survival and self-definition
in the

Caribbean were prepared and tested at the tenth
grade level.
The general problem of multicultural education

material in American schools has been discussed,
including
such deficiencies as the ethnocentrism of many curriculum

developers, the over-emphasis of facts, the neglect of the

inter-disciplinary study of cultures and the way different
peoples of the world live.

In this chapter

a

more detailed

look has been taken at the specifics of curriculum materials

development in multicultural education with primary focus
on the Caribbean.

In

Massachusetts done by

a

study of textbooks used in Western

Urch. and

Medeiros,

^

the ethnocentric

tendencies of most textbooks is well demonstrated.

On the

most obvious level, that of determining the percentage of
pages in

a

textbook actually devoted to Non-Western cultures,

this is what Urch and Medeiros found

Total
Number
Page

Number
Pages on
Non-West

% Pages
on
Non-Wes

Africa:
emerging nations
below the Sahara

40

40

100

Communist China

60

60

100

Tradition and Change
in Pour Societies

314-0

262

77

Our Widening World

71+0

385

52

Title of Textbook
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Total

Number
Pages on
Non-West

Number
Pages

Title of Textbook

% Pages
on

Non-West

A Global History of Man

780

289

37

Our World History

760

68

9

A World View

400

32

8

The Pageant of World
History

610

31

5

Comparative Economic
Systems

220

0

0

Comparative Political
Systems

270

0

0

As can easily be seen, the textbooks in world

history often had no more than thirty percent of its
pages
on the Non-Western world.
Textbooks such as "Our World
History

and "A World View” had only nine and eight per-

cent of 760 pages and

I4.OO

pages on the Non-Western world.

They were, by and large, revised textbooks from the
and 50’
if

a

s

with new covers and titles placed on them.

l^O's

Even

textbook honored the non-western world with more than

eight or nine percent of its pages, little was known about
the quality of its material or about the degree of ethno-

centrism with which it was written.

Urch and Medeiros, in

dealing with the qualitative aspects of these textbooks,
set up some stands by which textbooks could be measured.

Some of the desirable aspects they outlined are as follows:
-

Explains the variations of cultures on

continent
Explains attitudes toward life.

a
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Explains the impact of western
influences

positive and negative.
explains the behavioral results of
attitudes.
Some of the negative aspects they
outlined
include
-

Describes poverty without explanation.
Describes lack of technology without
exploration.
Describes imitation of the west without
explanation.
In analyzing as many as forty different
textbooks

on the basis of the above mentioned
criteria, Urch and

Medeiros found that the vast majority of the
texts displayed
an ethnocentric, western orientation manifesting
some
of

the following characteristics:
a)

Comparisons between the western and non-western
worlds were made on the assumption that western
values were better.

b)

Economic or political differences in the non-

western world were taken as evidence that the non-

westerner had difficulty governing himself.
c)

Imitation of the west is the best and most efficient

path of progress.
d)

Regions of the non-western world constitute ’'trouble
spots" and westerners need to understand the

dynamics of these "trouble spots” in order to come
in and help solve the problems (the implicit

assumption is that without the help of the west
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these problems will never be
resolved),
e)

Non-western peoples are easily swayed
by
propaganda and need to be brought into
the

western camp soon or they will be seduced
by
international communism.
The chief problem of these texts
therefore

appeared to be one of perspective.

Non-western life

most frequently was examined out of context
and judged
by western criteria.
Little attempt was made to explain
non-western cultures in their own terms, explaining
why
their values are the way they are or how they
make sense

within the total context of the culture.

What was lacking

was the explicit or implicit statement that non-western

cultures need to be studied because they are intrinsically

worthwhile and that Americans need to learn from them as
well as about them.

This approach would also counter the

message of many of the culturally oriented texts which gave
the impression that non-western cultures are worth studying

because they are exotic or quaint.

Curriculum Material on the Caribbean
Little attention in recent years has gone into the

development of curriculum materials specifically on the
Caribbean.

Although the most creative work has been done

on Africa and Asia, some worldwide series such as the

American Education Publications series had good if somewhat limited materials on Latin America and the Caribbean.
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In surveying the textbook materials on Latin

America and the Caribbean put out by the following

publishers (Allyn & Bacon, Scott, Foresman
7

Brace & World

Lippincott
cations

1

;

,

2
)

8

Holt, Rinehart and Winston 8

Prentice-Hall

11
;

Harcourt,

;

;

Ginn

9
,

American Education Publi-

it was found that the vast majority of this

material was (a) expository and (b) organized historically.
The only materials which, dealt with cultural material
in

any depth, were the supplementary readers (Lippincott;

Prentice-Hall; Allyn & Bacon).

These, wnich were collec-

tions of primary source material, had the advantage of not

being the usual expository material, and, to some extent,

dealt with, cultural material.

However, these readers were

all organized along historical lines and not on thematic

or conceptual lines.

Furthermore, they did not represent

primary textbooks for courses, but were supplementary
texts.

The historical texts emphasized historical facts

which were explained to the reader by an American inter-

preter in abstract, depersonalized terms.

A World History

(Ginn) was not specifically concerned with the Caribbean

but referred to it in the context of Latin America.

The

writing was extremely ethnocentric and emphasized the
problems the region is facing.

Living World History (Scott,

Foresman) also dealt with the history of the world chronolog

ically and as with other textbooks emphasized the tensions
in Latin America and the Caribbean.
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Man’s Cultural Heritage (Lippincott) although

organized chronologically, differed from otner
world

history textbooks by its comprehensive coverage
of nonwestern societies. Though it was basically historical,
it did deal occasionally with cultural material.

The major problem with the historical texts

was tnat by their very nature their emphasis was on the

past and the past glories of Latin America and the
Caribbean.

There was very little material on modern

Latin America and the Caribbean and thus the material
was depersonalized even further.
a

There was no way that

student could connect his own life with the lives of

the people there.

The one history text which dealt adequately

with culture was Stavrianos' book, A Global History of Man
He attempted to put whatever was being said into its

proper cultural context.

He was very careful to explain

the reasons for anything that at first sight might appear

strange to American students.

Nevertheless, his explana-

tions were of an abstract, expository nature and this for
one not acquainted with the region, were difficult to

understand.
The American Education Publications materials

overcame some of these objections in that they emphasized
the present and introduced some cultural material by means

.
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of case studies, but by and
large the emphasis was still
on tne politics and the negative
aspects of social change.
Tne published material on the
Caribbean re-

viewed all had major deficiencies.

The most obvious one

that the Caribbean had not been
treated as an autonomous region.
The material reviewed was either
expository
is

m

nature, and thus abstract and generalized,
historically
oriented and thus neglectful of culture or
culturally

biased in favor of western values.

The only material that

avoided these pitfalls and met the criteria
outlined by
Urch and Medeiros was Clark's Through African
Eves
For
.

tnis reason, an attempt has been made to develop
C a r ibbean

a

Through

Eyes which would meet the above-mentioned criteria.

Chapter II deals with recurring themes in the
Caribbean.

Chapters III and IV consist of this newly developed

material based on the criteria and methodology outlined.
Chapter III consists of the first of these units, Poverty and
A-i-xenetio n in tne

Caribbean while Chapter IV is the second

unit* Survival and Self-Definition in the Caribbean.
In developing these two units, careful attention

was paid to the criteria outlined.

The primary source

material collected was written by Caribbean people or
those who have closely identified with the region and
was obtained from Caribbean literature or sociological
or anthropological studies in English.
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Limitations of the Study

:

The focus of study is on the
collection and

organization of primary source materials
on the cultures
of the Caribbean.
It is not intended to be an experimental
analysis of how students react to the
materials developed.
The main concern of the testing to be
done is not on

attitude measurement or on attitude change.

No attempts

will be made to set up control groups for
the purposes of
attempting to make an accurate statistical
measurement of
student or teacher likes or dislikes.
The questionnaires
and interviews will be designed to determine
whether the

students and teachers responded positively to the
new

materials.

The focus of the dissertation, then, is
on the

discovery, development, and organization of materials
from
the point of view of Caribbean people relating
to certain

conceptual themes important for the understanding of

Caribbean cultures.
Significance of Study

:

In recent years, many criticisms have been levelled
at the concept and practice of materials development as it

relates to the Caribbean.

However, few academicians responded

to these challenges with concrete materials on the Caribbean.

This study represents one attempt to fill this vacuum.
The study reviews

a

new concept for materials development

and suggests an approach
consonant with these views.
This can be meaningful on two
levels. The first lies in
its potential to add to a body
of knowledge on a virtually
untouched area; the second is seen as
a responsibility
of the researcher to try to change
the way the Caribbean
is currently perceived.
Caribbean schools, in an attempt
to replace their colonial heritage,
are seeking models
that are relevant to their realities.
America's schools,
in dealing with the realities of a
converging universe,
are seeking more understanding of
other cultures.
It is
the hope that this study helps fill
some of both voids.

CHAPTER

II

RECURRING THEMES IN THE CARIBBEAN
Tne Caribbean has played an
important role in the
history of the Western Hemisphere
ever since it was first

colonized.

Througn tne sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries,

stiug-le for

piiority

of

t he

possession of these territories was the

the Spanish.

England, France and Holland

fought for control rights to the end
of the eighteenth
century.
The independence of Haiti was a major
drawback
for France in the nineteenth century
and America is now
very aware and concerned over the strategic
importance of
the region.

To better understand what are the current
realities
of the region, it is necessary to look at
the Caribbean not
as
'.a&

a

single entity but as many divergent entities which
is

main cause

ol

its present political, economic and

cultural tendencies.
exist.

The Caribbean as one region does not

Instead there are several Caribbeans coexisting

alongside one another.

The Caribbean as an entity appears

to exist for three groups of people.

The first group

includes the representatives of multinational corporations,
who see an important market for their products.

The second

group is the policy makers in Washington D.C. who are watching

closely to try to prevent Cuba's influence from spreading
in the region.

The third group of persons, who approach the

Caribbean in global terms, is that of the local and foreign
27
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intellectuals and scholars who strive for

framework for

a

conseptual

region that was originally discovered
and
settled by Spanish but later divided
among the British,
French and Dutch.
These latter colonists in turn introduced
their nationals and later brought
massive numbers of Africans,
Indians, Chinese and Japanese, imported as
slaves or as
a

indentured labourers for the plantations that
supported
both the islands and the metropolitan economies.
As a

consequence the area is so politically balkanized as
to
lose its sense of being

a

single unit, especially when we

take into consideration its multiracial, multicultural
and

multilingual characteristics.

A long history of colonial

dependence on different metropoles, together with

a

rigid

plantation system that kept the islands' populations living
in closed worlds, separated the peoples from each other

and accentuated their local differences

-

quite to the con-

trary of what took place in Europe.

When they attained their independence the new
nations, mainly composed of Black and Indian labourers,

descendants of former slaves and indentured servants, had not
reached

a

common historical awareness of their problems or even

of their lack of communication.

Hence the present insularism

of the area and the failure of the Puerto Rican Eugenio

Maria de Hostos' dream of

a

Federation of the Antilles in

the late nineteenth century and more recently the bankruptcy
of the British invention of the West Indies Federation of
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the 1960’s.

*odey in spite of the mass media,
nothing has been
able to create among Caribbean
peoples, the idea that not
withstanding their racial and cultural
differences, they
all share a partial common
history rooted in the colonial
past and also share similar economic
problems derived from
tne common exploitation pattern
of the different colonial
metropoles

Inese societies have lacked both an
adequate

communication system and strong common
economic ties that
would allow them to create a regional
frame of reference
through which they could understand
themselves.
At the top
of

these societies were always the colonial
elites for

whom cultural excellence and economic prosperity
lay in
the metropolis.

pendence

-

Regardless of the year of national inde-

1804 , or

161+4 or

1

903 or 1962 or later

-

these

elites have remained attached to the metropolitan cultural

outlook and have been associated with extraregional economic
interests through their participation in the banking business, in mining and manufacturing industries, sugar estates,
oil companies,

tourist investments, fruit plantations,

insurance companies and real estate development projects.

Meanwhile the education systems still perpetuated the continuation

ol

colonial values and attitudes.

The one excep-

tion was Cuba.

Before independence, interisland and intraregional
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trade was prohibited in order
to protect metropolitan
interest; capital and loans
always came from the mother
country; and benefits and profits
always accumulated
either in London or Seville or
Amsterdam or Le Havre,
rather than in the islands themselves.
Since that capital
was not invested locally but in
Europe, the result was the

underdevelopment of local economies many
years before they
attained independence. This led to
the inability of the
region to sustain its population and
to strong migratory
movements, wnich have increased in the
twentieth
century.

Each

oi

these migratory movements is oriented

towards its respective former metropolis,
again reinforcing
the colonial or neocolonial dependence
of the islands and

rhe consolidation of their particular
historically conditioned

features.

That is the reason why there are different

"Caribbeans" that look to different centers of
influence,

which also function as centers of dependence.

History has

much to offer in explaining the internal fragmentation
of the
Caribbean region. There are many problems such as persistent
unemployment and underemployment, severe balance of payment
difficulties, insufficient industrial capacities, brain
di ain,

heavy dependence on

a

few basic staples and so on.

This list, besides enumerating only

a

few of these problems,

serves to demonstrate that if there is one Caribbean, it

could be called the problematic Caribbean.

It would seem

therefore that the region is faced with many recurring
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realities the most urgent of which
are poverty and alienation; survival and self-definition;
and the impact of
development and modernization. This
study will develop
curriculum material on poverty and
alienation; survival
and self-definition for the high
school
student.

Poverty and Alienation

:

As stated previously ever since the
onset of

colonialism, the rural economy of the
Caribbean has depended
heavily on metropolitan capital, markets
and technology.
This dependence is the main cause of
underdevelopment and
the material impoverishment of the rural
population.

rural population survives on

a

The

marginal resource base as

rural resources are for the most part owned and
controlled
by metropolitan conglomerates.

A legacy of slavery was the

fragmentation of the society into four interrelated but
different groups as shows by Edward Braithwaite.
1.

A Euro-centred elite, mainly of metropolitan

officials, absentee plantation owners, merchants,
bankers, money lenders, technical experts and

visitors
2.

A Euro-orienta ted creole upper class of resident

planters, local merchants and professionals,

supplemented by an increasing number of successful
(money, birth, exploit, luck) and/or educated
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coloureds and blacks, who,
especially in the
British islands, despite their
sympathies and
orientation, still remained
unacceptable to the
white caste;
A small creole intellectual
elite, supplemented
by a very small number of
white, black and coloured

politicians reacting against (mainly
because
excluded from) the privileged classes.

This group

became the spokesmen for the majority
of coloureds,
who, miscegenated between Europe
and Africa, felt
they "had no country" except it was
that of their
birth, and for those blacks (educated,
ambitious,
nervous, successful) who wanted to have
nothing
to do with their origins and the
taint of slavery.

Without real roots or vision, the orientation
of this group was reactionary only.

the Caribbean was

a

For them,

substitute for Europe, not an

autonomous creature in itself.

These were the

true mulattoes, the present-day middle class.

Without

a

concept of "Caribbean,

"

they really had

nothing to orientate towards.
And finally.

There was (and is) the Afro-Caribbean (black)

population:

peasants, labourers, illiterates

the majority, who, underprivileged, without access
to the establishment, under constant attack still
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somehow managed to survive.

This is the group

where men and women still
struggle for possession
or what by fact of their
labour is in fact
theirs.

This has been the most profound
con-

tradiction to the reason why people
work, negating
the real moral basis of labour
so that these
masses are still at the bottom rung
of the economic
ladder.
The plantation owners made it
difficult
for ex-slaves to secure land of their
own and

introduced measures to force them to
continue

working on the plantations.
blacx people faced were:

The choices which

migration, continued

work on the plantation in the condition of
semislavery, and starvation.

For the most part they

chose tne first two but migration was expensive
and plantation work had kept them very close
to

starvation.

recause of the absolute necessity

of labour new supplies were sought and found in

China, India and Madeira.

By far the largest

group were the East Indians.

Most came from

artisan and agricultural castes and were fitted
into the bottom of the society because this is

where the society tends to place its agricultural

workers

1
.

The region was first economically dependent

on its mother countries and since independence remains depen

dent, on the powerful
metropolitan countries.
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"Few inter-

dependent relationships where there
is an element of
mutuality and equal balance exist;
for the most part there
is a one-sided non-reciprocal
relationship
-

one of super

-

ordination."

Economic dependence in the region
is seen in
distinctive forms:
(a)
dependence through foreign ownership and control of key sectors
of the economy
(b)
dependence through foreign aid (c)
dependence through reliance
on foreign human resources and
foreign technology (d) dependence through imported consumption and
production patterns.
The Caribbean countries have for
centuries had ownership and

control over key economic sectors in foreign
hands.
Today
this control is exercised by the multinational
corporation.

Historically the relationship between local employees
and
foreign owners has been an exploitative one.

Today, govern-

ments are demanding higher wages for employees,
more taxes
and less draining of the country of its surpluses.*
There are still problems however with capital

intensive as opposed to labour

-

-

intensive industries which

tend to aggravate the on-going reality of unemployment.

The

importation of foreign consumption patterns serves to create
nations of people who think that nothing local is good

everything must be imported.

-

These consumption patterns

lead to excessive demands for higher wages, which in turn create

more local unemployment.

The unemployment leads to unrest
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,
which is
also an integral
1 ^
oart
v,
art nf
8
of fh
the0 history
of the region.
Ramiro Sanchez Guerra
pointed out that up to the
eighteenth century with sugar
at the center of rational
lif6 ’ 83 b0th the French
and Bri tiah experience
attested to,
the inescapable violence
that the plantation economic
arrangement insured, was merely
a repetition of a
given
experience that the Caribbean
had come to know. Given the
presence of a monoculture and
the resulting underutilization
of labour and resources,
the poverty that followed
was
inevitable
_

•

did not seek to promote the
material and moral advancement welfare or the
of the people of a
cane-growing country, but was
entirely^edicated
to
obtaining a high profit on invested
capital? Ev
/1 g SUgar at 8 ver
y low price to the consumer '
H
aUC r co
P
try be comes an economic fief
of a
??
di?t
n? metropolis
?
distant
and its working class lives
e
S
that
that dominates Ind
exoi
oiL it
?t can live better and
xploits
more cheaply."
*

V

^

Because the only concern of the
plantation is
profit and because it monopolizes
all of the land,
it;

is,

necessity, pitted against the peasant
who must struggle
to insure not only his survival
but his dignity as well.
oi

As a result,

a

constant struggle always ensues and has

Historically endured between the landowners
and the
peasantry.
This has been the Caribbean experience.
Nicholas Gillen, the national poet of Cuba
stated.

Tnere was something worse than the physical crime
of slavery, and that was the spiritual crime.
People
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he
Indies have lived in
ntv>^
other, kept; separate by the evil ignorance of each
that divided them, that confrontedimperialist faith
them! face to face
like quiet ghosts. Mr. Haiti,
Mrs. Jamaica
the
Se
ade U
and Martinique , Mr. Barbados,
Mrs CCuba
b
“ ih
What can they say to each other in
their
i- ^
English,
in their Patois, in their French,
in
their
h r ln
Papiemento? They have said
??t?T p V°
°r
to each other up to now, but
now^h
now
they are beginning to say more." £

r

,

,

A reality of the Caribbean is often
self-

alienation.

Mongrel as I am, something prickles in me
when I
see the word Ashanti as with the word
Warwickshire,
both separately intimating my grandfathers'
roots,
both baptising this neither proud nor ashamed
bastard, this hybrid, this West Indian." 5
Ihe seeming lack of historical past is

tinuing dilemma for Caribbean people.

a

con-

At its origin is

an event so calamitous, monstrous and far-reaching in
its

consequences that it must forever defy the historical

understanding.

It is,

said Walcott, as though, he and his

fellow West Indians are constantly swimming through one
gigantic eye condemmed to perpetual surveillance, actual
or implicit, by the mineralizing eye of the other. ^

Originally it was the all-seeing eye of the planter that
reduced the West Indian to the status of an object.

Today

the islands are "found only/In tourist booklets, behind

ardent binoculars/Found in the blue reflection of eyes/That

have known cities and think us here happy.

^

To planter

and tourist alike, the West Indian is an object seen rather

than

seeing subject, between him
and the other there
basic lack of reciprocity,
a fundamental difference
in status.
The colonial educational
system instilled selfdepreciation, estranging a people
from themselves and
their immediate world and plunging
them into a mirage of
whiteness and Europeaness. Colonial
education was education for subordination, exploitation,
the creation
a

of

mental confusion and the development
of underdevelopment . 8
A few groups throughout the
region have made attempts
to exclude themselves from this
sense of alienation, from
not belonging to the landscape. The
Rastafarians in
Jamaica were among the first West Indians
to approach the
problem boldly and to try to set up an
alternative system
to the one that would make them
second class citizens.

Survival and Self -pef inition

i

Physical, emotional and psychic survival have

always been of prime importance in Caribbean society.

Since

the coming of Columbus the history of the region
has been

one of social, economic and physical violence.

As Eric

Williams said of the Spanish conquistadores that, first
they fell on their knees and then they fell on the
Aborigine
Hesis tance began therefore with the Indians, who were soon

annihilated, and continued with Africans from the time they
were captured to long after they were brought to their new
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homes.

From 1655, when the British captured
Jamaica from
the Spanish, slaves ran to the
hills and

joined others who

knew the terrain.

These were the first Maroons,

a

group

who refused slave status and which
forced the English to
negotiate treaties. In Suriname, the Djukas
and Saramaccas
kept up their fight for liberation and were
eventually

given land by the Dutch.

Throughout the region slaves

fought for their freedom culminating in the
liberation of

Haiti in

Idol;.

Selwyn Cud joe categorizes resistance as

follows
Cultura l Hesistance

.

The motive of resistance emanates

from the beliefs, mores or indigenous ways of life and is

expressed in religion or the arts.

Throughout the region

slaves clung to African religions, often using

-

as was

the case in Jamaica and Suriname

a

means of

communication.

-

the drum as

The Maroons, Saramaccas and Djukas remain

groups of people who resisted assimilation.

Socio-economic Resistance

.

Resistance is expressed by

suicide, abortion, work sabotage, withholding labor, poisoning masters, etc.

Contrary to the myth of the docile slave,

in many places the slaves realized that they were integral
to production.

What emerged was an aggressive cadre of

slaves who continued to resist and began to organize their

fellow slaves.
olitical Resistance.

The motive of resistance emanates
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from an ideological framework
in which the goal of the
enslaved people is to control
their destiny - be it full
independence or some other form
of government - and may be
expressed in revolts, rebellions
or revolutions 9
.

In each category the goals are
the same "to oppose
the concept of servile labor"
and to reject "compulsory

Christianization and the imposition of
European customs
values
short, Caribbean people have
continuously
struggled to define themselves and
find their own rhythms.
.

m

A textured people,

with an African-based culture, suffused

with many other elements (East Indian,
Chinese, Lebanese),
Caribbean people have often had to develop
cunning survival
skills in an attempt to keep what is
their
own.

In tne search for this nativization of
the region,
ties with former colonial empires are
rapidly being cut

but the problem remains

self-sufficiency,

a

shift from dependency to one of

few models are being molded, structural

changes are being attempted, many mistakes are being
made
but it has become evident that the ultimate survival
of

Caribbean people depends on their ability to define themselves in their own terms and not in those of either their

former colonial masters or their present ones, i.e., the

multinational conglomerates that threaten to control most
facets of their lives.
The experience of the Caribbean region has there-

fore been one of great poverty, and an on-going quest for

self-definition.

The emancipation fo the slaves
without

the necessary economic and
political infrastructures to ensure true independence, has resulted
in a fragmented region

which is desperately trying to
define itself in its own
terms.
The lack of a cohesive historical
thread
in the

case of Afro-Caribbeans who form
the base of the societies
seems to manifest itself in the
phenomena of rootlessness
and restlessness.
The incursion of other immigrant
groups,
through the years has not resulted in
a tightly knit society
but rather a series of interest
groups, each with its own
agendas.
The forging of a Caribbean community
is of prime

importance if the region is to survive as

a

viable unit but

as Braithwaite says

"The dichotomy, I think, is still there.
It is a
permanent part of our heritage. It comes, in a way,
as an almost physical inheritance from Africa
where
in nature, drought and lushness, the flower and the
desert, lie side by side.
It is a spiritual inheritance from slavery and the long story before that
of the migrant African moving from the lower Nile
across the desert to the western ocean only to meet
the Portuguese and a history that was to mean the
middle passage, America and a rootless sojourn in
the Caribbean Sea.

This dichotomy expresses itself in the West Indian
through a certain psychic tension, an excitability,
a definite feeling of having no past, of not really
belonging, and finds relief in laughter and (more
seriously) in movement - dance, cricket, carnival,
emigration. " 3

Chapter III introduces material on the history
of the Caribbean and links it to the resultant poverty and

dislocation of self found in the region.

k-1

Chapter IV looks at

a

range of survival means

employed by Caribbean people and
explores their continuing
search for self-definition.

CHAPTER III
THEME

I

-

POVERTY AND ALIENATION

IN THE CARIBBEAN

Present Caribbean realities have

lation to the history of the region.

a

direct corre-

Slavery, emancipation,

the plantation system, indenture ship,
colonialism, inde-

pendence have all had vast effects on the
development of
the Caribbean and the aftermath of
poverty and alienation

that continues to plague the islands.

Colonists whose

only objective was profit, with neither the
intention nor
desire to forge a society have left a balkanized
string of
islands, tne inhabitants of which, do not know, trust
or

communicate with one another.

The first part of the unit

on poverty introduces historical material with the
following

sub-themes
-

Assessing Students’ Positions on Caribbean History

-

The Early Impact of the Spanish Conquest

The Values of

a

People are Reflected by the Laws

which Govern its Society
The researcher assesses what students currently

know of the Caribbean basin.

The material on the early

impact of the Spanish conquest, addresses the coming of
Columbus, the eradication of the Indians and the rise of

slavery.

The third sub-theme looks at the material and

psychological adjustments of people who are not in control
42

ki
of their destinies.
The second part of the unit
explores the alienation both of self and of others that
is prevalent in the

region using the following sub-themes:
Social Values of Caribbean Society

Rastafarians Establish an Alternative Value

System to the Existing One
“

Africans and Indians in Caribbean Society
The material identifies the dislocation
of self

that results when an alien culture is
imposed with no
regal'd for the indigenous culture.

sell -bate,

The confusion, the

the rootlessness which comes from not
being in

tune with the environment is explored.

The total abandon-

ment by one section of the society in an attempt to
claim
that self and the continuing conflict between two
groups

with

a

seemingly similar history are addressed.
Sub-Theme:

Learning Activity
Rationale

.

I

Assessing Students* Positions
on Caribbean History

:

Determining students' present knowledge will

guide your approach and emphasis on the unit.

Performance Objectives
state and defend

Strategy

a

a

Students will be able to

position on various Caribbean issues.

Ask students to complete "Survey of the

Caribbean" Worksheet

conduct

.

1 .

After they have completed the survey,

discussion in which you might ask different

students how they responded to each statement.

Ask each
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respondent to defend the position taken.
This survey can be distributed again
at the end
of the unit when you might ask the
class the following
question: Have your viewpoint and
knowledge about any of
the statements in the survey changed
after having completed
the unit on the Caribbean? Why? Why
not?

WORKSHEET

1

CARIBBEAN HISTORY SURVEY

For each, of the statements listed below,
check the
box that most closely approximates your
own opinions
about the statement.
Be prepared to defend your answers.
Events that happen in the world affect the
Caribbean.

Strongly
Agree

A gree

Disagr e e

Strongly
D i sagr e

People have similar ideas throughout the Caribbean

Strongly
Agr ee

A gree

D isagr ee

Strongly
Disagr ee

People from different parts of the Caribbean are

more different than alike.

Strongly
Agree

A gree

D isagr e e

Strongly
Disagr e

Physical appearance determines the culture of

Caribbean people.
Strongly
Agree

A gree

D isagr e e

Strongly
Disagr e

Independent Caribbean nations are responsible
for their own destinies.

Strongly
Agree

A gree

Strongly
D isagr ee

D isagr ee

other nations have had little
influence on the
development of the Caribbean.
Strongly
Agree

A gree

Disagr ee

Strongly
Disagr ee

The United States should try
to expand its culture
and ideas to the Caribbean.

Strongly
Ag ree

A gree

Disagr e

Strongly
Disagr ee

The Caribbean has had little
influence on the

development of the United States.
Agree

Strongly
A gree

Disagr ee

Strongly
Disagr ee

Caribbean nations should take and adapt the
ideas
of other nations to meet their own needs.

Strongly
&& ree

A gree

Disagr e

Strongly
Disagr ee

The lives of Caribbean people are changed
by con-

tact with others of different cultural and ethnic
back-

grounds .
Agree

Strongly
A gree

Disagr ee

Strongly
Disagr ee
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Sub-Theme:
21

The Early

the Sp anish Conquest

by Lesley Byrd Simpson

Learning Activity 2
R ationa le.

:

The Spanish built

a

vast empire in the

New World.

They forced the Indians to
work in the mines
and attempted to convert them
to Christianity.
This
activity is designed to give
students a better understanding of tne reasons for
Spanish expansion in the New
World and the methods the Spanish
used to subjugate the
indigenous peoples. The second
reading is a sermon that
deals with the treatment of the
Indians by the Spanish.
Perfo rmance Objectives

formulate

.

Students will be able to

hypothesis about the reasons the Spanish
built
colonies in America
a

Explain the reasons for the establishment
of
lorced labor system in the new world
Apply the concept or a forced
a current day situation
Strate£^J_.

xa^r

a

syb„bw to

Distribute copies of Worksheet

2,

"Queen

Isabella's Indian Policy," and ask students to
answer the
following questions:
What can you tell about the goals of Spain in
the new world? Why might Spain want to build
a large colonial empire?

Why does Queen Isabella say that tnere should
be forced labor of the Indians? Is she justified
in demanding that the Indians work for the
Spaniards? Why? Why not.
If you were an Indian, how would you feel about
mining gold for the Spanish? Explain.
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Do you think there are any
other reasons besides
e S
W y Ueen Isabella wanted

lish
nsn

^

to estab!

fo^PH
forced ^
labor system?

a

Why do you think the queen
wants the Indians to
convert to Christianity? Can
you think o?anv
reasons why the Spanish might
have had difficulty
converting the Indians to Christianity?
Explain.

m

wan t the gold from the mines
of
,
How would
large
amounts
of
gold
anect
affect
thP peconomy of Spain?
the
Explain.
Spain.

S trategy 2 .

Distribute copies of Worksheet

3,

"The

Strange Sermon of Father Montesino,"
and have the students
answer the questions following the
excerpt.
St rategy

3

.

As a culminating lesson,

students should

be asked to evaluate the overall
impact of the Spanish con-

quest of the indigenous peoples.

Ask students to study "Some

Effects of the Spanish Conquest" on Worksheet
4, and to add
other effects they feel were omitted.
Conduct a discussion
in which the information on the worksheet
as

well as students’

suggestions are considered.
six equal groups.
oi

Divide the class into five or

Ask each group to rank the listed effects

the conquest (Worksheet
4) from the most to the least

important.

Each group should agree on the selections by

majority vote.

Ask

a

group representative to report the

decisions oi the group to the class and have students
compare
the results.

Ask students to rate the total effect of the

conquest as negative or positive on

2

continuum and to ex-
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plain their reasons in
1-

a

NEGATIVE

a

written paragraph.

'

P0

10

S I T I V E

WORKSHEET 2
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QUEEN ISABELLAS INDIAN POLICY

Inasmuch as the King, my Lord, and

I,

1

in the

instruction we commanded given to Don Fray
Nicolas de Ovando,
Comendador mayor of Alcantara, at the time
when we went
to the islands and mainland of the
Ocean Sea, decreed that

the Indian inhabitants and residents of
the island of

Hspanola, are free and not sub ject

.

. .

and as now we are

informed that because of the excessive liberty
enjoyed by
the said Indians they avoid contact and
community with

the

Spaniards to such an extent that they will not even
work
ior wages, but wander about idle, and cannot be
had by the

Christians to convert to the Holy Catholic Faith; and in

order that the Christians of the said island. .may not lack
.

people to work their holdings for their maintenance, and

may be able to take out what gold there is on the island...
and because we desire that the said Indians be converted to

our Holy Catholic Faith and taught in its doctrines; and

because this can better be done by having the Indians living
in community with the Christians of the island, and by

having them go among them and associate with them, by which
means they will help each other to cultivate and settle and
increase the fruits of the island and take the gold which

may be there and bring profit to my kingdom and subjects:
I

the matter,

have commanded this my letter to be issued on
in which I command you, our said Governor, that

50

beginning from the day the said Indians associate
with the
Christians of the island and to work on their buildings,
and to gather and mine the gold and other metals,
and to
till the fields and produce food for the Christian
inhabitants

and dwellers of the said island; and you are to have each
one paid on the day he works the wage and maintenance which

you think he should have.

•

.and you are to order each cacique

to take charge of a certain number of the said Indians so

that you may make them work wherever necessary, and so that

on feast days and such days as you think proper they may be

gathered together to hear and be taught in matters of the
Fai th..

.

. .

This the Indians shall perform as free people,

which, they are,

and not as slaves.

And see to it that the

said Indians are well treated, those who become Christians

better than the others, and do not consent or allow that
any person do them any harm or oppress them....
I,

the Queen

WORKSHEET

3

SERMQN

0F FATHER MONTESINO from
Readings in Latin American
neadmgs
Civilization 1I4.92 to the Present
'

This excerpt is taken from

a

sermon preached by

father Montesino to the Spanish
on Hispaniola.
This voice declares that you are
in mortal sin and
live and die therein by reason of
the cruelty and tyranny
that you practice on these innocent
people (referring to the

Indians of Hispaniola).

Tell me, by what right or justice

do you hold these Indians in such
cruel and horrible slavery?
By what right do you wage such detestable
wars on these

people who lived mildly and peacefully in their
own lands,
where you have consumed infinite numbers of
them with murders
and desolations?

Why do you so greatly oppress and fatigue

them, not giving them enough to eat or caring
for them when

they fall ill from excessive labors so that they
die or rather
are slain by you so that you may extract and
acquire gold

every day?

And what care do you take that they receive

religious instruction and come to know God and Creator,
or
that they be baptized, hear mass, or observe holidays
and

Sundays?
Are they not men?

Do they not have rational souls?

Are you not bound to love them as you love yourselves?

Questions for Discussion:

Why does father Montesino believe the Spanish on
Hispaniola are in mortal sin? Do you agree? Why
or why not?
In what ways would Father Montesino disagree with

Queen Isabella about the Indians?
How do you
think y,ueen Isabella would have
reacted to^
Father Montesino's sermon?

“

How does Father Montesino feel about
the Indians?
ilink mOSt ° f
Sp * nish feel
th°: Indians

^

Do you think the Spanish would
have forced the
Indians to work in the gold mines if
they had been
of the same race as the Spanish?
Why or why not?

WORKSHEET

[(.

SOME EFFECT S OF THE SPANISH
COUqiTR.^T

3

Indians of the country near
large towns or cities
began to dress and behave
more like European peasants,
saking their traditions.
Remote areas were affected
less, and some isolated
regions know nothing
of the con-

quest to this day.
Indians began to herd and use
sheep, goats, oxen,
and burros for farm work— all
imported from Europe.
One example of new technology
quickly adopted was
the use of roof tile which
replaced thatch.

Europeans brought with them

a

variety of diseases

previously unknown in the Americas,
causing

a

dramatic decline

in native population.

Spanish language and the European art of
printing
gave Indians of widely differing
cultures and
tongues

a

unified, powerful means of communica
tion.
Since Spaniards and Creoles looked down
on manual
labor, they used the Indians as work
slaves.
A hierarchical
society emerged, with Indians and imported
slaves at bottom,
mestizos in the middle, and Europeans on top.

Spaniards outlawed human sacrifice and cannibalism.
The Spanish version of civilization was carried
to

regions where the Aztecs, Mayas, and Incas never set
foot.

Spaniards destroyed the institutions of the Aztecs,
Mayas, Incas, and other native peoples.

Sub-Theme:
Societi es and Indi v i due
are dire cted by the Availability
"
of Natural Resources

—

s

Learning Activity

~

L

- ° nale

Since the discovery of the Caribbean
by

•

'

Columbus and the subsequent search for
gold, followed by
the realization that land was
plentiful and sugar cane
could fill the coffers of metropolitan
countries, the lives
of millions of people have been
affected.
Plantations
were dependent on human labor from
any source so that

through the years, waves of different
people were brought
to the islands for production purposes.

these immigrants to mesh into

that people need

a

a

The failure of

cohesive society demonstrate

common vision.

It is important to point

out to students that there may be no
foreseeable solution
to this fragmentation but that Caribbean
people may have to

begin to think in terms of reordering their
priorities and

altering their habits.

Performance Objectives

.

Students will be able to

describe the similarities and differences in slavery between
the Caribbean and the United States.

Explain what the harsh

treatment did to the slave.

Strategy

1

.

Divide the students into small groups

and distribute copies of Worksheet

Explain that this

exercise will help them assess the impact of slavery on the

Caribbean and on metropolises as

a

students to complete their reading.

whole.

After

Allow time for
the students

have finished the reading, be
sure to clarify the following
points before continuing the
activity:

Caribbean societies were not
conceived for social
living but for production. For
slave masters,
racial power came out of economic
security.

ask

After the groups have completed
their worksheets
representative from each group to write

a

a

effects of slavery on the chalkboard.

list of

Then focus

a

brief

discussion on the following questions:
Which effects had the most impact on
people’s
personal lives? On the islands as a whole?
”

Which effect had the least imp act?

-

Whict effects were likely to be felt immediately?

Which effects would be more likely to be felt
presently?

WORKSHEET 5
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THE

m

When

O RIGIN

1i+92

OF NEGRO SLAVERY by Eric
Williams ^

Columbus, representing the Spanish

monarchy, discovered the New World,
he set in train the
long and bitter international
rivalry over colonial possessions Tor which, after four and
a half centuries,
no solu-

tion has yet been found.

Portugal, which had initiated the

movement of international expansion,
claimed the new territories on the ground that they fell
within the scope of a
papal bull of

1

455 authorizing her to reduce to servitude

all infidel peoples.

The two powers,

to avoid controversy,

sought arbitration and, as Catholics,
turned to the Pope
a natural and logical step
in an age when the universal
claims of the Papacy were still unchallenged by
individuals
and governments.

After carefully sifting the rival claims, the
Pope issued in
a

1

493

a

series of papal bulls which established

line of demarcation between the colonial possessions
of

the two states:

Spain.

the East went to Portugal and the West to

Ihe partition, however, failed to satisfy Portuguese

aspirations ana in the subsequent year the contending parties
reached

a

more satisfactory compromise in the Treaty of

Tordesillas, which rectified the papal judgment to permit

Portuguese ownership of Brazil.

Neither the papal arbitration nor the formal treaty
was intended to be binding on other powers, and both were
in fact repudiated.
1

[j-97

Cabot's voyage to North America in

was England's immediate reply to the partition.
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of France voiced his
celebrated protest:
"The sun
shines for me as for others.
I should very much
like to
see the clause in Adam's
will that excludes me from
a share
of the world. "
The king of Denmark refused
to accept the
Pope's ruling as far as the
East Indies were concerned.
Sir William Cecil, the famous
Elizabethan statesman, denied
the Pope's right M to give
and take kingdoms to whomsoever

Francis

I

be pleased.

in 1580 the English government
countered with
the principle of effective
occupation as the determinant of

sovereignty.

Thereafter, in the parlance of the
day, there

was "no peace below the line."

words of

it was a dispute,

in the

later governor of Barbados, as to
"whether the
King of England or of France shall
be monarch of the West
Indies, for the King of Spain cannot
hold it long...."^
a

England, France, and even Holland, began
to challenge the
Iberian Axis and claim their place in the
sun.
The Negro,
too, was to have his place, though he
did not ask for it:
it
was the broiling sun of the sugar, tobacco
and cotton

plantations of the New World.

According to Adam Smith, the prosperity of
colony depends upon one simple economic factor
good land."

7

a

new

— "plenty

of

The British colonial possessions up to 1776,

however, can broadly be divided into two types.

The first

is the self-sufficient and diversified economy of small

farmers, "mere earth-scratchers" as Gibbon Wakefield

derisively called them,Q living on

a

soil which, as Canada
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was described in 1840, was
"no lottery, with a few
exorbitant prizes and a large
number of blanks, but a
secure
and certain investment." 9
The second type is the
colony
Which has facilities for the
production of staple articles
on a large scale for an
export market.
In the first category fell the Northern colonies
of the American mainland;
in
the second, the mainland
tobacco colonies and the sugar
islands of the Caribbean.
In colonies of the latter
type,
as Merivale pointed out,
land and capital were both useless
unless labor could be commanded.^
Labor,
be made to work,

that is, must be constant and
must work, or
in cooperation.

In such colonies the rugged

individualism of the Massachusetts farmer,
practising his
intensive agriculture and wringing by
the sweat

of his brow

niggardly returns from

a

grudging soil, must yield to the

disciplined gang of the big capitalist
practising extensive
agriculture and producing on a large scale.
Without this
compulsion, the laborer would otherwise
exercise his natural
inclination to work his own land and toil on
his own account
The story is frequently told of the great
English

capitalist, Mr. Peel, who took fc50,000 and three
hundred

laborers with him to the Swan River colony in
Australia.
His plan was that his laborers would work for
him, as in the

old country.

Arrived in Australia, however, where land was

plentiful--too plentiful--the laborers preferred to work
for themselves as small proprietors rather than under the
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capitalist for wages.

Australia was not England, and
the
capitalist was left without a
servant to make his
bed or

letch, him water.

For tne Caribbean colonies the
solution for this
dispersion and earth-scratching"
was slavery.
The lesson
of the early history of Georgia
is instructive.
Prohibited
from employing slave labor by
trustees who, in
some in-

stances, themselves owned slaves
in other colonies, the

Georgian planters found themselves
in the position, as
Whitef ield phrased it, of people whose

legs were tied and

were told to walk.

So the Georgia magistrates drank
toasts

to the one thing needful"-- s
lavery--until the ban was

lifted.

called it,

’’Odious resource” though it might be,

as Merivale

slavery was an economic institution of the

first importance.

It had been the basis of Greek economy

and had built up the Roman Empire.
In modern times it provided the sugar for
the tea
and the coffee cups of the Western world.

cotton to serve as

a

It produced the

base for modern capitalism.

the American South and the Caribbean islands.

historical perspective, it forms

a

It made

Seen in

part of that general

picture of the harsh treatment of the underpriviledged
classes,
the unsympathetic poor laws and severe feudal laws,
and

the indifference with which, the rising capitalist class
was

"beginning to reckon prosperity in terms of pounds sterling,
and ... becoming used to the idea of sacrificing human life
to the deity of increased production,

,,

11+
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Adam Smith, the intellectual champion
of the
industrial middle class with its
new-found doctrine of
freedom, later propagated the argument
that
it was,

in

general, pride and love of power in
the master that led
to slavery and that, in those
countries where slaves were
employed, free labor would be more
profitable.

Universal

experience demonstrated conclusively that
"the work done
by slaves, though it appears to cost
only their maintenance, is in the end the dearest of any.

A person who can

acquire no property can have no other interest
than to eat
as much,

and to labor as little as possible."^

Adam Smith thereby treated as an abstract proposition what is
soil.

a

specific question of time, place, labor and

The economic superiority of free hired labor over

slave is obvious even to the slave owner.

Slave labor is

given reluctantly, it is unskilful, it lacks versatility.^
Other things being equal, free men would be preferred.

But

in the early stages of colonial development, other things
are not equal.

When slavery is adopted, it is not adopted

as the choice over free labor;

there is no choice at all.

The reasons for slavery, wrote Gibbon Wakefield,

"are not

moral, but economical circumstances; they relate not to
vice and virtue, but to production."

1

7

With the limited

population of Europe in the sixteenth century, the free
laborers necessary to cultivate the staple crops of sugar,
tobacco and cotton in the New World could not have been
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supplied in quantities adequate
to permit large-scale production. Slavery was necessary
for this,

and to get slaves

the Europeans turned first
to the aborigines and then
to

Africa

Under certain circumstances
slavery has some
obvious advantages. In the cultivation
of

crops like sugar,

cotton and tobacco, where the cost
of production is appreciably reduced on larger units, the
slaveowner, with his
large-scale production and his organized
slave gang, can
make more profitable use of the land
than the small farmer
or peasant proprietor.
For such staple crops, the
vast

profits can well stand the greater expense
of inefficient
1
slave labor.
Where all the knowledge required is
simple
and

a

matter of routine, constancy and cooperation
in labor--

slavery— is essential, until, by importation of
new recruits
and breeding, the population has reached the
point of density
and the land available for appropriation has
been already

apportioned.

When that stage is reached, and only then, the

expenses of slavery, in the form of the cost and maintenance
of slaves, productive and unproductive, exceed the
cost of

hired laborers.

As Merivale wrote:

"Slave labour is dearer

than tree wherever abundance of free labour can be procured."^

Prom the standpoint of

t ne

grower, the greatest

defect of slavery lies in the fact that it quickly exhausts
the soil.

The labor supply of low social status, docile

and cheap, can be maintained in subjection only by system-

atic degradation and by deliberate
efforts to suppress its
intelligence. Rotation of crops and
scientific farming are
therefore alien to slave societies.
As Jefferson wrote of
Virginia, "we can buy an acre of new
land cheaper than we
PC)
can manure an old one." The slave
planter, in the picturesque nomenclature of the South,
is a "land-killer."
This
serious defect of slavery can be
counter-balanced and postponed for a time if fertile soil is
practically unlimited.

Expansion is

a

necessity of slave societies; the slave

power requires ever fresh conquests
wrote Merivale, "to cultivate
of slaves,

men."

22

a

21

"It is more profitable,"

fresh soil by the dear labour

than an exhausted one by the cheap labour
of free-

From Virginia and Maryland to Carolina, Georgia,

Texas and the Middle West; from Barbados to
Jamaica to

oaint Domingue and then to Cuba; the logic was inexorable
and
the same.

It was a relay race;

the first to start passed

the baton, unwillingly we may be sure, to another and then

limped sadly behind.
Slavery in the Caribbean has been too narrowly

identified with the Negro.

A racial twist has thereby been

given to what is basically an economic phenomenon.

Slavery

was not born of racism; rather, racism was the consequence of

slavery.

Unfree labor in the New World was brown, white,

black, and yellow; Catholic, Protestant and pagan.
The first instance of slave trading and slave

labor developed in the New World involved, racially, not
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the Negro but the Indian.
to

The Indians rapidly succumbed

excessive labor demanded of them,
the insufficient
diet, the white man's diseases,
and their inability
trie

to

adjust themselves to the new way
of life.

Accustomed to

a

of liberty,

their constitution and temperament
were
ill-adapted to the rigors of plantation
slavery.
As

Fernando Ortiz writes:
to their monotonous,

"To subject the Indian to the
mines,

insane and severe labor, without

trioal sense, without religious
ritual,

..

.was like taking

away from him the meaning of his
life.... it was to enslave
not only his muscles but also his
collective spirit ." 23
The visitor to Ciudad Trujillo,
capital of the

Dominican Republic (the present-day name of
half of the
island formerly called Hispaniola), will see
a

statue of

Columbus , with the figure of an Indian woman
gratefully

writing (so reads the caption) the name of the
Discoverer.
The story is told, on the other hand, of the
Indian chief-

tain, Ratuey, who, doomed to die for resisting the
invaders,

staunchly refused to accept the Christian faith as the

gateway to salvation when he learned that his executioners,
too, hoped to get to Heaven.

It is far more probable that

Hatuey, rather than the anonymous woman, represented con-

temporary Indian opinion of their new overlords.

England and France, in their colonies, followed
the Spanish practice of enslavement of the Indians.

was one conspicuous difference

— the

There

attempts of the Spanish

6!+

Crown, however ineffective,
to restrict Indian slavery
to
those who refused to accept
Christianity and to the warlike Garibs on the specious
plea that they were cannibals.

From the standpoint of the
British government Indian slavery
unlike later Negro slavery which
involved vital imperial
interests, was a purely colonial
matter. As Lauber writes:
"The home government was
interested in colonial slave conditions and legislation only when
the African slave trade
was involved
Since it (Indian slavery) was never
sufficiently extensive to interfere with
Negro slavery and the
slave trade, it never received any
attention from the home
government, and so existed as legal because
never declared
illegal." 21+
But Indian slavery never was extensive
in the

British dominions.

Ballagh, writing of Virginia, says that

popular sentiment had never "demanded the
subjection of the
Indian race per se, as was practically the case
with the
Negro in the first slave act of 1661, but only of
oi

it,

and that admittedly

case of the Indian.

nature,

a

..

a

n

portion

very small portion. ... In the

slavery was viewed as of an occasional

preventive penalty

manent condition.

a

and not as

a

normal and per-

In the New England colonies Indian

slavery was unprofitable, for slavery of any kind was un-

profitable because it was unsuited to the diversified
agriculture of these colonies.
was inefficient.

In addition the Indian slave

The Spaniards discovered that one Negro
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was worth four Indians 26
A prominent official in
Hispaniola
insisted in 1 51
that "permission be given to
bring Negroes,
a race robust for labor,
instead of natives, so weak that
they Can ° nly be em lo yed in
P
tasks requiring little endurance,
such as taking care of maize
2/
fields or farms.
The future
staples of the New World, sugar
and cotton, required strength
which the Indian lacked, and demanded
the robust "cotton

nigger" as sugar’s need of strong
mules produced in Louisiana
the epithet "sugar mules."
According to Lauber,
"When com-

pared with sums paid for Negroes at the
same time and place
the prices of Indian slaves are found
to have been considerably lower. "^6
The Indian reservoir, too, was limited,
the African

inexhaustible.

Negroes therefore were stolen in Africa to

work the lands stolen from the Indians in America.

The voyages

of Prince Henry the Navigator complemented
those of Columbus,

West African history became the complement of West
Indian.
The immediate successor of the Indian, however,
was

not the Negro but the poor white.

included

a

variety of types.

These white servants

Some were indentured servants,

so called because, before departure from the homeland,

had signed
service for

they

contract, indented by law, binding them to

a
a

stipulated time in return for their passage.

Still others, known as "redemptioners,

"

arranged with the

captain of the ship to pay for their passage on arrival or

within

a

specified time thereafter; if they did not, they
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were sold by the captain
to the highest bidder.
Others
were convicts, sent out by
the deliberate policy of
the
home government, to serve for
a specified period.
This emigration was in tune
with mercantilist
theories of the day which strongly
advocated putting the
poor to industrious and useful
labor and favored emigration,
voluntary or involuntary, as
relieving the poor rates and
finding more profitable occupations
abroad for idlers and
vagrants at home.
"Indentured servitude," writes C.
M.
Haar, "was called into existence
by two different though
complementary forces:
there was both a positive attraction
from the New World and a negative
repulsion from the Old." 2
In a state paper delivered to
James I in 1606 Bacon emphasized that by emigration England would
gain "a double
commodity, in the avoidance of people here,
and in making
U
"^
use of them there.
This temporary service at the outset denoted
no

inferiority or degradation.

Many of the servants were

manorial tenants fleeing from the irksome
restrictions of
feudalism. Irishmen seeking freedom from the
oppression of
landlords and bishops, Germans running away from the
devastation of the Thirty Years' War.
their hearts

a

burning desire for land, an ardent passion

for independence
be free men,

They transplanted in

.

They came to the land of opportunity to

their imaginations powerfully wrought upon by

glowing and extravagant descriptions in the home country.
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It was only later when,

"all ideals of

a

in the words of Dr. Williamson,

decent colonial society, of

a

better and

eater England overseas, were
swamped in the pursuit of an
immediate gain,” that the
introduction of disreputable element s became a general feature
of indentured service.
gi

A regular traffic developed
in these indentured

servants.

Between 1654 and 1685 ten thousand
sailed from
Bristol alone, chiefly for the
West Indies and Virginia.^
In I 6 c 3 white servants represented
one-sixth of Virginia's
population. Two-thirds of the immigrants
to Pennsylvania
during the eighteenth century were
white servants; in four
years 25,000 came to Philadelphia
alone.
It has been
estimated that more than a quarter of a
million persons
were of this class during the colonial
3i

W

period,-

that

they probably constituted one-half of all
English immigrants,
the majority going to the middle colonies. 3 ^

As commercial speculation entered the picture,

abuses crept in.
and became

Bristol.

a

Kidnaping was encouraged to

a

great degree

regular business in such towns as London and

Adults would be plied with liquor, children

enticed with sweetmeats.

The kidnapers were called "spirits,”

defined as "one that taketh upp men and women and children
and sells them on
The captain of

a

a

shipp to be conveyed beyond the sea.”

ship trading to Jamaica would visit the

Clerkenwell House of Correction, ply with drink the girls
who had been imprisoned there as disorderly, and "invite”
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them to go to the West Indies 36
The temptations held out
to the unwary and the credulous
were so attractive that, as
the mayor of Bristol complained,
husbands were induced to
forsawe their wives, wives their
husbands, and apprentices
their masters, while wanted
criminals found on the transport ships a refuge from the arms
of the law. 37 The wave of
German immigration developed the
"newlander," the labor
agent or those days, who traveled up
and down the Rhine
Valley persuading the feudal peasants
to sell their belongings and emigrate to America, receiving
a commission for
38
each emigrant.
.

.

.

Much has been written about the trickery
these
"newlanders " were not averse to employing. 39 But
whatever the
deceptions practised, it remains true, as Friedrich
Kapp

has written, that "the real ground for the
emigration fever
lay in tne unhealthy political and economic
conditions....
The misery and oppression of the conditions of the
little

(German) states promoted emigration much more dangerously

and continuously than the worst 'newlander

'

Convicts provided another steady source of white
labor.

The harsh feudal laws of England recognized three

hundred capital crimes.
picking

a

Typical hanging offences included:

pocket for more than

the value of five shillings;

poaching rabbits on

a

a

shilling; shoplifting to

stealing

a

gentleman's estate

horse or
4

a

sheep;

Offences for

which the punishment prescribed by law was transportation
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comprised the stealing of cloth,
burning stacks of corn,
the maiming and killing of
cattle, hindering customs
officers in the execution of their
duty, and corrupt legal
practices 1 ^ Proposals made in
1661; would have banished to the
colonies all vagrants, rogues and
idlers, petty
thieves,

gipsies, and loose persons frequenting
unlicensed brothels! 3
A piteous petition in 1667
prayed for transportation instead
the deatn sentence for a wife
convicted of stealing goods
valued at three shillings and four pence
In 1745 trans01

portation was the penalty for the theft of
and

a

a

silver spoon

gold watch. US One year after the emancipation
of the

Negro slaves, transportation was the penalty
for trade

union activity.

It is difficult to resist the conclusion

that there was some connection between the
law and the labor

needs of the plantations, and the marvel is that
so few
people ended up in the colonies overseas.

Benjamin Franklin opposed this "dumping upon the
New World of the outcasts of the Old" as the most cruel
insult ever offered by one nation to another, and asked, if

England was justified in sending her convicts to the colonies,

whether the latter were justified in sending to England
their rattlesnakes in exchange ?^It
should have been so sensitive.

is

not clear why Franklin

Even if the convicts were

hardened criminals, the great increase of indentured servants
and free emigrants would have tended to render the convict

influence innocuous, as increasing quantities of water
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poured in

a

glass containing poison.

Without convicts the
early development of the
Australian colonies in the nineteenth century would have been
impossible. Only a few of
the colonists, however, were
so particular.
The general
attitude was summed up by a
contemporary:
"Their labor
would be more beneficial in an
infant settlement, than their
vices could be pernicious 47 There
was nothing strange about
this attitude.
The great problem in a new
country is
.

the

problem of labor, and convict labor,
as Merivale has pointed
out, was equivalent to a free
present by the government ot
the settlers without burdening
the latter with the expense
46
P
Of importation.
The governor of Virginia in 1611
was will•

.

ing to welcome convicts reprieved
from death as "a readie
way to furnish us with men and not
allways with the worst
49
kind of men." The West Indies were
prepared to accept all
and sundry, even the spawn of Newgate
and Bridewell, for
no goale-bird (sic) can be so incorrigible,
but there is

hope of his conformity here, as well as of
his preferment,

which some have happily experimented."'' 0
The political and civil disturbances in England

between

1

640 and

1

740 augmented the supply of white servants.

Political and religious non-conformists paid for their

unorthodoxy by transportation, mostly to the sugar islands.
Such was the fate of many of Cromwell’s Irish prisoners,
who were sent to the West Indies.

So thoroughly was this

policy pursued that an active verb was added to the English
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language

"bsrbadoes"

a

person. Montserrat became
largely
an Irish colony, and
the Irish brogue is
still frequently
beard today in many parts
of the British West
Indies.
The
Irish, however, were
poor servants. They
hated the English
were always ready to
aid England's enemies,
and in a revolt
the L6eWard ISlands
1 *89
we can already see
signs of
that burning indignation
which, according to Lecky,
gave
Washington some of his best
soldiers
vanquished in
Cromwell's Scottish campaigns
were treated like th Irish
before them, and Scotsmen
came to be regarded

“

.

Mhe

as "the

general travaillers and
soldiers in most foreign
parts. 56
religious intolerance sent
more workers to the
plantations.
In 1661 Quakers refusing
to take the oath for the
third
time were to be transported;
in 1661+ transportation,
to
any plantation except
Virginia or Hew England, or a
fine of
one hundred pounds was decreed
for the third offence for
persons over sixteen assembling
in groups of five or more
under pretence of religion.
Many of Monmouth's adherents
were sent to Barbados, with
orders to be detained as servants
for ten years.
The prisoners were granted in
batches to
favorite courtiers, who made handsome
profits from the traffic
in which, it is alleged, even the
Queen shared. 5tiA s i m ii ar
policy was resorted to after the Jacobite
risings
of the

eighteenth, century.

The transportation of these white
servants shows
in its true light the horrors of the
Middle Passage--nor as
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something unusual or inhuman
but as part of the age.
emigrants were packed like herrings.
According to
Mittelberger, each servant was
allowed

The

about two feet in

Width and six feet in length
in be d . 59 The boats were
small ,
the voyage long, the food,
in the absence of refrigeration,
bad, disease inevitable.
A petition to Parliament
in 1659
describes how seventy-two servants
had been locked up below deck during the whole voyage
of five and a half weeks,
"amongst horses, that their souls,
through heat and steam
under the tropic, fainted in them,
"“inevitably abuses

crept

into the system and Fearon was
shocked by "the horrible

picture of human suffering which this
living sepulchre" of
61
an emigrant vessel in Philadelphia
afforded.
But conditions
even for the free passengers were not
much better in those
days, and the comment of a Lady of
Quality describing a
voyage from Scotland to the West Indies
on

a

ship full of

indentured servants should banish any ideas
that the horrors
of the slave ship are to be accounted for
by the fact that
the victims were Negroes.

writes,

"It is hardly possible," she

"to believe that human nature could be so
depraved,

as to treat fellow creatures in such a manner
for so little
62

gain.
The transportation of servants and convicts produced
a

powerful vested interest in England.

When the Colonial

Board was created in 1661, not the least important of its
duties was the control of the trade in indentured servants.
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In 1664

commission was appointed, headed
by the King's
brother, to examine and report
the exportation
a

of

servants.

In

1

670 an act prohibiting the
transportation

of English prisoners overseas
was rejected; another bill
against the stealing of children
came to nothing,
the

m

transportation of felons,

a

whole hierarchy, from courtly

secretaries and grave judges down to
the jailors and turnkeys, insisted on having a share
in the spoils. 63lt has been
suggested that it was humanity for
his fellow countrymen and
men of his own color which dictated
the planter's preference
6
for the Negro slave.
this humanity there is not a trace

V

m

the records of the time, at least
as far as the planta-

tion colonies and commercial production
were concerned.

Attempts to register emigrant servants and
regularize the
procedure of transportation--thereby giving
full legal recognition to the system— were evaded. The leading
merchants
and publich officials were all involved in the
practice.

The

penalty for man-stealing was exposure in the pillory,
but no
missiles from the spectators were tolerated. Such
opposition
as there was came from the masses.
a

finger at

a

It was enough to point

woman in the streets of London and call her

"spirit" to start

a

a

riot.

This was the situation in England when Jeffreys
came to Bristol on his tour of the West to clean up the

remnants of Monmouth's rebellion.

down to posterity as

a

Jeffreys has been handed

"butcher," the tyrannical deputy of

7k
an arbitrary king, and
his legal visitation is
recorded in
tne textbooks as the
"Bloody Assizes." They
had one redeeming feature. Jeffreys
vowed that he had come to
Bristol
With a broom to sweep the
city clean, and his wrath
fell on
the kidnapers who infested
the highest municipal
offices.
The merchants and justices
were in the habit of straining
the ia„ to increase the
number of felons who could be
trans-

ported tc the sugar plantations
they owned in the West
Indies.
They would terrify petty
offenders with the prospect of hanging and then induce
them to plead for transportation.
Jeffreys turned upon the mayor,
complete in
scarlet and furs, who was about
to sentence a pickpocket
to transportation to Jamaica,
forced him, to the great
astonishment of Bristol's worthy
citizens, to enter the
prisoners' dock, like a common felon,
to plead guilty or not
guilty, and hectored him in characteristic
language:
"Sir,

Mr. Mayor, you I meane. Kidnapper,

Peace on the bench

1

and an old justice of the

doe not knowe him, an old knave:

goes to the ta verne, and for

a

pint of sack he will bind

people servants to the Indies at the taverne.
knave

I

I

towne.

..

he

will have his ears off, before

I

A kidnapping

goe forth of

.Kidnapper, you, I mean, Sir.... If it were not
in

respect of the sword, which is over your
head,
send you to tlewgate, you kidnapping knave.

than the pick-pockett who stands there
of kidnapping is of great request.

I

would

You are worse
I

hear the trade

They can discharge

a

felon or
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traitor, provided they will
go to Mr. Alderman's
plantation at the West Indies."
The mayor was fined one
thousand pounds, but apart from the
loss of dignity and the
fear aroused in their hearts,
the merchants lost nothingtheir gains were left inviolate 65
a

.

According to one explanation,
Jeffreys' insults
were the result of intoxication
or insanity 66
it is not

lraprobaole that they were connected
with

a

complete reversal

of mercantilist thought on the
question of emigration, as a
result of the internal development
of Britain herself.
By
toe end of the seventeenth century
the stress had shifted
from the accumu lation of the precious
metals as the aim of

national economic policy to the development
of industry
within the country, the promotion of employment
and the

encouragement of exports.

The mercantilists argued that the

best way to reduce costs, and thereby compete
with other

countries, was to pay low wages, which
tended to ensure.

a

large population

The fear of overpopulation at the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century gave way to

a

fear of

underpopulation in the middle of the same century.
essential condition of colonization
home country

— emigration

The

from the

now ran counter to the principle that national

interest demanded

a

large population at home.

Sir Josiah

Child denied that emigration to America had weakened England,
but he was forced to admit that in this view he was in

minority of possibly one in

a

a

thousand, while he endorsed
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the general opinion that
"whatever tends to the depopulating of a kingdom tends to
the impoverishment of it." 67

Jeffreys' unusual humanitarianism
appears less strange and
may be attributed rather to
economic than to spirituous considerations. His patrons, the Royal
Family, had already
given their patronage to the Royal
African Company and the
Negro slave trade. For the surplus
population needed to
people the colonies in the New World
the British had turned
to Africa, and by 1680 they
already had positive evidence,

m

tar-oados,

that the African was satisfying the
necessi-

ties ol production better than the
European.

The status of these servants became
progressively

worse in the plantation colonies.

Servitude, originally

free personal relation based on voluntary
contract for

a

a

definite period of service, in lieu of
transportation and
maintenance, tended to pass into a property relation
which

asserted

a

control of varying extent over the bodies and

liberties of the person during service as if he were
.

thing.

a
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Eddis, writing on the eve of the Revolution, found

the servants groaning "beneath

a

worse than Egyptian bondage."

In Maryland servitude developed into an institution
approach-

ing in some respects chattel slavery.

^

Of Pennsylvania

it has been said that "no matter how kindly they may
have

been treated in particular cases, or how voluntarily they

may have entered into the relation, as

a

class and when

once bound, indentured servants were temporarily chattels."
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On the sugar plantations of
Barbados the servants spent
their time "grinding at the mills
and attending the furnaces, or digging in this scorching
island; having nothing
to feed on (notwithstanding
their hard labour) but potatoe
roots, nor to drink, but water
with such roots washed in
it, besides the bread and tears
of their own afflictions;
being bought and sold still from one
planter to another, or
attached as horses and beasts for the
debts of their masters,
Deing whipt at the whipping posts
(as rogues,) for their
masters’ pleasure, and sleeping in sties
worse than hogs
72
„
England...." As Professor Harlow concludes,
the weight
of evidence proves incontestably that
the conditions under

m
.

which white labor was procured and utilized in
Barbados
were "persistently severe, occasionally
dishonourable, and
generally

a

disgrace to the English, name ." 73

English

ol f icialdom,

however, took the view that

servitude was not too bad, and the servant in Jamaica
was
better off than the husbandman in England.

"It is

a

place

as grateful to you for trade as any part of the world.

It

is not so odious as it is represented ." 7 ^But there was
some

sensitiveness on the question.

The Lords of Trade and

Plantations, in 1676, opposed the use of the word "servitude"
as a mark of bondage and slavery,

instead.

and suggested "service"
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The institution was not affected by the change.

The hope has been expressed that the white servants were

spared the lash so liberally bestowed upon their Negro com-
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rades 76 Thej had no such
good fortune. Since they
were
bound for a limited period,
the planter had less
interest
their welfare than in that
of the Negroes who were perpetual servants and therefore
"the most useful appurtenances"
Of a plantation. 77 Eddis
found the Negroes "almost in
every
instance, under more comfortable
circumstances than the
miserable European, over whom the
rigid planter exercises
76
an inflexible severity.
The servants were regarded by
the
planters as white trash," and were
bracketed with the
Negroes as laborers.
"Not one of these colonies ever
was or
ever can be brought to any ccnsiderable
improvement without
a supply Of white servants
and Negroes," declared the Council
79
of Montserrat in 1680.
a European society in which
sub-

m

ordination was considered essential, in
which Burke could
speak of the working classes as "miserable
sheep" and

Voltaire as "canaille," and Linguet condemn
the worker to
the use of his physical strength alone,
for "everything would
be lost once he knew that he had a mind" 8o
in such a society

—

it is unnecessary to seek for apologies
for the condition

of the white servant in the colonies.

Defoe oluntly stated that the white servant was
n

slave.

a

81

He was not.

The servant's loss of liberty was of

limited duration, the iMegro was

a

slave for life.

The

servant's status could not descend to his offspring.

children took the status of the mother.

Negro

The master at no

time had aosolute control over the person and liberty of his
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servant as he had over his slave.

The servant had rights,

limited but recognized by law
and inserted in a contract.
He enjoyed, for instance, a
limited right to property. In
actual law the conception of the
servant as a piece of
property never went beyond that of
personal estate and never
reached the stage of a chattel or
real estate.
The laws in
the colonies maintained this
rigid distinction and visited
cohabitation between the races with severe
penalites.
The

servant
land,

not

a

could aspire, at the end of his term,
to

a

plot of

though, as Wertenbaker points out for
Virginia, it was
legal right, and conditions varied from
colony to colony.

The serf in Europe could therefore hope
for an early freedom
in America which villeinage could not afford.

The freed

servants became small yeomen farmers, settled in the
back
country,

a

democratic force in

tic plantation owners,

expansion.

a

society of large aristocra-

and were the pioneers in westward

That wa3 why Jefferson in America, as Saco in

Cuba, favored the introduction of European servants
instead

of African slaves--as tending to democracy rather than

aristocracy. ^3
The institution of white servitude, however, had

grave disadvantages.

Postlethwayt ,

a

rigid mercantilist,

argued that white laborers in the colonies would tend to
create rivalry with the mother country in manufacturing.

Better black slaves on plantations than white servants in
industry, which would encourage aspirations to independence

.

^
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The supply moreover was becoming
increasingly difficult,
and the need of the plantations
outstripped the English convictions.
In addition, merchants were
involved in many

vexatious and costly proceedings
arising from people signifying their willingness to emigrate,
accepting food and
clothes in advance, and then suing
for unlawful detention 85
Indentured servants were not forthcoming
in sufficient
quantities to replace those who had served
their term.
On
the plantations, escape was easy
for the white
.

servant; less

easy for the Negro who, if freed, tended,
in self-defence,
to stay in his locality where he
was well known and less
likely to be apprehended as a vagrant or
runaway slave. The
servant expected land at the end of his contract;
the Negro,
in
i

a

strange environment, conspicuous by his color
and

features, and ignorant of the white man's language
and ways,
could be kept permanently divorced from the land.
Racial

differences made it easier to justify and rationalize
Negro
slavery, to exact the mechanical obedience of
or a cart-horse,

a

plough-ox

to demand that resignation and that complete

moral and intellectual subjection which alone make slave
labor possible.

Finally, and this was the decisive factor,

the Negro slave was cheaper.

The money which procured

a

white man's services for ten years could buy a Negro for
86
life.
As the governor of Barbados stated, the Barbadian

planters found by experience that "three blacks work better
and cheaper than one white man."
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but the experience with
white servitude had been
invaluable. Kidnaping in Africa
encountered no such difficulties as were encountered in
England.
Captains and ships
had the experience of the one
trade to guide them in the
other.
Bristol, the center of the servant
trade, became one
of the centers of the
slave trade.
Capital accumulated from
the one financed the other.
White servitude was the historic
base upon which Negro slavery was
constructed.
The felon-

drivers in the plantations became without
effort slavedrivers.
"In significant numbers," writes Professor
Phillips,
"the Africans were latecomers fitted into
a system already
88
developed.
,

Here, then, is the origin of Negro slavery.

The

reason was economic, not racial; it had to do not with
the
color of the laborer, but the cheapness of the labor.
As

compared with Indian and white labor, Negro slavery
was

eminently superior.
ing North Carolina,

"In each case," writes Bassett, discuss"it was a survival of the fittest.

Both

Indian slavery and white servitude were to go down before
the black man's superior endurance, docility, and labor

capacity."

The features of the man, his hair, color and

dentifrice, his "subhuman" characteristics so widely pleaded,
were only the later rationalizations to justify

economic fact:

a

simple

that the colonies needed labor and resorted

to Negro labor because it was cheapest and best.

not

a

theory, it was

a

This was

practical conclusion deduced from the

personal experience of the planter.

He would have gone to the

moon, if necessary, for labor.
Africa was nearer than the
moon, nearer too than the more
populous countries of India
and China.
But their turn was to
come.

This white servitude is of
cardinal importance for
an understanding of the development
of the New World and the
Negro's place in that development.
It completely explodes
the old myth that the whites
could not stand the strain of
manual labor in the climate of the
New World and that, for
this reason and this reason alone,
the European powers had
recourse to Africans. The argument is
quite untenable. A

Mississippi dictum will have it that "only black
men and
mules can face the sun in July." But the
whites faced the
sun for well over a hundred years in
Barbados,
and the

Salzburgers of Georgia indignantly denied that rice
cultian
vation was harmful to them. The Caribbean islands
,

.

are well

within the tropical zone, but their climate is more
equable
than tropical, the temperature rarely exceeds 80
degrees
though it remains uniform the whole year round, and they
are exposed to the gentle winds from the sea.

The unbearable

humidity of an August day in some parts of the United States
has no equal in the islands.

Moreover only the southern

tip of Florida in the United States is actually tropical, yet

Negro labor flourished in Virginia and Carolina.

The

southern parts of the United States are not hotter than South
Italy or Spain, and de Tocqueville asked why the European

83

could not work there as
well as in those two
91
countries .
When Whitney invented his
cotton gin, it was confidently
expected that cotton would
be produced by free
labor on
small farms, and it was,
in fact, so produced. 92
Where the
White farmer was ousted, the
enemy was not the climate
but
the slave plantation, and
the white farmer moved
westward,
until the expanding plantation
sent him on his wanderings
again. Writing in 1557, Weston
pointed out that labor in
the fields of the extreme
South and all the heavy outdoor
work in Hew Orleans were
performed by whites, without any
ill consequences.
"No part of the continental
borders of
the Gulf Of Mexico," he wrote,
"and none of the islands
which separate it from the ocean,
need be abandoned to the
barbarism of negro slavery. 93
our own time we who have
witnessed the dispossession of Negroes
by white sharecroppers
in the South and the mass migration
of Negroes from the South
to the colder climates of Detroit,
New York, Pittsburgh and
other industrial centers of the North,
can no longer accept
the convenient rationalization that
Negro labor was employed on the slave plantations because the
climate was too
rigorous for the constitution of the white
man.

m

A constant and steady emigration of
poor whites

from Spain to Cuba, to the very end of Spanish
dominion,
characterized Spanish colonial policy.

drawn

a

Fernando Ortiz has

striking contrast between the role of tobacco and

sugar in Cuban history.

Tobacco was

a

free white industry

intensively cultivated on
small farms; sugar was a
black
slave industry extensively
cult lva ted on ilarge
* cultivstprt
plantations.
He further compared the
free Cuban tobacco industry
with
its slave Virginian
9
counterpart.
determined

6k

™

'

Vat

the

difference was not climate but
the economic structure
of
the two areas.
The whites could hardly
have endured the
tropical heat of Cuba and
succumbed to the tropical heat
of Barbados.
In Puerto Rico, the jibaro,
the poor white
peasant, is still the basic
type, demonstrating,
in the

words of Grenfell Price, how
erroneous is the belief that
after three generations the
white man cannot breed in the
tropics.
Similar white communities have
survived in the
Caribbean, from the earliest settlements
right down to our
own times, in the Dutch West Indian
islands of Saba and
St. Martin.

For some sixty years French settlers
have lived
in St. Thomas not only as fishermen
but as agriculturalists,
forming today the "largest single farming
class" in the
96
i
island.
As Dr. Price concludes:
"It appears that northern
whites can retain a fair standard for
generations
•

,

in the

trade-wind tropics if the location is free
from the worst
forms oi tropical disease, if the economic
return is adequate,
and if the community is prepared to undertake
hard, physical
worK.
Over one hundred years ago a number of German
emigrants
settled in Seaford, Jamaica.
They survive today, with no

visible signs of deterioration, flatly contradicting
the

popular belief as to the possibility of survival of the
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northern white in the tropics
.^Wherever, in short, tropical
agriculture remained on a small
farming basis, whites not
only survived but prospered.
Where
the whites disappeared,

the cause was not the
climate but the supersession
of the
small farm by the large
plantation, with its consequent
demand
for a large and steady
supply of labor.

The climatic theory of the
plantation is thus
nothing but a rationalization.
In an excellent essay on the
subject Professor Edgar Thompson
writes:
"The plantation is

not to be accounted for by
climate.
stitution."
institution.

It is a political in-

It is, we might add, more:

it is an economic

The climatic theory "is part
of an ideology

which rationalizes and naturalizes
an existing social and
economic order, and this everywhere
seems to be an order in
which there is a race problem. "
The history of Australia clinches
the argument.

Nearly half of this island continent lies
within the tropical
zone.
In part of this tropical area, the
state of Queensland, the chief crop is sugar.
When the industry began to
develop, Australia had a choice of two
alternatives: black
labor or white labor. The commonwealth began
its sugar cul-

tivation in the usual

way— with imported

the Pacific islands.

Increasing demands, however, were

made for

a

black labor from

white Australia policy, and in the twentieth

century non-white immigration was prohibited.
evant to consider here that as

a

It is irrel-

result the cost of pro-

66

auction

oi

Australian sugar is prohibitive,
that the industry is artifical and
survives only behind the
Chinese
wall of Australian autarchy.
Australia was willing to pay
a high price in order
to remain a white man's
country.
Our sole concern here with
the question is that
this price comes
from the pockets of the
Australian consumer and not
in the

physical degeneration of the
Australian worker.
Labor in the Queensland sugar
industry today is
wholly white.
"Queensland," writes H. L. Wilkinson,
"affords
the only example in the world
of European colonization in
the tropics on an extensive
scale,
it does more; it shows

large European population doing
the whole of the work of
its Civilization from the meanest
service, and most exacting
manual labor, to the highest form
1 °°
of intellectualism.
To such an extent has science
exploded superstition that
Australian scientists today argue that the
only condition
on which white men and women can
remain healthy in the
tropics is that they must engage in hard
manual work. Where
they have done so, as in Queensland,
"the most rigorous
a

scientific examination," according to the
Australian Medical
Congress in 1920, "failed to show any organic
changes in
white residents which enabled them to be
distinguished from
•

residents of temperate climates."
ijegro slavery,

i

ni

thus, had nothing to do with climate.

Its origin can be expressed in three words:

in the Carib-

bean, Sugar; on the mainland. Tobacco and Cotton.

A change
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in the economic structure
produced a corresponding change
in the labor supply. The
fundamental fact „ as
creation
of an inferior social and
economic organisation of
exploiters
102
and exploited."
Sugar, tobacco and cotton
required the
large plantation and hordes
of cheap labor, and the
small
farm of the ex-indentured white
servant could not possibly
survive.
The tobacco of the small
farm in Barbados was displaced by the sugar of the large
plantation. The rise of the
sugar industry in the Caribbean
was the signal for a gigantic
dispossession of the small farmer.
Barbados in 1645 had
11,200 small white farmers and
5,680 Negro slaves; in 1667
there were 745 large plantation
owners and 82,023 slaves.
In 1645 the island had 18,300 whites
fit to bear arms, in
1667 only 8,300.
The white farmers were squeezed out.
The

planters continued to offer inducements to
newcomers, but
they could no longer offer the main
inducement,
land.

White

servants preferred the other islands where
they could hope
for land, to Barbados, where they were sure
10 ^
there was
none.

In desperation the planters proposed legislation

which would prevent

a

landowner from purchasing more land,

compel Negroes and servants to wear dimity
manufactured in

Barbados (what would English mercantilists have said?) to

provide employment for the poor whites, and prevent Negroes
from being taught to trade."*
in 1695 drew

a

^

The governor of Barbados

pitiful picture of these ex servants.

Without fresh, meat or rum, "they are domineered over and

used li*e dogs, and this
in time will undoubtedly
drive
away all the commonalty
of the white people."
His only
suggestion was to give the
rignt to elect members
of the
mbly to every white man
owning two acres
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of land.

Candidates for election would
"sometimes give the poor
miserable creatures a little
rum and fresh provisions
and
such things as would be
of nourishment to them,”
in order
to get their votes-and
elections were held every year. 106
It is not surprising that
the exodus continued.

poor whites began their
travels, disputing
their way all over the
Caribbean, from Barbados to
Hevis,
to Antigua, and thence
to Guiana and Trinidad,
and ultimately
to Carolina.
Everywhere they were pursued and
dispossessed
by the same inexorable
economic force, sugar; and in
Carolina
they were safe from cotton
only for a hundred years.
Between
1672 and 1706 the white men in
Hevis decreased by more than
three-fifths, the black population
more than doubled.
I'ne

Between 1672 and 1727 the white males
of Montserrat declined
by more than two-thirds, in
the same period the black population increased more than eleven
10 ^
times.
"The more they

buie,

said the Barbadians, referring to
their slaves, "the
more they are able to buye, for in
a yeare and a halfe they
will earne with God's blessing as much
as they cost." 106
"

King Sugar had begun his depredations,
changing flourishing

commonwealths of small farmers into vast sugar
factories

owned by
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camarilla of absentee
capitalist agnates and
worked by a .ass of
alien proletarians.
The plantation
economy dad no room for
poor „hites; the
proprietor
overseer, a physician
on the more prosperous
plantations,
possibly their families,
these were sufficient.
"if a
state," wrote Weston,
"could be supposed to be
made up of
continuous plantations,
the white race would
be not merely
starved out, but literally
10
squeezed out." The resident
Planters, apprehensive of
the growing disproportion
between
Whites and blacks, passed
Deficiency Laws to compel
absentees,
under penalty oi fines,
to keep white servants.
a

The ab-

sentees preferred to pay
the fines.
In the West Indies
today the poor whites
survive in the "Hed-legs"
of Barbados,
pallid, weak and depraved
from in-breeding, strong
rum,
insufficient food and abstinence
from manual labor. For,
as Merivale wrote, "in
a country where Negro
slavery prevails
extensively, no white is
industrious." 110
It was the ^triumph, not of
geographical conditions,
as Harlow contends, but of
economic.
The victims were the
Negroes in Africa and the small
white farmers. The increase
Oi wealtn for- the few
whites was as phenomenal as the
increase of misery for the many
blacks.
The Barbados crops
in 1650, over a twenty-month
period, were worth over three

million pounds, about fifteen millions
in modern money.
In
1666 Barbados was computed to be
seventeen times as rich as
it had been before the planting
of sugar.

"The buildings
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in 1643 were mean, with
things only for necessity,
but in
1666, plate, jewels, and
household stuff were
estimated at
two, 000, their buildings very
fair and beautiful, and
their homes like castles,
their sugar houses and
negroes
•huts show themselves
from thee sea like
lik* so many small
towns,
each defended by* its castlp n
Stie *
The price of land
skyrocketed.
A plantation of five
hundred acreas which sold for
6400
in 1640 fetched 67,000 for
a half-share in

^."Ve

estate of one Captain Waterman,
comprising eight hundred
acres, had at one-time been
split up among no less than
forty proprietors. For sugar
was and is essentially a
capitalist undertaking, involving
not only agricultural
operations but the crude stages
of refining
as well.

A

report on the French sugar islands
stated that to make ten
hogsheads oi sugar required as great
an expenditure in
beasts of burden, mills and
utensils as to make a hundred. 116
James Knight of Jamaica estimated
that it required four
1
hundred acres to start a sugar
plantation. ' According to
hdward Long, another planter and the
historian of the island,
it needed 65.000 to start

a

small plantation of three hundred

acres, producing from thirty to fifty
hogsheads of sugar a
year, 614,000 for a plantation of the
same size producing one
118
hundred hogsheads. There could be only two
classes in such
a

society, wealthy planters and oppressed slaves.
lh.e

history

01

moral is reinforced by

a

consideration of the

Virginia, where the plantation economy was based
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not on sugar but on tobacco.

The researches of Professor

Wertenbaker have exploded the
legend that Virginia from
the
outset was an aristocratic
dominion.
In the early seventeenth century about two-thirds
of the landholders had
neither slaves nor indentured
servants.
The strength

of the

colony lay in its numerous
white yeomanry.
Conditions became
worse as the market for tobacco
was glutted by Spanish competition and the Virginians demanded
in wrath that something
be done about "those petty
English plantations in the savage
islands in the West Indies" through
which quantities of

Spanish tobacco reached England

1
.’

Vie

the less, though

prices continued to fall, the
exports of Virginia and Maryland
increased more than six times between
1

663 and 1699.

The

plantation lay in two words— Negro slavery,
which cheapened
the cost of production.
Negro slaves, one-twentieth
of the

population in 1670 , were one-fourth in

1

730 .

"Slavery,

from being an insignificant factor in the
economic life of
the colony, had become the very
foundation upon which

it was

established."

There was still room in Virginia, as there

was not in Barbados, for the small farmer, but
land was use-

less to him if he could not compete with slave
labor.

So

the Virginian peasant, like the Barbadian, was
squeezed out.

"The Virginia which had formerly been so
largely the land

of the little farmer, had become the land of Masters and

Slaves.

For aught else there was no room."
The whole future history of the Caribbean is nothing

more than
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a

dotting of thp

i

i

i

c
s

^
and

crossing of the t's.
It happened earlier
in the British and
French than in the
Spanish islands, where the
process was delayed until
the
advent of the dollar
diplomacy of our own ti rae
.
Under

African capital

a

we have witnessed the

transforation of
Cuba, Puerto Rico and
the Dominican Republic
into huge sugar
factories (though the large
plantation, especially i„
Cuba,
was not unknown under
the Spanish regime),
owned abroad and
operated by alien labor,
on the British West
Indian pattern.
That this process is
taking place with free labor
and in
nominally independent areas
(Puerto Rico excepted) helps
us
see in its true light
the first importation
of Negro slave
labor

m

the British

Caribbean— a phase in the history
of

the plantation.

In the words of Professor
Phillips, the
plantation system was "less
dependent upon slavery than
slavery was upon it.... The
plantation system formed, so to
speak, the industrial and
social frame of government...,
while slavery was a code of
written laws enacted for that
purpose . " 1 21

Where the plantation did not develop,
as in the
Cuban tobacco industry, Negro labor
was rare and white labor
predominated. The liberal section of
the Cuban population
consistently advocated the cessation of
the Negro slave
trade and the introduction of white
immigrants.
Saco,

Mouthpiece of the liberals, called for the
immigration of
workers "white and free, from all parts
of

the world, of all
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races, provided they
have a uhU
e face
wmte
and can do honest
122
Sugar defeated Saeo.
It wa3 the sugar
plantation,
Wlth ltS Servile base
“ hich retarded white
'
immigration in
nineteenth century Cuba as
it had tanned it in
seventeenth
century Barbados and
eighteenth century Saint
Domingue.
No sugar, no Negroes.
In Puerto Hico, which
developed relatively late as a genuine
plantation, and where, before
the
American regime, sugar never
dominated the lives and
thoughts
of the population as it
did elsewhere, the poor
white
peasants survived and the Negro
slaves never exceeded four23
teen per cent of the
population] S aco wanted to
"whiten"
the Cuban social structure 2
\egro slavery blackened that
structure all over the
Caribbean while the blood of
the
Negro slaves reddened the
Atlantic and both its shores.
Strange that an article like
sugar, so sweet and necessary
to human existence, should
have occasioned such crimes
and
bloodshedl

After emancipation the British
planters thought of
white immigration, even convicts.
The governor of British
Guiana wrote in glowing terms in
1845 about Portuguese
25
immigrants from Madeira ] But though
the Portuguese

came in
large numbers, as is attested by
their strength even tody
in Trinidad and British Guiana,
they preferred retail
trade to plantation labor.
The governor of Jamaica was some

what more cautious in his opinion of
British and Irish

immigrants.

Sickness had broken out, wages were too low.

V4
the experiment could
only be partially
useful
making
an immediate addition
to the laboring
population, and therefore indiscriminate
importation was inadvisable 26
The
European immigrants in
St. Christopher
bewailed their fate
piteously, and begged to
be permitted to
return home.
"There is not the
slightest reluctance on
our part to continue in the island
for an honest livelihood
by pleasing our
employers by our industrious
labour if the climate
agreed
with us, but unfortunately
it do not; and we are
much afraid
if we continue longer
in this injurious hot
climate (the
West indies) death will
be the consequence to
the principal
part of us.

^

It was not the climate
which was against the ex-

periment.

:

Slavery had created the
pernicious tradition
that manual labor was the
badge of the slave and the
sphere
Of influence of the Negro.
The first thought of the
Negro
slave after emancipation
was to desert the plantation,
where
he could, and set up for
himself where land was available.
White plantation workers
could hardly have existed
in a

society side by side with Negro
peasants. The whites would
have prospered if small farms
had been encouraged. But
abolition of slavery did not mean
the destruction of the
sugar plantation. The emancipation
of the Negro and the
inadequacy of the white worker put the
sugar planter back to
where he had been in the seventeenth
century.
He still

needed labor.

Then he had moved from Indian to white
to

Negro.

NOW, deprived of his Negro,
he turned back to white
and then to Indian, this time
the Indian from the East.

India replaced Africa; between
1833 and 1917, Trinidad
imported 143,000 East Indians
and British Guiana 2
3 8,000.
The pattern was the same
for the other Caribbean
colonies.
Between 1854 and 188 3 , 39,000
Indians were introduced into
Guadeloupe; between 1853 and
1924, over 22,000 laborers

from the Dutch East Indies,
and 34,000 from British India
were carried to Dutch Guiana 3
^Ouba , faced with a shortage
of Negro slaves, adopted the
interesting experiment of
using Negro slaves side by side
with indentured Chinese
coolies, and after emancipation
turned to the teeming
thousands of Haiti and the British
West Indies.
Between
1913 and 19 2k Cuba imported 217,000
laborers from

Haiti,
13
Jamaica and Puerto Rico. °what Saco
wrote a hundred years

ago was still true, sixty years after
Cuba's abolition of
slavery.

Negro slavery therefore was only

a

solution, in

certain historical circumstances, of the
Caribbean labor
problem.
Sugan meant labor— at times that labor has
been
slave, at other times nominally free; at
times black, at

other times white or brown or yellow.

Slavery in no way

implied, in any scientific sense, the inferiority of
the
Negro.

Without it the great development of the Caribbean

sugar plantations, between 1650 and 1850, would have
been

impossible

Strategy

?

.

Distribute Worksheet 6.
have students read the
selection as carefully as they
can.

Using the following questions,
have students write
a journal of the life
of a slave.
How would you describe the
treatment of the
peasantry by the colonists?
If you were a plantation
owner, would you change
the relationship between
the slaves and the landlords? Why?

why not?

cased on this, can you show how
the life style of
3
th6 landlords “ight have been
different?

^

What problems might a society
experience with such
extremes of wealth and poverty?

?^ n ^
Why^no t

^

author mi Sht be biased?

Why?
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by Davis and Davis

The Arrival of the Slav e
s on the

Thus are the degraded
sons of Africa brought
to the
west Indian shores; and
they are treated in
the following
manner on their arrival
here, previous to the
day of saleAS soon as the anchor
is over the vessel.
s side, and the
captain gone on shore to
give in his account of
the cargo,
the slaves are brought
upon the deck (having been
shaved
some days before they made
the land), where they are
cleansed
from the stench and vermin
contracted on the passage, and
their skins rubbed with oil
or grease to give them a
sleek
appearance.
This business being done,
they are sent on shore,
under the care of some petty
officers and seamen,
to the

merchant to whom the cargo is
consigned, who deposits them
altogether in an empty store or
warehouse, contiguous to
the Wharfs, when after being
advertised for sale, and walked
aoout the town, preceded by a drum
beating and flag flying,
for the purpose of attracting
the attention of the inhabitants to the persons about to be
sold; and when the merchant
has sent written notices of the time
of such sale to the
planters or others, whom he thinks likely
to become purchasers,
the sale is announced by a trumpet
sounding, while the ships
ensign, or some other flag, is displayed
from a window, or
from the top of the place where the negroes
are deposited;
and so eagar are the whites to see these
ill-fated people,
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that the doors of such
receptacles are crowded
almost as
much as those of the
theatre, when the immortal
derrick, or
the inimitable Siddons
were to represent the
finest passages
from our greatest and
most favored poets.
The purchasers of slaves
are as particular in
examining them before they
strike a bargain, as a
butcher,
at Smithfield market,
when dealing for sheep.
As 3 oon as
bought, they are walked
to the

respective plantations of

their owners, where the
hoe is frequently put into
hands,
hitherto unused to labor,
and as soft as the finest
lady's
in Europe.
These cargoes average from
thirty-seven to forty
pounds sterling per head.

Living Co nditions of the Slaves
The common allowance, for
the support of a house
slave, is three bits per week,
and although it appears so
very trifling and insufficient,
it is generally preferred
by them, to being fed from
the tables of their masters or

mistresses

.

.

The weekly allowance of

a

field negro, is from

three to five quarts of horse beans,
rice, or Indian corn,
with three or four salt herrings, or
a piece of salted beef
or pork, of about two pounds weight;
but when the estates
have such provisions as yams, eddas,
guinea corn, sweet

potatoes, plaintains, and bananas, they are
served with
them in lieu of the former, and as nearly as
possible in the

Same Pr ° p0rti --
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m

addition to this allowance,
every
slave on a plantation,
whether male or female,
when they
have attained their
Ifcth or 1 5 th year, has
a piece of
ground, from twenty five
to thirty square feet,
allotted to
them, which by some is
industriously and advantageously
cultivated, and by others
totally neglected. These
patches
are found to be of
material benefit to the
country, their
produce principally supplying
the Sunday market (which
is
the greatest throughout
the week, from being
the negroes
holiday) With vegetables.
They are also allowed to
raise
Pigs, goats and fowls, and it
is by their attention

to these

articles, that the whites are
prevented from starving,
durm b such times of the year as
vessels cannot come to these
coasts with, safety.
The clothing of

a

field slave consists of

a

blanket,

which serves them not only to sleep
upon (tho some have beds
of dried plaintain leaves), but
to fasten about

m

their bodies

damp weather, also

a

piece of woollen cloth, called

babbaw, which goes round the waist,

a

blue woollen jacket

and party colored hat of the same
material.
as per allowance is water.

a

Their drink,

When sick they are attended by

young doctors, whose principals contract
with the owners of
estates, or their attorney's by the
year, and the common
price is six shillings currency, equal
to three shillings
and nine-pence sterling, per head.

It is the business of

these assistants to visit the estates,

thus put under the

care of their emplover 9
n
pioyers, 4-,
twice
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tion is

a

week, and on every
planta-

hospital or sick-house
where the slaves, as
soon
as infected with
disorder, or having received
hurt (the
latter of which frequently
happens
a

in crop time) are sent.

These Places, at least such
as have come within
my observation, are as bad as you
can well suppose, being
not only
destitute of almost every
convenience, but filthy in the
extreme, and the attendants
generally such negroes as are
nearly superannuated or unfit
for active employment.
I am
much surprised how the medical
gentlemen, even in the manner
this business is performed,
can make it pay the expenses
attending thereon, at so small
a premium, and indeed,
I
think it is impossible for them
to get the keep of one of
their horses out of these
undertakings although they should
make use of the very cheapest drugs
that can be procured, or
if even only of medicinal
simples, the growth of the island.
The Daily Round

m

The negroes are turned out at
sunrise, and employed

gangs from twenty to sixty, or upwards,
under the inspection of white overseers, generally poor
Scotch lads, who, by
their assiduity and industry, frequently
become masters of
the plantations,

to which they came out as indentured
servants:

subordinate to these overseers, are drivers,
commonly called
dog-drivers, who are mostly black or mulatto fellows,
of the

worst disposition; these men are furnished with whips,
which,
while on duty, they are obliged, on pain of severe punish-
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ment to have with them, and
are authorized to flog
wherever
they see the least relaxation
from labor; nor is it a consideration with them, whether
it proceeds from idleness
or
inability, paying, at the same
time, little or no regard
to
age or sex.
At twelve they are turned
in (that is,

leave
off wcrx) to get what they
can to refresh nature with;
at
half past one the bell rings,
when they turn out and resume
their labor until sunset; for
the last hour they are chiefly
employed in picking grass for the
cattle, belonging to the
estate, and when a sufficiency
is collected for that purpose
they gather what they can for
themselves, pack it up in
bundles, which they carry to Saint
John's, on their heads,
and sell for one or more dogs (sic),
according
to the

quantity or demand for it.

Maintaining Law and Order
The punishments inflicted on slaves,
in this island,

are various and tormenting.

The picket, is the most severe,

but as its consequences are well known
in Europe, particularly
among the military, I shall speak no further
upon it, than to
say it is seldom made use of here, but
many other cruelties

equally destructive to life, though slower in
their operations,
are practised by the unfeeling, among which
is the thumb-

screw,

a

barbarous invention to fasten the thumbs together,

which appears to cause excruciating pain.

The iron necklace,

is a ring, locked or rivetted about the neck;

to these

collars are frequently added what are here termed pot-hooks.
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additions, resembling the
hooks or handles of a
porridge
pot, fixed perpendicularly,
the bent or hooked
parts turning
outwards, which prevents
the wearers from laying
down their
heads with any degree of
comfort.
The boots are strong
iron rings, full four
inches in circumference,
closed Just
above the ancles, to these
some owners prefix a chain,
which
the miserable sufferers,
if able to work, must
manage as well
as they can, and it is
not unfrequent to see in
the streets
of this town, at mid-day,
negroes chained together by
these
necklaces as well as by the boots,
when let out of their
dungeon for a short time to breathe
the fresh air, whose
crime has been endeavoring to
gain that liberty by running
away, which they well knew
could never be otherwise obtained
from their owners.
The spurs are rings of iron,
similar to
tne boots, to which are added
spikes from three to four
inches long, placed horizontally.
A chain fastened about
the body with a padlock, is
another mode of tormenting these
oppressed race of beings. A boy who has
not yet seen his
fourteenth year, passes by my house several
times in a day,
ana nas done so for these six
months past, with no other
eloathing; he also lays upon his chains,
and although they
are as much in point of weight as he ought
reasonably to
carry, yet he is obliged, through the
day to fetch water

from the country pond, at the distance
of half

a

mile from

the house of his mistress, who is an old
widow-woman.

To

the chains thus put on, a fifty pounds weight
is sometimes

103
added as an appendage;
this is undoubtedly
a prudent measure
9
and a dmir a bly well ca
ieul a ted to Keep the
stave at home, as
mUSt ° f °° UrSe Prevent
«“ object thus secured, from
eacaping the regxor of
his destiny.
The bilboes, severe
floggings, and sundry
other methods of torturing
these
unhappy people, as best
suits the caprice or
inventive
cruelty of their owners
or employers, are here
inflicted.
The public Whipper is
a white man, who
executes b.is office
by a negroe deputy,
and the price for e very
flogging is two
bits

1
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Sub-Theme : Th„ v„i
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Govern its Society
r.

L earning Activity

—

«
jj.

i0naIe -

The princi P les embodied
in communal living
have served as the basis
for systems throughout
the Caribbean.
peasants were able to master
their own

environment

against most odds.

Unwritten laws addressed
problems
facing respective societies
and people did whatever
they
had to do.
Pe rformance Objectives
.

.

Students will be able to:

State the most important
provisions contained in the unwritten laws of the peasants.
Identify those elements which
continue in Caribbean life today.

Explain how codes help to regulate

a

society.

Compare and contrast the black
way of life versus
the East Indian way of life.

Explain the impact of European
colonizers on slaves
ate fiy 1 *
Present students with Worksheet

—

7.

Have

students brainstorm about the day-to-day
lives of the
peasants. Using the following questions,
have students
attempt to resolve some of the conflicts
in the lives of
the peasants.

Based on this selection, what can you tell
us about
the culture and beliefs of the
peasants?
What impressed the writer most about the
peasants’
Why?

Would you say that the peasants were willing to
accept their fate?
What was the role of the religion among the
peasants?

WORKSHEET
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from, Masters of the
Dew by Jacques
Remain
"We're all going to die,"
said the old woman.

Plunging her hands into the
dust, Delira Delivrance
said,
"We're all going to die.
Animals, plants, every
living
soul!
Oh, Jesus!
Mary, Mother of God!"
The dust Slipped through
her fingers, the same
dust
that the dry wind scattered
over the high hedge of
cactus
eaten by verdigri s, over
the blighted thorn
acacias and the
devastated fields of millet.
The dust swirled up from
the
highway as the ancient Delira
knelt before her hut, gently
snaking her head covered with
a gray frizz as though

sprinkled with the same dust
that ran through her dark
lingers like a rosary of pain.
She repeated,

"We're all going to die," and
she

called on the Lord.
hut so many poor creatures
call continually upon
the Lord that it makes a big
bothersome noise. When the
Lord hears it, he yells, "What the
hell's all that?" and
stops up his ears. Yes, he does,
leaving man to shift for
himself. Thus thought Bienaime, her
husband, as he smoked
his pipe, his chair propped up
against a calabash tree.
The smoke (or was it his white
beard?) flew away with the
wind.
ies,

'

he said,

Delira paid

Mm

"a

black man's really bad off."

no mind.

A flock of crows swooped

down on the charred field, like bits of scattered
coal.

Bienaime called, "Delira!

Delira!

Ho!"

But no
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answer.

"Woman." he cried.

brandished his pipe like
the creator, isn't he?

a

She raised her head.

question mark.

Answer me.

Bienaime

"The Lord is

The Lord created heaven

and earth, didn't he?"

Unwillingly, .she answered, "Yes."
"Well, the earth's bad off, suffering.

created suffering."

short triumphant puffs and

So the Lord
a

long

whistling jet of saliva.
Delira looked at him angrily.
man!

Don't

I

suffering is.
ci

suffering.

"Don't bother me,

have enough trouble on my hands?

I

know what

My whole body aches, my whole body's full
I

don't need anybody piling damnation on

top of that."
Then, her eyes filled with tears, sadly, softly,

"Bienaime! Oh, honey!"

Bienaime coughed hoarsely.

Maybe he wanted to say

something, but misfortune sickens men like bile.

It comes

up in their mouths, then the words are bitter.

Delira rose with difficulty, as if she were making
an effort to pull herself together.

All the trials and

tribulations of life were etched upon her black face, but

her eyes had an inner glow.

Bienaime looked away as she

went into the house.
Back of the thorn acacias

a

hot haze distorted

the half-hidden silhouette of far-off mountains.

was

a

The sky

gray-hot sheet of corrugated iron.

Behind the house

a

round hill, whose skimpy bushes
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hugged the earth, resembled
the head of a Negro girl
with
hair like grains of pepper.
Farther away against the sky
another mountain jutted,
traversed

by shining gullies where

erosion had undressed long
strata of rook and bled the
earth to the bone. They had
been wrong to cut down the
trees
that once grew thick up there.
But they had burned the
woods to plant Congo beans on
the plateau and corn on the
hillside

field.

bienaime got up and walked unsteadily
toward the
Dry weeds had invaded the bed of
the stream.

The

watercourse was cracked like old porcelain,
slimy with
rotten vegetation. Formerly the water
had flowed freely
there in the sun, its rippling and
its light mingling like
tne soft laughter of cutting knives.
Then millet had grown
abundantly, hiding the house from the road.
In those days when they all had lived in
harmony,

united as the fingers of the hand, they had
assembled all
the neighborhood in collective coumbites for
the harvest
or the clearing.
Ah, what coumbites

l

Bienaime mused.

At break of day he was there, an earnest leader

with his group of men, all hard-working farmers:

Dufontaine,

Beausejour, cousin Aristhene, Pierrilis, Dieudonne, brother-

in-law Merilien, Fortune Jean, wise old Boirond, and the

work-song leader, Simidor Antoine,

a

Negro with

a

gift for

singing, able to stir up with, his tongue more scandal than

ten gossiping women put
together,
any harm, only for fun.

Eut without meaning

^^
^ ^

Into the field of wild
gpass they
in the dew.
Pale sky, cool , the
chant Qf
guinea
the distance.
Little by little the shadowy
trees, still
laden with shreds of darkness,
regained their color. An
oily light bathed them.
A kerchief of sulphur-colored
clouds bound the summits of
the mountains.
The countryside
emerged from sleep.
In Rosanna's yard the
tamarind tree
suddenly let fly a noisy
swirl of crows like a handful
of

m

gravel

Casamajor Beaubrun with his wife,
Rosanna, and
their two sons would greet them.
The would

start out with,

"Thank you very much, brother,"
since
done:

today

I

a

favor is willingly

work your field, tomorrow you
work mine.

Co-operation is the friendship of the
poor.
A moment later Simeon and
Dorisca, with some

twenty husky Negroes, would join
the group.

Then they would

all leave Hosanna bustling around
in the shade of the tamarind tree among her boilers and big
tin pots whence the

voluble sputtering of boiling water
would already be rising.
Later Delira and other women neighbors
would come to lend
her a hand.
Off would go the men with hoes on shoulder.

The

plot to be cleared was at the turn of the path,
protected
by intersecting bamboos.

Creepers with mauve and white

1

blossoms hung from riotous
bushes
oushes.
Tn *v,
In
their gilded shells
he assorossis sported
a red pulp like
velvet raucous.
Lowering the fence
poles at the entrance
to a plot
of land where an ox qinii l
skull for a scarecrow
blanched on a
pole, they measured their
inh at
Q
„
Job
a
glance—
•

-r

+-

-i

a tangle of
wild weeds intertwine
„
wmed with creepers.
But the soil was
good and they^ would
uia make
make* it
it- as
00 clean
n
as a table top.
This
year Beaubrun wanted to
try eggplant.

"Line up!" the squadron
chiefs would yell.
Then Simidor Antoine
would throw the strap of
his
drum over his shoulder.
Bienairae would take his
commanding
position in front of his men.
Simidor would beat a brief
prelude, and the rhythm would
crackle under his fingers.
In a single movement, they
would lift their hoes high
in
toe air.
A beam of light would
strike each blade. For a
second they would be holding
a rainbow.

Simidor

s

voice rose, husky and strong:

Stroke it ini
The hoes fell with

a

single dull thud, attacking

the rough hide of the earth.

That woman said, man!
Behave yourselfl
And don’t touch me!
Behave yourself!
The men went forward in

a

straight line.

They felt

Antoine’s song in their arms and,
like blood hotter than
their own, the rapid beat of his drum.
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Suddenly the sun was up.
foam across the field of
weeds.
respect. Master Sun!

It sparkled like

Master Sun!

a

dewy

Honor and

We black men greet you
with

a swirl
Of hoes snatching bright
sparks of fire from the sky.
There
are the breadfruit trees
patched with blue, and the flame
of the flamboyant tree long
smoldering under the ashes of
night, but now bursting into
a flare of petals on
the edge
of the thorn acacias. The
stubborn crowing of cocks alternated from one farm to another.

in

a

The moving line of peasants
took up the new refrain
single mass voice:

Stroke it ini

Who's that, I yell.
Inside that house?
Some man yells back.
Just me and a cute
Little cousin of mine-And we don't need you!

They raised their long-handled hoes,
crowned with
sparks, and brought them down again with, a
terrific precision
I'm in there nowl

Bring it out!

Oh!

What one bull can do.
Another can, tool

Bring it out!
There sprang up

a

Oh!

rhythmic circulation between the

beating heart of the drum and the movements of the men.
The rhythm became

a

powerful flux penetrating deep into their

Ill

arteries and nourishing their
muscles with a new vigor.
Their chant filled the
sun-flooded morning. Up the
road of the reeds along the
stream, the song mounted to
a
spring hidden in the hollow of
the hill's armpit, in the
heavy odor of fern and moist
malanga soaking in the shaded
secret oozing of the water.
Perhaps

a

young flegresse in the neighborhood,

Irezile, Therese, or Georgiana, has
just finished filling
ner calabashes. When she comes out
of the stream, cool
bracelets ripple from her legs. She
places the gourds in a
wicKer casket that she balances on her
head.
She walks along
the damp path.
In the distance the drum sends out
a humming
hive-full of sounds.
I’ll go there later," she says to herself.

and-so will be there."

He’s her sweetheart.

"So-

A warmth, a

happy languor fills her body as she hurries
on with long
strides, arms swinging.

sweetness.

Her hips roll with

a

wondrous

She smiles.

Above the thorn acacias floated tatters of smoke.
In the clearings, the charcoal sellers swept away the

mounds under which the gree wood had burned with

a

slow

fire.

With the back of his hand, Estinval wiped his reddened

eyes.

From the mutilated tree there remained only the

charred skeletons of its scattered branches in the ashes:
a

load of charcoal that his wife would take to sell in the

town of Croix des Bouquets.

Too bad he himself couldn’t

1

answer the call of the work-songl

2

Smoke had dried his

throat.

His mouth was bitter as if he
had been chewing a
wad of paper.
Indeed, a drink of cinnamon bark,
or better,
anis was more refreshing, a long big
mouthful of alcohol
down to the pit of his stomach.

"Rosanna, dear," he said.

Knowing his weakness, she laughingly
measured out
three fingers of liquor for him— three
fingers spread out
like a ian.
He spat thick and went back to
rummaging in
his pile of earth and ashes.
About eleven o'clock, the call of the coumbite
would
grow weaker; it was no longer a solid mass of
voices backing
up the men's effort; the work-chant stumbled,
mounted feebly,
as though its wings were clipped.

At times it picked up

again, spasmodically, with diminishing vigor.

stammered

a

The drum still

bit, but it was no longer a happy call as at

dawn when Simidor beat it out with such skillful authority.
This could be attributed not only to the need for

rest

— the

hoe becoming heavier and heavier to handle, the

strain of fatigue on the stiff neck, the heat of the sun-but to the fact that the job was almost done.

Moreover,

they had scarcely stopped long enough to swallow

a

mouthful

of white rum, or to rest their backs.

The high-class people in the city derisively called

these peasants "barefoot Negroes, barefooted vagabonds,

big-toed Negroes."

(They are too poor to buy shoes.)

But

1

never mind and to hell with
them,
big flat feet out of the
soil

3

Some day we will take our

and plant them on their behinds

They had done

a

tough job, seratehed, scraped,
and

shaved the hairy face of the
field.
were scattered on the ground.

The injurious brambles

Beaubrun and his sons would

gather them up and set fire to them.

What had been useless

weeds, prickles, bushes entangled
with tropical creepers,
would change now to fertilizing
gashes in the tilled soil.

Beaubrun was overjoyed.
Thanks, neighbors

l"

he kept repeating,

iou’re welcome, neighbor l” we replied,
but hur-

riedly, for dinner was ready.

wasn't

a

cheap Regresse.

And what

a

dinner!

Rosanna

All those who had made little

spiteful remarks about her--because she was an
ugly customer
if j/ou tried to get fresh with her
--straightway repented.

And why;

because, at the turn of the road, an aroma rose to

meet them, greeted them positively, enveloped them,
penetrated them, opened the agreeable hollow of

a

great appetite

in their stomachs.

And Simidor Antoine --who, not later than two eve-

nings ago, on making

a

vulgar remark to Rosanna, had received

remarkably precise details from her concerning his own
mother's irregularities--f illing his nostrils with the aroma
of the meats, sighed with, solemn conviction,

man, your wife is

a

"Beaubrun, old

blessing!"

In the cauldrons, the casseroles, and the bowls

were stacked barbecued pig
seasoned hot enough to take
your breath away, ground corn
with codfish, and rice, too,
sun rice with red beans and
salt pork, bananas, sweet
potatoe
and yams to throw awayl

Bienaime leaned against the fence.
^ide now there was the same
discouragement.

m

On the other
The dust rose

thick swirling clouds, and
fell on the chandelier trees
and thin patches of grass clinging
to the scurvy earth.
t

ox-merly at this time of year,

the sky would be turning gray.

swollen with, rain— not

a

The clouds would gather,

heavy rain, no, as when the clouds

burst like over-filled sacks— but
sistent, with

a

early in the morning,

a

little drizzle, per-

few intervals of sunshine.

It wasn't

enough to drench the earth, but cooled it
off and prepared
it for the hard rains.
At Angelus-time, the timid wild
guinea fowl would come to drink water from the
puddles along
the road and, if frightened, would fly heavily
away, be-

numbed and bespattered with rain.
Then the weather would begin to change.
noon,
trees.

a

Toward

thick heat would envelop the prostrate fields and
A thin mist would dance and vibrate.

The sky would

break out into livid blisters, which later on darkened and

moved ponderously above the hills, splashed by flashes of
lightning and echoing thunder.
Deep on the horizon, an enormous enraged breath.
The peasants, caught in the fields, hurrying along with hoe

on shoulder.

The trees bent.

Violently shaken by the

now uninterrupted baying of
the storm,
rain had overtaken them.
At
first

a

a

swift curtain of

few warm unhurried

drops, the, pierced by flashes
of lightning, the black
avens had opened in an avalanche,
a torrential deluge,
hienaime, on his narrow porch
with its railing
protected by a projecting thatched
roof, would look at his
lana, his good land, his
streaming plants, his trees
swaging
the chant of the wind and
rain.
The harvest
would be good. He had labored in
the sun for days at a
time.
This rain was his reward.
He watched it affectionately as it fell in close-knitted
threads, he heard it
splash on the stone slab in front of
the arbor.
So much
and so much corn, so many Congo beans,
the pig fattened.
That might mean a new jacket, a shirt,
and perhaps neighbor

m

Jean- Jacques’ chestnut colt, if he would lower
the price.
He had forgotten Delira.

wife," he would say.
too.

"Warm up the coffee,

Yes, he’d buy her

He filled his short clay pipe.

a

dress and

a

madras,

That was what living

on good terms with the earth meant.

but all that had passed.
a

bitter taste.

Nothing remained now but

They were already dead beneath this dust,

in these warm ashes that covered what formerly had been

life.

Oh, not an easy life, no,

indeedl

But they had

persisted, and after struggling with the earth, after

opening it, turning it over and over, moistening it with
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sweat,

sowing it with seed as one does

satisfaction:

a

woman, then came

plants, fruit, many ears of corn.

He had just been thinking about Jean-Jacques
and

here, coming along the road, was Jean-Jacques, as
old and

worthless now as he, leading

a

skinny burro and letting

its cord drag in the dust.
'

brother," he greeted him.

And the other answered

the same.

Jean-Jacques asked for news of Sister Delira.
Bienaime said, "How's Sister Lucia?"
And they thanked one another.
The burro had

a

large sore on its back and winced

under the bite of flies.
"Adieu, oui ,

"

said Jean-Jacques.

"Adieu, old man."

Bienaime nodded.

He watched his neighbor plod on with his animal

toward the watering place, that stagnant pool, that eye of

mud covered by

a

greenish film, where all drank, men and

beasts

He's been gone so long, he must be dead now, she
mused.

Old Delira was thinking of her son, Manuel, who had

left years ago to cut cane in Cuba.
in

a

foreign land, she thought again.

one last time,

"Mamal"

He must be dead now,
He had said to her

She had kissed him.

She had taken in

her arms this big fellow who had come from the depths of

her flesh and blood, and had become this man to whom she

whispered through her tears, "Go, my
little one, may the
Hold Virgin protect you!" And he had
turned

at the elbow

of the road and disappeared,
of my womb,

only boy

1

"oh,

son of my womb, sorrow

joy of my life, pain of my life!

My boy, my

’’

Sne stopped grinding coffee, but remained
squatting

on the ground.

She had no longer any tears to shed.

It

seemed to her that her heart had petrified in her
breast
and that she had been emptied of all life save that
in-

curable torment that gripped her throat.
He was to return after the zafra, as the Spaniards

call the narvest.

But he hadn’t come back.

for him, but he hadn’t come.

She had waited

Sometimes she would say to

Bienaime, ”1 wonder where Manuel is?”

bienaime wouldn’t answer.
out.

He’d let his pipe go

He’d walk away through the fields.
Later, she would again say to him,

"Bienaime, papa,

where’s our boy?”
He would answer roughly,

"Hush your mouth!”

She

would pity his trembling hands.
She emptied the drawer of the coffee mill, poured

in more beans, and again took the handle.

work, yet she felt exhausted.

It wasn’t hard

It was all she could do to

sit there motionless, her worn-out body given over to death

that would in the end bring her to this dust.
She began to hum.

It was like a groan,

a

moan from

t„ e soul,

an infinite reproach to all
the saints and to
those deaf and blind African
deities who did not hear
her, who had turned away from
her sorrow and her tribu-

lations
Holy Virgin, in the name of the
saints of the
earth, in the name of the saints of
the moon, of the saints
0,

of the stars, of the saints of
the wind, in the name of the

saints of the storm, protect if it be thy
will,
thee, my son in foreign lands!

open to him

a

0,

road without danger!

Amen!’'

On the side of the hill there was

as the sun sank behind the woods.

pray

Master of the Crossroads

She hadn't heard Bienaime return.

near her.

I

He sat down
a

dull redness

Soon night would shroud

the oitter earth in silence, drowning their
misery in the

shadow

ol

sleep.

Then dawn would rise with the husky

crowing of cocks and day would begin again, hopeless as
the
day before.
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Distribute Worksheet 8.

Ask students

if they thought that this
kind of situation exists
today.

Compare present day America
beliefs about the
Caribbean with this reality.
Write a letter to the
Dominican
government explaining your
views on their methods of
treating cane cutters.
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Sugar was introduced in the Dominican Republic
by
colonists in the I600*s.

Ever since, most of the sugar

cane production in the Dominican Republic
has been harvested
oy foreigners.
to cut cane.

Initially, Africans were brought as slaves

Beginning in the 1890's, when huge plantations

were consolidated, cane cutters came from the British
West
Indies, the Canary Islands, Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands to do the harvesting.

Around 1920 these braceros

were replaced by Haitians, who soon became the primary labor
force.

Today Haitians provide 90% of the sugar cane cutting

labor.

Since sugar comprises 55 % of the gross national

product of the Dominican Republic, the Haitians are crucial
to its economic life.

Yet anti-Haitian sentiment pervades the Dominican

Republic, historically based on old conflicts and perpetuated

through the press, educational institutions, and the church.

Anti-Haitian racism is reinforced by linking the Haitians to
voodoo.

The blackest and poorest Haitians do field work and

are looked down upon.

but not in the fields.

Dominicans work in the sugar mills
The estimated 300,000 Haitians now

living in the Dominican Republic have little recourse to

complain about the labor conditions.

They are too desperate

for work, and many are in the country illegally.

Historical Animosity
Historically, there has been strong animosity between
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Haiti and the Dominican Republic,
stemming from the early
1600 s. Half a million
Haitian slaves successfully
revolted
against white French colonists
in the first successful
slave
uprising in the New World.
In 1822, the Haitians conquered
tne Spamsn colony of Santo
Domingo with the aim of unifying the island. Led by
Jean-Pierre Boyer, the Haitians
occupied the Dominican Republic
until 181^. Boyer attempted
to increase Haiti's national
income and pay off its debt
to France by increasing Dominican
agricultural production.
He passed a law obliging
Dominican workers to labor for
large landowners.
He also closed the University
of Santo
Domingo. Lven the freed Dominican
slaves, who had had great
expectations of the new Haitian leadership,
became disillusioned.
Resentment and prejudice against the Haitians
remained strong even after 1844 when the
Dominican Republic
regained sovereignty.
In 1937, Rafael Trujillo ordered the massacre
of

Haitians living on Dominican soil.
ol

at least 12,000 Haitians.

The result was the death

The three-day slaughter

articulated Dominican resentment and racism following the

Haitian occupation and the growing migration of poor Haitians
seeking alternatives in the Dominican Republic to limited
land and labor opportunities in their own country.

Dominican reaction to the Haitians was also

a

The

class issue*

light-skinned Dominican landowners feared they could not
control rising masses of unemployed black foreigners squatting
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on their largely empty
hacienda lands.

Although the border between
the countries has been
officially closed since
1959, border crossings are unofficially sanctioned.
In 1966 a secret contract
was established between then Dominican
President Joaquin Balaguer
and then Haitian Premier Francois
Duvalier, calling
for the

Haitian government to supply the
Dominican Republic with
12,000 sugar workers annually.
The Dominican government
normally pays 60 pesos (approximately
$ 72 ) per worker to
the Haitian government in exchange
for
the workers'

during the six-month harvest season.

services

In addition, 5 % of

each wcrkeis' salary goes to the
Haitian government and an
undeterminable percentage is deducted for
"safekeeping,"
allegedly to insure that the money will
be spent and recirculated within Haiti - an "incentive" for
Haitians to return
home
In January 1978 the inter-governmental
contract

was not renewed.

The Haitian government had asked for

a

raise from 60 to 70 pesos per worker, and Balaguer
did not
agree.
in

a

Instead he called on the Dominican people to help

time ol crisis before the sugar crop would be
lost.

However, Dominicans were unlikely to respond.

They have

traditionally shunned sugar cane cutting, both out of

historic disdain for what they consider "Haitian work" and
because pay and labor conditions are horrendous.
Aside from the contracted labor force, about
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280,000 Haitians residing in the
Dominican Republic are
involved in the harvesting without
any contracts. Most of
these Haitians have lived in
the Dominican Republic for
years.
Some returned after the
1937 massacre with the
hope of making money by working
for a season and then returning to Haiti. Most were never
able to save enough to
afford the trip back.
Many Haitians crossed the border
after World War II,
fleeing unemployment, poverty, and
repression in Haiti,
only to find a slightly better work
environment
in the

Dominican Republic.

Their entry was clandestine-and ex-

pensive.

Haitians crossing the border illegally must
bribe
the milli tary on both sides of the
border.
They must obtain
two photographs, medical certificates,
identification,
and

!

travel documents.

The cost amounts to almost 150 beyond
$
;

the reach of most Haitians.

Those who make the trip usually

have to sell land or animals.
The clandestine route to the Dominican Republic

often begins in the town of Jacmel on the southern
coast of
Haiti, or other key recruiting towns.

It entails an ex-

change of Haitians at the border between Haitian and
Dominican

military at

a

cost of ten pesos per person.

They are then

trucked to the southwest sugar region near Barahona.
in

a

large open area with only

a

There,

roof over their heads, the

Haitians wait to be purchased by colonos (private Dominican
landowners who are contracted to raise cane) or represen-

12k
tatives from the country's three
main sugar producers: the
government's (Consejo Estatal de
Azucar-state Sugar Council),
tne Vicini family in the San
Pedro de Macoris
region, or

Gulf and Western, which operates
the largest single mill in
the western region of the country.
La
Romana.

a

At this point the Haitians are
sold for three pesos
piece and trucked to the purchaser's
region.
After the

six-month zafra, the rest of the year is
"tiempo muerto"
(dead season).

Haitians who stay on have limited alternatives.
Work possibilities include cleaning up
the countryside for
the growers, or being temporarily
"rented” out by the mill
to local farmers, possibly for picking
coffee
beans.

Some

of the women and wives of the cutters turn
to prostitution

for income.

A few escape to the city, perhaps to sell

lottery tickets.
Hat her than be sent back to the poverty and re-

pression in Haiti, many end up on the "slave market" being
sold for about 50 pesos each.

This slave industry was

exposed by columnist Ramon Antonio Veras in an article in
hi Nacional de Ahora, May 1975:
a

"....the person who buys

Haitian has the right to take him to his farm and put him

to work without pay; he need only furnish the slave with

basic needs, that is, take care of him so that he can cut
sugar cane....

The master has the right to kick him and

even kill him if the subject refused to cut cane....

It’s

unbelievable that in the twentieth, century human beings are
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still being acid....

The Haitians suffer in
their country

ano in ours."

Although the border transactions
are supposedly
clandestine, the Dominican
military has in fact been
actively
involved in the transactions,
transportation and profiteering from this labor racket.
Living Conditions
Haitians and other cane cutters
live in bateyes—
camps surrounded by acres of
cane under conditions of extreme
deprivation. Workers commonly live
in housing blocks called
barancones where a family of five
shares a 12- by 12'
room,

consisting of

a

large bed,

food on the floor, and
I

a

a

small charcoal stove for cooking

small couch or table.

usually no electricity or running
water;
latrine serves about forty people.
According to
La wotlcla >

a

a

There is

single outdoor

March issue of Santo Domingo

two bateyes of the Quisqueya mill
have

a

'

serious

j

water shortage.

Inhabitants must travel more than two kilo-

meters to use water from the Casui River,
which is contaminated with refuse, garbage, and the bodies
of dead animals.

There is fear of an epidemic.
The government may offer

a

bateyes, but assistance ends there.

pencils are supplied.

schoolroom for the
No books, notebooks or

These items must come from the parents’

meager salaries.

In

batey. La Romana,

the two-room schoolhouse goes half-used

a

typical school in Gulf and Western’s

because there is only one instructor, who is responsible for
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grades one through five.

The teacher is paid
40 pesos a

month.

Wages are $1.30 per ton of cane
cut.
worker can cut about three tons
in a
day.

A strong

But this does

not guarantee that he will get
the earned wage.
The cane
loses its sap while the cane cutter
travels the long distance to the weighing station;
the lost sap means less
weight and less pay. The weigher
may also exploit the
cutter by reading a false weight.
The cutter may be unable
to make out the weight himself
and even if he could,
he

would have no recourse.

Many workers say that they are paid with
or

a

receipt designating how much they are owed.

only collect this pay at the end of

a

1

a

vale,

They can

day cycle.

In the

meantime, if money is needed for food or family
purchases,
the cutter may sell the receipt at

percent of its total.

a

loss of about ten

In some bateyes, the mill and the

vale buyer (the lender) may agree to delay
payday beyond
the 13 day period, which forces the cane cutter
to borrow

even more.
There is no opportunity to save money, and even

earned pensions are hard to collect.

worked as

Jose Juan, who has

cane cutter in La Romana since 191

a

when he

entered the Dominican Republic from Haiti, is now too
feeble to work.

for the $6

a

After

I4.8

years of work, he is ineligible

month pension because records have been poorly
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kept and he cannot prove the
length of his employment at
La Romans.
And he cannot be admitted to
the Gulf and
Western company hospital because
he has not worked in over
a year.
Can cutters are without recourse
in terms of
wage complaints, living conditions,
and even violence
against them. As illegal workers in the
country, they
have no legal rights and can get no
assistance from the

military or government officials who reap
the benefits of
their labor.
Other work alternatives are hard to come
by,
and many of those who attempt to escape are
pursued by the
local military, who bring them back and
administer punishment, some have allegedly been killed.
D epressed Sugar Market

There is

a

contradiction between the 25% unem-

ployment rate in the Dominican Republic and the use of

Haitian labor force.

a

It is popular to blame the Haitians

for taKing work from Dominicans, or the Dominicans for

refusing to cut cane.

The contradiction actually exists

because it is more profitable for the growers— Gulf and
Western, the Vicinis, and the government--to employ cheap

Haitian labor.
The sugar interests also perpetuate divisions

among Dominicans and Haitians along race and class lines for
their own benefit.

If workers were united they could more

effectively organize to challenge the growers.
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The Haitians vulnerability
is further exacerbated by
tne recent decline
the world sugar market--the
collapse
of the world sugar price and
the tripling Q f the US sugar
import tax. Deportations of needed
Haitian workers are
taking place; 4,000 resident
Haitians were deported in 1976 .
Haitians are identified by a
pronunciation test in which
they have to say "perejil" (parsley)
because the Spanish
"r" is difficult to pronounce
by those who speak Haitian

m

Creole.

Haitians thus identified are rounded up,
transported
and dumped on the Haitian side of the
border by the Dominican
military.
In early August of 1977* 10,000
contracted Haitians

waited 12 days for their return transportation
by the State
Sugar Council.
They were herded into the

street in the town

of

Hama; given no food, housing facilities, fresh water,

or bedding.

military.

Men, women, and children were guarded by the

Most subsisted off donations from local towns-

people or spent their small savings on food (El Sol,
August 4,
1977).
After twelve days, they took to the streets angrily

demanding repatriation.

Only then did the buses arrive to

transport them to the border.
In October of 1977> hundreds of Haitian men living

on bateyes in the Haina region were surrounded by the

military police and arrested, no explanati

cn

given.

Most

of these workers were not contract laborers, but they had

lived in the Dominican Republic for years and had wives and

children who were born and grew up
on the bateyes.
They
were subjected to several days
of imprisonment
then
loaded onto trucks, driven to the
,

border, and let off.

The majority slowly made their way
back on foot to the

batey where they had been living and
working.

Their fami-

lies and employment were in the
Dominican Republic; they had
no prospects in Haiti.

These recent occurrences indicate the extent
to

which Haitians are faced with continuous
exploitation and
hardship. Arbitrary harassment is effective at
reinforcing
their insecurity.
But just as farmworkers in the US are beginning to

gain recognition througn unions and other organizing methods
Haitians in the Dominican Republic are becoming more vocal
and less passive.

Inspiration can be drawn from the increas

ing level of protest and criticism aimed at the Dominican

government and foreign companies.

In recent months, the

mistreatment of workers has been exposed in the press as

a

result of public denunciations and strikes in the fields by
several hundred cane cutters.

Even the Haitian embassy in Santo Domingo has
voiced its criticism of the harsh injustices suffered by the

Haitian workers, while cane cutters themselves refer to the
mills as La Bestia (The Beast) because of the feudal mistreatment of the workers.

In spite of the attempted cover-

ups and the repression of such vocal critics, the struggle

1

of Haitian workers for
survival and decent living
conditions
goes on.
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GROWING UP bv Cheddi Jagan
I

suppose rebellion is in my blood.

about my ancestors in India.

I

1

^

know little

But I presume they were no

different from the millions of other
peasants whose lot
remained virtually the same whether
their country was ruled
by a Hindu Raja, or a Moghul
Kawab, or the British government.
I have no doubt that like
most other peasants,
they

were exploited by zamindars
(landlords) and were ground down
by poverty. Whatever might have been
their struggles
against the zamindars or the British Raj,
it would appear
that there was no rebel like me on my
family tree. As I

look back in my past, one thing stands out
most vividly,
perpetual struggle for survival and freedom.
All that

I

a

shall ever know about my parents before

they arrived here is what is stated in the records
of the

now defunct Immigration Department.

They came from Basti

in Uttar Pradesh, about sixty miles from Allahabad,
Jawaharlal

Nehru's birthplace.

They were born in small villages in the

remote areas of the district.

Births were not recorded in

India at that time, and the dates of their births are unknown.

My father's age on arrival was given as two years

and my mother's as one-and-a-half
The original group which was later to become my

family circle in British Guiana was rather small; just five
persons in all came, two grandmothers, father, mother and an

uncle on my father's side.

Somehow, the recruiters, the
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latter-day equivalent of the slave
raiders, had managed
to separate my grandmothers
from my grandfathers. My grandfathers were left in India.
The snip Elbe which brought my
folks here in 1901
was one of the older type sailing
vessels.
She took eightytwo days to complete the journey.
Many other sailing ships
in those days took 120 days.
The immigrants slept on the
tween deck, single men at one end,
single women at the other,
and married couples in the centre.
There were no bunks, and
every one slept on blankets spead on the
floor.
The passengers were given only two
meals

breakfast at 9:00 a.m. and dinner at

i|:00 p.m.

a

day:

There was

often no change in the menus and the passengers
ate the same
type of food for breakfast and dinner.
Mutton was served
on Sundays, and channas, choora and biscuits
were supplied
at intervals.

But generally the meals consisted of rice,

flour, dhal , potatoes and pumpkins.
A clothing outfit was given to each person, the

women receiving
and

a

a

skirt,

few cotton saris

•

a

jacket,

waist),

jacket,

a

a

running string

stout, medium or thin

a

A pair of trousers (with
a

few cotton chemises

The skirt had

at the waist and could adjust to

person.

a

a

similar string at the

couple of dhoties and

a

couple of

puggaries were given to each male passenger.

Each person

received in addition

a

a

tin pan,

a

for keeping his or her belongings.

tin cup and

canvas bag

A crude round tin label.
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serially numbered and attached
to a string completed
the
outfit.
The tin label was worn
around the neck by each
immigrant when the muster roll
was called and facilitated
identification.

grants.

aotb of my grandmothers
came as indentured immiThey were "bound" by five-year
contracts to differ-

ent sugar plantations, or
"estates" as they were called,
in
the county of Berbice, the
most eastern of the three
countries

which make up my country.

My paternal grandmother went
to

Albion and my maternal grandmother
to Port Mourant, three
miles away. Women were required
to work during the first
three years, but for the balance

of the period, while they

were required to reside on the
plantations, they were under
no legal obligation to work.
My grandmothers, however, as

indeed all of the other women who
came, had no choice but
to work throughout the five years.
Every penny was needed.

Plantation life in British Guiana was
hard.
At
very tender ages, my parents had to
join their mothers in
the cane fields at Port Monrant.

creole gangs.

They both worked in the

My mother relates that she had to work
from

7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., manuring sugarcane
in the fields
for 8 cents (^d.) per day, and also three
times per week
from midnight to 6:00 a. am. fetching fine
bagasse in the

factory for

I).

cents (2d.) for the 6-hour period.

Her total

take-home pay was about 60 cents (2s. 6d.) per week.

mother recalls how difficult those days were.

My

She often
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tells me:

"Bhaiya , ahwee proper
punish" ("Brother, we
really suffered"), My
raotber has a way of
calling me by
the all-inclusive
term "brother", a
practice common among
all Indians.
At about the age of
fourteen my
father
„
*
moved uu one
cane cutting gang and my
mother to the moulding
gang.
The
cleaning of trenches was
allotted as an additional
duty,
particularly to women. My
mother's earnings increased
to
20 C6ntS (10d ‘ ) Per day
«y father got 36 cents („.
6d.).
But the hours continued
to be just as long.
The normal
practice for workers in this
category was to wake up about
k o'clock in the morning and trek
from three to five miles
aback on foot for task
assignment.
-

My parents were married in
about ten years old, and

ray

1

909 when my father was

mother slightly younger.

It

was still the custom in those
days for Indians to marry at
a very early age.
However, they continued to live
separately
until about the age of sixteen,
when my mother moved in,
as was the custom, with her
in-laws.
(My father's mother
had remarried).

For my mother, this was
higher status— midway between
range and
a

a

separate home.

a

a

step towards

room in the plantation

Home in this situation meant

small house of two rooms, with two
windows and

mud floor and walls

and

a

slightly

a

troolie "grass" roof.

a

door,

a

Khatiyas

(plaited ropes on wooden cross bars and
legs) and boards

were the improvised beds.
My mother continued
to work until I was
about
nine years old.
By that time, there
were already four
Children in the family,
j „ as the second ohil(J
and was
born on March 22, 1916;
my elder brother had
died at the
age of eight months.

Because my father earned
the reputation of being
the oest cane-cutter,
he was promoted at the
age of thirty
to a "driver"-a foreman
of a gang.
(The term "driver"
which is associated with the
days of slavery and the whiplash, has now been modified
to that of headman).
But his
pay was still small; at the
beginning, it was no more than
$2.40 (10 shillings) per week.
After many years he became
Head Driver, but even then he
did not earn very
much.

On

retirement at about age SO, he
was given the princely sum
of only ^.00 (16s. 8d.)
per week as an ex-gratia pensionl
My mother never went to school.
My father had a
little more luck. He started out
to school but was forced
to leave when he was in the
third standard. My grandmother
could not afford to keep him in
school.
The sugar planters
concerned with the production of more
sugar
at less cost,

Kept wages so low that parents were
unable to educate their
children.
The development of the children of
the workers
was thus stultified, and, like my parents,
large numbers of
them were kept illiterate or nearly
so.

The planters frowned upon education because
they

held

VieW that

“

educated w-ker would soo
„ become
dissatisfied with his status
as an agricultural
labourer.
What they needed, above
all
„
QO a cheap
all,
was
and abundant supply
Of agricultural labour.
Bookeepers. storekeepers,
dispensers, engineers, foremen
and cathechists could
easily
be found from among
the freed Negroes
and the Portuguese.
Government officials, too,
more often than not,
saw things in the same
light as the planters.
An Immigration Agent General recorded
in his Administration
Report
for 1,12-19-13 that it
was a hardship to prevent
children
under the age of nine years
from being employed on what
he called "light work",
such as carrying
earth, ashes,

manure , adding that "this
is not only a benefit to
the
parents but also a source of
pleasure to themselves". The
Swettenham Circular, which was
issued in June 1904, completely relieved Indian parents
of their obligation to
send their daughters to school.

My perents were Hindus and deeply
religious, my
mother even more than my father.
In the early days my
mother used to attend the Hindu
Temple at Port Mourant and
took part in many of the festivals
and functions that form
psit ox Hinduism. Hinduism is,
of course, not such a
formalised religion as many others.
One could say it is a
way of life.
If yoU are born of Hindu parentage,
you do
not have to take part in institutional
practices to maintain your status as a Hindu.
Although my father attended

few of the functions,
he was as staunch

reUgron

a

supporter of the

as any other person
on the plantation.

He wore
bunch of hair at the
middle of the head b# .
tween four and six inches
long.
It has about the same
Significance for a Hindu as
a beard has for
a Muslin,.
As a boy, I remember
attending many Hindu
festivals— Holi, Deepavali,
Kalimai Puja and Ram Leela.
At that early age, the
religious significance was
lost on
me.
But they were fun,
particularly the Holi celebrations.

the churki ,

a

remember joining with others
for weeks in collecting
all
tne tree trunks and
pieces of wood one could
find to help
build the Holi and then
participating in the early morning
of the appropriate day
in burning the Holi and
roasting
corn on- the cob.
There was a particular
superstition that
corn roasted in the Holi fire
would
I

cure toothache.

One particular experience
which

I

shall always

remember took place at the death
of one of my grandmothers.
Ky father had to lead the religious
ceremony which, in
accordance with the Hindu custom,
was performed on the
thirteenth day of her death. He had
to shave his head
completely with the exception of
his churki.
As the eldest

son ol

tne family,

I

had to do the same.

I

did not relish

the thought of going about
snaven-headed, but
it to please my parents.
bunet) of

I

did not have

a

I

had to do

churki, but a

hair was left by the barber to form one which,

of course,

I

cut off as soon as the rest of the hair grew.

WaS “ OSt interesting
about this function was
the feeding of the
mahapatar, a priest

belonging to the

lowest division of the
Brahmin caste who officiates
principally at such ceremonies.
I recall the experience
of
rubbing his bulging abdomen
so that he would consume
more
food.
But food was not all.
Gifts of various

kinds-a

COW, blankets, an umbrella,
etc,
I

-were showered upon him.

was told tnat all of these
somehow had to do with the
afte. deato.
The articles given would
provide some

Of the necessities until the
soul would again take on human
form.
The plantation appeared to me
as representing the
hub of life. Everything revolved
around sugar, and the

sugar planters seemed to own the
world.
cane fields and the factories.

They owned the

Even the small parcels of

land rented to some of the workers
for rice farming and
ground provisions cultivation belonged
to them.
They owned
the mansions occupied by tne senior
staff, and the cottages
occupied by lesser beings like dispensers,
chemists,
engineers, book-keepers and drivers.

They owned the logies

where the labourers lived, the hospitals
and every other
important structure. At one time, they also
owned and

operated

a

rice mill.

Even the churches and schools came

within their patronage and control.
The plantation was indeed

rather it was two worlds:

a

world in itself.

Or

the world of exploiters and the

world of exploited;
the world of whites
wurtes and th
the world of
One was the world
of the managers

llj.0

and the

U» „„„ ».

the labourers
uuuieis in their loeies
i
?« the u
u 8 ie s , in
"niggeryard"
.

~

and the "bound-collievard"
y

Ut

’'

^
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•

ihe mansions were
electrically

1«P.- It was not unusual to
near muttenngs that
mules were better treated
than human
beings, for the mule
stables were electrically
lit.
it
was not that electricity
could not have been made
available
to the workers quarters
and residences.
The owners could
easily have generated
more electricity at very
little extra
cost to satisfy the needs
of all.
But electricity
'

like so

many other things was

a

status symbol.

An interesting tale is
told about mules being
treated oetter than the
workers. Years ago, on
first
arrival, a director of one
of the foreign companies,
took
his wife for a familiarisation
tour of the estates on the
hast Bank of Demerara.
"what's that?" the good lady
asked.
"That's a mule stable", replied
the husband.
After a while
as the drive continued,
she remarked:
"My goodness, you
have an awful lot of mules".

Sitting at the apex of this
world was the plantation manager.
At Port Mourant, the premier
plantation in
Berbice, the manager was J.
c. Gibson.
His reputation
extended far and wide; he was czar,
king, prosecutor,
judge, all in one.

Almost everyone looked upon him with

awe and rear,

one

partner

event in my experience
typi _
fied the authority which
he wielded.
The roadside parapet
and the timber rails
of the road trench,
which bridge
across the main drained
the water from the
estate to the
sea, constituted a
regular meeting place, a
sort of social
centre, Young and old
alike sat on the rails,
but not when
Gibson passed. As soon
as he was spotted
half-a-mile away
we either had to scamper
away or be prepared to
pay obeisance

Between these white and
non-white worlds there
were distances— social
(occupants of these two worlds
did
not associate) and physical
(the mansions were out of
bounds
There was also a psychological
distance. I recall vividly
ray great curiosity
about the manager's mansion.
I wanted to
know how it felt to be inside
the gate.
I wanted to know
what was going on inside. The
opportunity came at Christmas
time.
I must have been about
eight or nine years old.
I

joined the creole gang and went to
share in the largess of
the manager.
The manager's wife, Mrs. Gibson,
stood at the
window of the top floor of the imposing
mansion.
She threw
coins down at us and enjoyed the fun
of seeing the wild
scramble for the pennies.
This is the way managers' wives
Offer gifts to workers' children at
Christmas time on sugar
plantations
The plantation hierarchy had an unwritten
but

nevertheless rigid code.

Managers and overseers could have
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S6X relati ° ns with
non-white women, but
intermarriage was
strictly. forbidden.
These women were not
good enough to
be the wives of the
whites. Although sexual
intercourse
between white members
of the staff and
non-white women
was looked upon with
disfavour by the Immigration
Department, in practice the
plantation system was so
organised
that nothing could be
done about it.
Crosby, as the head
Of the immigration
Department was called (after
James
Crosby, a one-time
exceptional holder of the
post), was
less to help.
P
Various subterfuges were
used to avoid
detection.
when a child was born
from the illicit relationship, the name of a
driver or some other bribed
non-white
employee was given as that
of the child's father when
the
birth was registered.

Rum-drinking, gambling, dancing,
horse and mule
racing, and cricket were the
principal pastimes of the
whites. Cheating— padding of
the paylists— was also
practised on an extensive scale.

Plantation life gave me the opportunity
of seeing
at first hand the raw deal
which the labourers
received.

This was no doubt the early
implanted seed which flowered
and brought me later into political
life.
It must have
been experiences like mine that
produced a Crosby or a

DesVoeux, who took up the immigrants's
cause.

Between the worlds of the bosses and the
bossed
was the middle strata of shopkeepers, pandits,
parsons.

1J+3

teachers, dispensers,
book-keepers and drivers.
These
depended for their status
and sociai position on
the
patronage of the manager.
They could all have been
penalized at any time if they
lost grace with
him.

y father was at the lowest
economic level of the

middle strata.

His position was the
source of

lemma to him.

a

real

He was betwixt and between.

Although he
Keenly felt like those
exploited, he had as a driver
to
carry out the orders of
the exploiters.
I recall how this
sorely grieved him. His
way out of the dilemma was
publicly
to carry out his duties
while privately advising and
urging the workers on the course
of action open to them.
Having attained the position
of driver, my father
had no further avenue of promotion,
for the unwritten law
was that none other than a white
man could hold the post
of overseer.
This was a cause of frustration
and bitterness as he had to train white men
who did not know the
difference between young sugar-cane
plants and grass.

father proved his competence at work
and at play,
ne demonstrated in many ways that
he was a man equal to,
i-.y

and sometimes better than, those
placed above him because

of their white skins.

The overseers above him were

a

boorish

lot who were barely tolerated by other
expatriates in better

positions.

With

a

low cultural level of development, their

social life was restricted within the narrow
confines of
"wine, women and song".

Often they had to turn to drivers

and others for company,
and at their own
pastimes of
drinking and cards my father
soon out-paced them.
He
drank more than most, but
retained a steady head.
And it
was not unusual for
him to make more from
card gambling
than from his earnings
on the plantation.

Like most persons of the
labouring class whose
privations start from infancy,
disease began to take its
toll on my father's health
when he was about fifty.
Diabetes finally consumed him.
However, because he was a
man of fine and indomitable
spirit, he died fighting to
the very end.
He refused to agree with
the surgeon's
decision that his gangrenous
foot should be amputated.
This may have save his life for
a while but such a
reason
was of no avail as my father
was not willing to live as a
cripple

Tms

decision against amputation was
apparently
compounded of many factors, principal
among which
were:

firstly, folklore-a "half-a-foot"
man (as a one-legged
man is called in local parlance) was
an object of derision
and fear among children, and my father
did not want his

grandchildren to be told that he was such

a

person:

and

secondly, religious belief— call it
superstitous folklore
if you wish.
Somehow, amputation of a leg did not fit
in

with the reincarnation theory,

a

belief that after death,

the soul enters the body of a newly-born
child.

All of

these were told to me rather incoherently
when I pleaded
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with him unsuccessfully that
he should have the leg
off.
If my father could not
break out

of his environ-

ment, he sought to do so
through me. He saw to it
that
all the opportunities which
he was deprived of were
made
available to me. He well knew
what the lack of formal
education meant. And so he made
sure that I attended school.
My first school was the Port
Mourant Primary

School run by the Anglican Church.

At that time, practically

all primary schools were managed
by various Christian

denominations under an archaic system
of "dual control".
The Government maintained the
schools which were built by
tne Churches (later the government
even built the

schools):

it also paid the salaries of the
teachers, but the appoint-

ments of the teachers and the management
of the schools
were vested in the Christian denominations.
The duration of my stay at this school
was shortj

attended only up to the first standard when
to the Scots School at Rose Hall Village.

was done

I

can remember very little.

I

I

was transferred

As to why this

No doubt the fact

that the head-teacher of the new school was the
best among
the headteachers of the three schools in the area
was the

main reason for my transfer.
proved to be
^

®^

a

The head-teacher, J. S. Ralph,

friend and counsellor.
for he took

my father to send me to

R.

a

N.

He probably saw some

keen interest and later advised
Persaud's private secondary

school at Port Mourant where his two sons were students.

I

II4.6

spent about two years
there.

It waa the only school
of its

kind in the area.

In those days, secondary
schools were not
only few in number but
the fees payable were
quite high.
This hardship was clear
in my mind when in 1961
as Premier,
,
arranged for the initiation
of a comprehensive system
of free secondary education.

Then came what was at that
time regarded as a
great plunge.
In 1933. at the age of
fifteen, my father
decided to send me to Queen's
College, the government
secondary school for boys in the
capital city of Georgetown,
about a hundred miles away from
home, a great distance in
those days.

My self-confidence was to receive
ray

arrival in Georgetown.

big fish in

a

small pond,

town was different.

tiny minnow in

a

I

was

At Port Mourant

a

sharp blow on

I

had been

king in my own kingdom.

a
a

big pond.

country boy in
At home

I

a

a

George-

big city,

had felt the social

distance between my parents and even the
shopkeepers.
I

a

Here

was personally and suddenly thrown among
the sons of

’'famous" people.

The second blow I received was at the hands
of the

principal of Queen's College, Captain H. Nobbs,
and Englishman, who placed me in Form II.
Two weeks of Form
II con-

vinced me that it was

which

I

waste of time.

a

had already mastered.

school at Port Mourant

I

I

was doing work

At the private secondary

had done the mathematics, Latin and

other subjects which

was now being asked
to do all over
again from the very
beginning. A verbal
wrestle with the
rrincipal resulted in my
transfer to Form in after
two
and a half wee.s.
At the end of that
year came a double
promotion. Then, at the
end of my second and
third years
I Passed respectively
the Oxford * Cambridge
Lower and
School Certificate
examinations.
These achievements
I

coupled with cricket batting
record for the college
thirdeleven team completely
restored my confidence, a
pattern
Of experience which
was to be repeated in my
later life.
if Queen's College was a
challenge, in many respects
it was also a disappointment.
It was not in any way
oriented
to training for life.

soon found myself in conflict
with the ways in
which I had been brought up and
the kind of things I had
been used to doing. At Port
Mourant, poverty was intense—
I didn't wear shoes until
I was about twelve.
From an
early age I had to undertake
various chores to supplement
the family income.
As the combined income of my
parents
from work in the fields was inadequate
for even the barest
necessities of life, our family diet
was not only always
very simple and modest but also
monotonous, consisting of
I

the same items over and over again.

peas) and occasionally roti
the principal items.

Hindus.

(a

Rice and dhal (split

form of bread) and fish were

Beef and pork were taboo to us as

So simple was this diet that I used to look
forward

to the occasional
Saturday night treat of
sardines and
cheese and biscuits
with

which my father returned

from his week-end sprees
either at the "overseer
quarters"
or at that poor man-s
club, the village rumshop.

Additional income for the
family came from three
sources five acres of
rice, a few head of
cattle and a
kitchen garden at the rear
of our house.
I had often been
forced to take time off
from school to work in

the rice
fields at both Planting
and reaping times, and
on Saturdays
to go aback to help
my father cut and fetch
canes.
Cutting
grass aback for our cows,
helping with the kitchen
garden
and at times even selling
produce from the latter

in the

open air plantation market,
became part of my routine.
My
mother had been clever enough
to give me a kind of
incentive
bonus; she allotted to me part
of the kitchen garden and
anything produced there was mine,
if from my father I
developed leadership qualities,
from my mother I learnt the
elements of finance. While my
father was bold and flamboyant, my mother tackled the more
mundane and difficult
task Of balancing the family budget.

These experiences

were to stand me in good stead in
later life.
In Georgetown and at Queen's College,
however,

values were different.

Here

I

began to develop

a

sort of

snobbery and to get caught in the problem
of adjustment

consequent upon the process of cultural
integration and
assimilation that was taking place. For Indians,
urbani-
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zation had

11+9

westernizing and christianizing
influence
particularly among the second
and third generations.
They
were torn between the new
and dominant mores of the
city
and the older customs
and habits of home, based
originally
on an oriental way of life
but somewhat modified
a

by the

passage of time.

For example it is unthinkable
today for
an Indian family to have a
boy-child wear earrings
as I

had to do for

a

few years.

Luckily one of my brothers

ended this practice in my family.

m

a

scramble, he

snatched one of my gold earrings
and threw it into the
trench. My parents didn’t bother
to replace it, the cost
must have been an additional important
consideration.
Another example was the practice of
many Indians taking on
Christian names although they were not
Christians.
In my
own family, the names of Derek, Doris,
Patricia, Barbara
were eventually substituted for Indian
names.
In my own
case, in my "teens"

which

I

I

adopted "Barrat" as

a

middle name

thought was the fashionable thing to do.

Incidentally , one of my brothers, who maintained
his original name, Sirpaul, told me about an
amusing ex-

perience he had in

a

New York city hotel.

on one occasion with his wife he found that

Holidaying there
a

great deal of

attention was being paid to them by the hotel staff.

The

reason for it became clear when the bill was presented to

him shortly before their departure.
Sir Paul and Lady Jagan.

It was addressed to
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The "clash of cultures"
was particularly evident
in two of the three families
with whom I boarded in Georgetown.
In the case of the first
family, a beautiful daughter
resented the tyrannical
restrictions which her father
imposed upon her. I became the
victim not only of his tyranny,
but also of his parsimony.
To compensate for the small
amount of money my father paid
him for my boarding and
lodging, he squeezed everything
he could get out of me.
I
was forced to wash his car,
carry his lunch on my bicycle,
SO to market, and cut grass for
his goats.
The last task
I

resented particularly,

cutting and fetching grass in the

country was one thing; doing so
in Georgetown as a Queen's
College student was quite another.
Georgetown middle class
snobbery, so influenced me that
I soon found some pretext
to get my father to make a
change of the family
that was

boarding me.
But this change was more like jumping
from the

frying pan into the fire.

The new family with whom

oelonged to the Kashtriva caste.

married

a

I

stayed

One of the daughters had

Brahmin and they had three sons and one daughter.

So straight-laced were the family elders
that the three boys

who also went to Queen's College became pale
imitations of

robust boyhood.
txon:

firstly

to the market;

Two things irked me about this new situaI

alone was singled out to go occasionally

secondly,

I

was forced to sleep on the floor

although there was an empty room with

a

vacant bed.

This

apparently was done for
reasons of status based
on cast—
family caste was Kurmi,
lower in status than a
Kashtriva
or a Brahmin.
Until then even though
I had heard my
mother
muttering occasionally
about caste,
auuuo
caste iT had
hen never had
any
serious encounter with it
t
t
tI deeply resented
this treatment
and rebelled against
it in many ways.

O

I

or

It was not long before
I moved to a third
family

that was not Hindu, but
converted Catholic. It was
here
ironically that I felt really
free.
This was largely due
to the fact that the head
of the family was not
only a
relatively young man, but
had come up the hard way,
from
an estate manager's chauffeur
to a customs clerk in
the
establishment of one of1 zne
thp fh^n
thGn three f& oreign-owned sugar
companies

Georgetown was difficult in other
respects too.
Here there were not the many
simple pleasures one experienced
in the countryside.
Looking at my own and other city

children,
have always felt that they miss
so much.
Poverty had been
intense at Port Mourant, but
simple pleasures were many,
I

oountry life was full of rich
experiences:

fork of

a

tree at the centre of

a

perching on the

"kbarian" (threshing

ground) prodding the oxen to continue
their seemingly endless tramp-mashing (threshing) of
P adij sleeping on padi
haystack under starry skies even with
myriads of mosquitoes
buzzing around; grazing cows in the reaped
padi fields;

catching fish with hook and with cast-nets;
fishing by hand

1
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in holes along the banks
of empty trenches to
find sometimes not fish but
non.poisonous water snakes;
shooting
bxrds with sling-shots;
walking barefoot and
pitching marbels
xn muddy puddles; burning
the Holi heap and
playing "mud"
and "abir" at Phagwah
time; and attending the
August races.
The Port Mourant horse
and mule races were
almost a national
institution.
Preparation was made for this
as for a great
festival.
Mew clothes were procured.
Shoes were bought by
those who never wore any
before.
White yachtings (sneakers)
were bravely worn though
invariably by the end of the
day
they were either strung
around the neck or conveyed
home
under the arms. Little wonder
that I was highly amused when
I later read the
definition of a successful u.S.
businessman
to be "a man who was born
in the country, worked like
hell
to get to the city and then
worked like hell to get to the
country”
was to return to these simple
pleasures of country
life for another year.
Having faced the challenge of Georgetown, I returned home in
1935 relatively unscathed. And
armed with an Oxford & Cambridge
School Certificate, I was
ready and, I thought, qualified
for a white collar job.
But the idea of my working on the
plantation at Port Mourant
was one idea that my father would not
entertain. He had seen
I

enough of the plantation system.
sons

He did not want it for his

otrateg

Distribute Worksheet 10,
"PROLOGUE, The
Hill
Have students read the
passage. Use the following
questions for discussion:
V

|

-

4.

how do the people on the
hill live?
What is important to them?
how do they deal with their
poverty?

Sirc™:

ne the role of iaughter ° n
the

Explain what occupations might
exist on the hill.
Compare it to a situation in the
United States.

WORKSHEET 10
15k

PROLOGUE
The Hill

(from The Dragon Can't
Dance
by Earl Lovelace

Tnis is the hill tall
above the city where
Taffy
a man who say he is
Christ, put himself up
on a cross one’
mng midday and say to his
followers:
"Crucify me
Let me die for my people,
stone me with stones as
you
Stone Jesus, I will love
you still." And when
they , tapt
to stone him in truth
he get vex and start to
cuss:
"Get
me downl
Get me down!" he say.
» Tof
Let every sinnerman bear
his won blasted burden;
who is I to die for people
who
ain't have sense enough to
know that they can't pelt
a man
With big stones when so much
little pebbles lying on the
ground.
I

This is the hill. Calvary
Hill, where the sun set
on starvation and rise on
potholed roads, thrones for stray
dogs that you could play banjo
on their rib bones, holding
garbage piled high like a cathedral
spire, sparkling with
flies buzzing like torpedoes; and
if you want to pass from
your yard to the road you have to
be a high- jumper to jump
over the gutter full up with dirty
water, and hold your
nose.
Is noise whole day.
Laughter is not laughter; it is

groan coming from the bosom of these houses
houses, shacks that leap out of the red
a

-

no - not

dirt and stone,

thin like smoke, fragile like kite paper,
balancing on their
rickery pillars as broomsticks on the edge
of a juggler's
nose.

This is the bill, swelling
and curling like a
machauel snake from Observatory
street to the mango fields
in the back of Morvant,
its guts stretched to bursting
with
a thousand narrow
streets and alleys and lanes
and traces
end holes, holding tne
people who come on the edge of
this
city to make it home.

This hill is it;

and in it; in Alice Street,
named

for Princess Alice, the
Queen's aunt

on tne lips, is

a

-

Alice

yard before which grows

-

soft word

governor plum
tree that has battled its way
up through the tough red dirt
ana stands now, its roots spread
out like claws, gripping
the earth, its leaves rust red
and green, a bouquet in this
desert place: a tree bearing fruit
that never ripens for
Miss Olive's seven, and the area's other
children, lean and
hard like whips, their wise yellowed
eyes filled with

malnutrition and too early knowing
womb

-

a

innocence was in the

children imitating the grown-up laughter
and the bigman pose of their elders, who survive here,
holding their
poverty as a possession, tending it stubbornly
as Miss
-

Cleothilda tends her flower garden, clasping it to
their

bosom as

a

pass-key whose function they only half-remembered

now, and, grown rusty,
a

they wore as jewellery,

charm,

a

charmed medallion whose magic invested them with

mysterious purity, made them the blue-bloods of

a

a

resistance

lived by their ancestors all through slavery, carried on
in their unceasing escape

-

as Maroons,

as Runways,

as

BUSn Me8r0es * as Rebel
*=

and when they could
not perform

in Sp80e th8t 6SCape
that

them away from the
scene of their brutalisation
they too* a stand in the
very
guts of the slave
plantation, among tobacco
and coffee and
cotton end canes, asserting
their humanness in the
most
wonderful acts of sabotage
they could imagine and
perform,
making a religion of laziness
and neglect and stupidity
and waste:
singing hosannahs for flood
and hurricane and
earthquake, praying for damage
and pestilence:
continuing
it Still after Emancipation,
that emancipated them to
a
more profound idleness and
waste when, refusing to be
grist
for the mill of the colonial
machinery that kept on grinding in its belly people to
spit out sugar and cocoa and
copra, they turned up this
hill to pitch camp here on the
eyebrow of the enemy, to cultivate
again with no less fervo:
the religion with its Trinity
of Idleness, Laziness and
Waste, so that now, one hundred
and twenty-five years after
Emancipation, Aldrick Prospect, an
aristocrat in this
tradition, not knowing where his
next meal was coming from,
would get up at midday from sleep,
yawn, stretch, then
start to think of where he might get
something to eat, his
brain working in the same smooth unhurried
nonchalance with
which he moved his feet, a slow, cruising
crawl which he

quickened only at Carnival.
Carnival

Carnival it is tha

t

springs this hill alive.

Right

^
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alter Christmas young
men get off street
they had watched and
waited, rubber-tipped
sticks peeping
out of their back
pockets, killing time in
dice games,
watching the area high-school
girls ripening, holding
over
them the promise of
violence and the threat
of abuse to
keep them respectful,
to discourage them
from passing
them by with that wonderful
show of contempt such
schoolgirls seem to be required
to master to lift them
above
these slums and these
-'hooligans-', their brethren,
standing
at street corners, watching
the road grow richer with
traffic, the drains float
down their filth, holding
their
backs pressed against the
sides of shop buildings from
dawn until the scream of police
jeeps drive them sullenly
on the run, to bring into their
waiting a sense of dangerousness and adventure they are
happy to embrace, since in
these daily police raids they
see as much an acknowledgement of their presence as an effort
to wrench from them
sovereignty of these streets. This
moves them to strain all
the harder to hold their poses
on the walls, to keep alive
their visibility and aliveness.
And these walls to which
they return as soon as the police
have driven off, their
ritual harassment complete, become
more their territory,
these walls on which they have scrawled
their own names and
that of their gangs, Marabuntas,
Apple-Jackers , Brimstone,
Shane - hard names derived from the movies which

on some

nights they slip off the walls to see. Western movies
of

S>-and gestures

which they imitate so
exquisitely as though
those gestures were
their own borrowed to
the movie stars
for them to later
reclaim as proper to their
person, that

person that leans against
the wall, one foot drawn
up to
thigh, the hat brim
turned down, the eyelid
half
closed, the body held in
that relaxed

aliveness, like a
deer, watching the world
from under the street lamp
whose
bulb they dutifully shatter
as soon as it is changed:
that person savouring his
rebellion as a ripe starch mango,
a mat ohs tick fixed
between his teeth at an angle
that he
alone could measure, and no
one imitate.

Witn Carnival now, tney troop
off street corners
aesert their battlefield and
territory, and turn
up the

hill to the steelband tent to
assemble before steel drums
cut to various lengths and
tuned and fashioned to give out

different tones

-

bass, alto, cello

-

instruments that

had their beginnings in kerosene
tins, biscuit drums, anything that could sound a note,
anything
that could ring;

metal drums looted from roadsides,
emptied of their garbage
and pressed into service to celebrate
the great war's end,
and to accompany the calypsonian
s instant song:
It's
'

your moustache we want. Hitler.
i\iow,

the steelband tent will become

and these young men priests.

a

cathedral,

They will draw from back

pockets those rubber-tipped sticks, which they had
carried
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around all year, as the one
link to the music that is
their
life, their soul, and touch
them to the cracked faces of
the
drums.
Hours, hours; days, days;
for weeks they beat these
drums, beat these drums,
hammering out from them a cry, the
cry, the sound, stroking
them more gently than they will
ever caress a woman; and then they
have it. At last, they
have it.
They have the tune that will sing
their person
and their pose, that will soar
over the hill, ring over the
valley of shacKs, and laugh the hard
tears of their living
when, for Carnival, they enter Port
of Spain.

Calypso
Up on the hill with. Carnival coming,
radios go on
full blast, trembling these shacks,
booming out calypsos,
the songs that announce in this season
tne new rhythms for

people to walk in, rhytnms that climb over
the red dirt
and stone, break-away rhytnms that laugh through
the groans
ol

tnese sights, these smells, that swim through
tne Dones

oi

these enduring people so that they shout:

cry:
W8u-k

Hurrah!

with

a

They drinx

a

rum and say:

Life

Puck it!

I

They

They

tall hot beauty between the garbage and dog

shit, proclaiming life, exulting in the bare bones of
their

person and their skin.
Up on the hill with Carnival coming and calypso

tunes swimming in the hair of these shacks, piercing their

nostrils, everybody catches the spirit and these women
with baskets and with their heads tied, these women winding

daily down this hill on
which no buses run, tramping
down
this asphalt lane slashed
across this mountain's face,
on
their way, to Port of Spain
city, to market, to work
as a
domestic, or to any other menial
task they inherit because
of their beauty; these women,
in this season, bounce with
that tall delicious softness
of bosom and hip, their
movements a dance, as if they were
earth priestesses
Heralding a new spring.
Phe children dance too,

coming home from school in

the hot afternoon when the
sun has cooked the castles of

dog shit well, so that its fumes
rise like incense proper
to these streets.
They dance, skipping along, singing
calypsos whose words they know by heart
already, swishing
their skirt tails, moving their waists,
laughing, their

laughter scattering like shells into the hard
flesh of the
hill.
Dance
There is dancing in the calypso.
Dance
I

If

the words mourn the death of

a

neighbour, the music

insists that you dance; if it tells the troubles of

a

brother, the music says dance.

Dance

If you catching hell,

dance!

Dance to the hurtl

dance, and the government don’t care,

four woman take your money and run away with another

man, dance.

Dance!

you ward off evil.

Dance!
Dance!

Dance!
Dance!

It is in dancing that

Dance!

this dancing to every crevice on this hill.

Carnival brings

Learning Activity
ionale.

Many influences impacted
on slaves brought
to the Caribbean from
Africa and Asia. Europeans
have
left their cultural imprint
on these societies so that
what
has emerged is a region without
an identity.
The mixtures
of peoples has resulted in
powerful allegiances to mother
countries and an almost acceptable
state of "in-betweens".
The struggle for an identity
has been an ongoing one since
there are no original inhabitants
left, the whole society
is one of immigrants.
The exercises have students
examine
writings and draw conclusions about
the social values of
Caribbean societies and some of the
resultant dislocation
of self.
The readings depict some of the ways
that people
see themselves.
Students are asked to draw inferences and
make comparisons.

Performance Ob jectives

.

Students will be able to:

describe some social values of Caribbean society
state

a

hypothesis about the leaders of the societie

hypothesize about the lifestyle of the middle and

working class
evaluate the half-identification that many
Caribbeans feel.

Strategy

1

.

Distribute worksheets

students read the poems carefully.

questions for discussion:

11

and 12.

Have

Use the following
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Miat does the poet
feel about himself?

^
6Xten t
Explain.

dlffer

^

SffSSnf’SEjJ

Do you think that
young people feel like
does? Explain.
the poet

—

2-'

Have stud ents look for
Cayenne on the
map.
Have them brainstorm
about possible influences
on
Damas life

WORKSHEET

1 1

SeU

Out by Leon Damas

1

^

feel like an awful fool
their shoes
in their dinner-jacket
in their shirt-front
in their collar
in their monocle
in their derby hat
I

m

feel like an awful fool

I

with these toes of mine that
weren’t intend ec
to sweat all through
the day until the nio-ht'
°
undressing with these
swaddling-clothes
that weaken my limbs
and strip my body of its
loin-cloth grace
I

.

feel like an awful fool

with my smoke-stack neck
with these headaches that go
awav
each time I tip my hat to someone
I feel like an awful
fool
in their drawing-rooms
in their mannerisms
in their bowings and scrapings
their endless need for affectation

m
I

feel like an awful fool

with all the things they talk about
afternoons before they get around to serving
a little hot water
and a few rummy cakes
feel like an awful fool
theories that they season
to the taste of their needs
of their passions
of their instincts spread out at night
like a door mat
I

with, the

I feel like an awful fool
accomplice among them
panderer among them
cut-throat among them
my hands hideously red
with the blood of their ci-vi-li-za-tion

WORKSHEET 12
1

Disaster by Leon Damas

1

38

tell me about the disaster
tell me about it

My mother hoping for
Hands
bread
bread
bread
bread
bread
bread

very table-manners son

a

on the table
is not cut
is broken
is not wasted

the figt of God
of the sweat of your Father's brow
of the bread

A bone is eaten with restraint and discretion
a stomach, should be polite

and every polite stomach
learns not to belch
a fork is not a tooth-pick
you must not blow your nose
so everyone can see
and hear
and besides sit up straight
a well-bred nose
does not mop up the plate

And besides this besides that
and besides in the name of the Father
the Son
the Holy Ghost
at the end of every meal
And besides this besides that
and then disaster
tell me about the disaster
tell me about it

My mother hoping for

a

sylabus son

Unless you learn your history lesson
you shall not go to mass
on Sunday
in all your Sunday best
This child will bring disgrace upon our name
this child will be for Heaven's sake
Be still

How often have
speak French

I

told you that you must

6i|
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the French of France
the Frenchman’s French

French. French

Disaster
tell me about the disaster
tell me about it

My mother hoping for
just like his mother

a

son

You didn’t say hello to Madame
next door
and your shoes all dirty again
me 0at0h you la in in the
y 8
street
or on the grass or the P Savane
under the War Memorial
playing games
running around with little So-and-so
with So-and-so who wasn’t even
baptised

Disaster
tell me about the disaster
tell me about it

My mother hoping for
very re
very mi
very fa
very sol
very la
very si
very do
re-mi-fa
sol-la-si

a

son who was very do

do
I understand that once again you missed
your vi-o-lin lesson
A banjo
you said a banjo
is that what you said
a banjo
you really said
a banjo
Oh no young man
you must learn that our kind of people frown
on ban
and jo

and gui
and tar
that’s not for us mulattos
that kind of thing is only for the blacks
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Learning Activity

6

.

Ra tional e.

Althou S h the Rastafarian
movement rose to
prominence in 1 959-1960, the
cuit has been in existence
since the 1 930's.
Preaching ah unashamed commitment
to

Africa,

conscious reference to the
self as black, much
of which was peculiarly
Rastafarian has now passed into
the national consciousness.
The cult which began in
Jamaica is now widespread throughout
the entire region
and continues to struggle
against an oppressive and what the
Rastafarians regard as a "continuing
colonial society".
They seem to exhibit very little
of the split personality
Of the Caribbean person and
consider themselves to be
"liberated from the obscurity of
themselves."
a

Performance Objectives.

Students will be able to:

Describe some social values of the
Rastafarian cult
Compare and contrast Rastafarian
attitudes with
those of th.e wider society.
Compare the lifestyle of the Rastafarians
with
that of the larger society.

Evaluate the fairness of treatment of the

Rastafarians by the wider society.
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Strategy

1.

Distribute copies of
Worksheet 13.
Have students answer
the following
questions:
t

a
a
S
corres pond wfth the T» ibed in the se l^tion
8 7 ° U kn ° W throu h
the media? How?
6
How Sot?

U
ther are such clear
?
ucmaioauons
SarSatiSns in
ir^
the society?
How does the data
provided hpin
P
concept of cultural
d!ffSsioS?
S

em

°°

n
6Xplain
the
.

rapare the -lurne
'
desSfibeS To°T' Vth
?? Araerica n
!°
ghetto,
naiyze the
Analyze
th» content of

the poem.

WORKSHEET 13
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WHAT»S A RASTA? by Claudia
Rogers

1

39

"Look to Africa where

a Black King shall
be
crowned and He shall lead
you out of bondage.”
This is the
reputed message of Marcus
Garvey some forty years
ago to
the lower-class of
Jamaica,
since that time a complete
ideological movement, that of
the Rastafarians, has
developed
within the island's boundaries.
The Rastafarian Movement
of Jamaica is millenial
in the sense that brethren
constantly
refer to a hoped-for period
of peace, joy and

justice.

Typical of other groupings,
historical as well as contemporary,
which stress the dream of the
millenium, Rastafarians stress
p sitive change by tenets such as:
1) awareness of black
people of their African heritage;
2) recognition of Haile
Selassie as the Black Reincarnated
Christ; 3) repatriation to
Ethiopia qua Africa, the true
home of blacks everywhere;
the apocalyptic fall of
Jamaica as Babylon, the corrupt
world of the white man... In
addition, politicised Rastas
claim that once the white man's
world crumbles, the current
k)

master/slave pattern will be reversed.

For these individuals,

the millenial dream includes
black subjugation of the white

race

Throughout the history of the Movement,
Rasta

brethren have been in and out of the public
spotlight, labelled
"religious fanatics," "nuisances,” "an embarrassment
to the

Jamaican people," or "treacherous criminals"
who should be
jailed or hung for their traitorous acts against
Jamaican
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By sporting the
"dreadlocks,-- smoking
ganja
(marijuana
and using the often
violent language of the
Old
Testament, many Rastafarians
have alarmed Jamaicans
and
attracted the attention
of anthropologists.

society.

It is worthwhile
examining Rasta behavior
in terms

of how they operationalize
the concept of African
heritage.
By viewing their behavior
through the filter of
ethnicity,
we can determine why
and how awareness of black
people of
their African cultural roots
is activated in the
"social
Arena" which Rasta brethren
occupy.
The boundaries of this
"social arena" are determined
largely by the low socioeconomic status and limited
political and economic influence

which traditionally are ascribed
to the brethren as members
M
of tile
black masses."
Using the concept of ethnicity,
or more basically,
of what the Greeks term "ethnos,"
we can establish
the

groundwork for

better understanding of the
Rastafarians and
their status in the Jamaican social
system.
"Ethnos" is
a

"a

band of people living together,

a

nation or people;" the

stem of the word connotes that the
social group of the people
with whom one lives, works and interacts
daily is a discrete
entity.
"Ethnic" signifies "of or pertaining to
a social

group within a cultural and social system
that claims and/or
is accorded special status on the
basis of complex, often
variable traits including religious, linguistic,
ancestral,
or physical characteristics."

These definitions and their
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implications reflect the
view of some anthropologists
that
the ma l or criterion
by which . group is
classified

^

is self-identification
according to behavior and
attitudes

established and maintained
by the individuals
adhering to
such ascription.

Within the framework of
a developing ethnos,
Rastafarians are responding
actively to the categorisation
imposed upon them within
the structure of Jamaican
society.
A conversation which
I had with four Rasta
brothers living
in the slums of West
Kingston illustrates this

response.
"There are three kinds, or
classes, of citizens.
The first
class is the wealthy, those
who are "world citizens"
since
they cah go where they
choose and become citizens
of any
country they choose. These
first-class citizens are the
free men.
The second class citizens
are the civil servants
who wear white shirts and
black ties and try to buy as
many
things as they can get.
Last and least comes those who
are
termed "inferior," the suffering
mass, the black man.
Why
the black man is termed
"inferior" „e cannot say but he
is
the one who has nothing and
has no chance of getting anything."
When I suggested that the
situation seemed hopeless, the
brothers replied:
"Possibly for some there is no hope,
but
we have hope that there is
a better life in Ethiopia
and
until we are repatriated we will
suffer as we have suffered
since coming to Babylon. Meanwhile,
we must work at recapturing
and rebuilding our African heritage,
our culture. For a man

Without

a

culture Is

or what he says.

a

weak man, he knows not

But when

a

man has

strong and does the
right things.

a

^

he

^

culture, he becomes

All bl ack men are
Rastas
but some have not
come to the full
understands and therefore are the weak ones.
They may laugh at the
Rasta Man
because they are weak and
know not what they say."
Rastas view their efforts
to realize the heritage
Which was stolen from them
when they were uprooted
from
their native African soil
as the initial step in
bringing
about the millennium.
Such efforts encompass the
religious
ideology of the Movement, the
adoption of the Amharic language,
and a life style and
appearance which distinguish
them from
the rest of the populace.
The more visible attempts
correlate
With the religious credo,
and center on eating and
drinking

habits.

Specifically, the true Rasta
believer eats neither
pork nor shellfish, claiming
that hogs are unclean,
scavengers
of the earth.
Shellfish such as crab, lobster
and shrimp are
the scavengers of the sea.
Hence, their meat is not pure.
Rastas also prefer smaller fish
rather than the larger kingfish
or barracuda because the
latter are predatory and
cannibalistic.
Brethren often draw the analogy
between the kingfish and white
slave traders and the
European-dominated Jamaican society.
If a Rasta eats the flesh of
such a predator, s/he is giving
tacit approval to oppressive behavior.
Rastas espouse, the
virtue of I-tal" foods, i.e.,
organically grown, "from the
earth" foodstuffs rather than chemically
treated, processed
foods in cans and artificial wrappings.
Brethren tend to
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avoia drinking hard
liquor suoh
red rum (e g A ieton)
or white overproof rum
(e.g. Wray and Nephew
15Q+ proof)>
asserting that alcohol taken
in the quantities of
"social
drinking" is harmful to the
body and mind because it
eats
away at both. Many Rastas
furtner claim that rum,
whiskey,
etc, are but more of the tools
which the white Babylonian’
society uses to oppress the
black person. Some members
of
the Movement become
vegetarians, refusing to drink
even soup
made with beef or chicken
stock.

^

_

_

^

Rastas also apply the rationale
for food and drink
restrictions and the preference
for "I-tal" foods into the
economic sphere. In explaining
"I-tal" employment, they claim
that it is not natural for
one man to work for another,
to be
the underling, in effect,
the slave of another.
Hence, the
brethren emphasize economic
independence in their work ethic
‘n so far as they are given
a choice in the matter.
In both
urban and rural areas, they are
artisans of skilled tradesmen sucu as mechanics, tailors,
pxumoers, house painters,
carpenters, fishermen, ganja retailers,
so that they answer
to no one but themselves.
Where possible in rural sections
of the island, they farm small
plots of land, often combining
cash crop produce witn ganja cultivation.
In adopting the Amharic language of
Ethiopia, Rastas

claim that it is "the only true tongue
spoken by man." They
term themselves "self-taught experts"
because they have no

opportunity to learn of their espoused heritage
in the Jamaican
school system.
Language is obviously an important part of tnat

1

heritage.

As approximately
90% of the brethren with
whom
worked are literate, it
is not unusual to
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I

walk into a yard
and find several of the
brethren studying a book
or a magazine
article regarding Ethiopia.
For those who have "the
true
spirit of 'Jah Rastafari
" such
books and magazines are
the
only source of knowledge
of tne land of salvation.
According!,
any printed matter on
Ethiopia, Haile Selassie
I, the Amharic
language, is very valuable
and thereby passed from
one person
to the next so that the
individual can teach himself
about his
African home.

"

find further evidence of ethnic
identification
through several terms which
Rastas have coined in the
Jamaican
dialect, including:
"I-tal:" springing from the earth,
«(e

earthy,

natural; "I an I:" referring to
the individual speaker and
implying close communion with God
qua Haile Selassie;
"grounation: " verbal exchange between
Rasta brethren for the
purpose of learning what each has
to offer to the others, may
include sympathetic non-Rastas and
the smoking of ganja;
"jullif ication:

"

a

situation where the participating
brethren

are relaxed, in understanding
with one another and communion
with Haile Selassie, the result
usually of a gan ja-smoking
session; "dreadlocks/dreadknots "
analogy between the uncut,
:

plaited hair of the locksman or woman
and the appearance of
the ganja plant when fully ripe.
The word "dread"
is

a

parody of the non-Rasta reaction of fear
at the sight of a
locksman and of disgust at the thought of the
effect of ganja

.

when smoked; "herb,
wisdom weed; „ gan a
(mari uana)> so
because o f the Biblical
reference to the barb
growing on
King Solomon's grave.

nit-

.

.

In appearance, Rastas
set themselves apart
most
noticeably with the -crown
of glory- i.e., the
locks.
Brethren claim that the
practice of letting the hair
grow and
plaiting it to form the
locks dates back to the
Old Testament
the Book of Isaiah:
"when the Lord declared to
his
children that whosoever shall
follow me shall never take
scissors to his hair nor razor
to his face."
Historically,
this practice was most
visible among Ethiopian warriors.
For
those not wishing to advertise
as strongly their affiliation
with the Movement, any facial
growth will do or even letting
the hair grow longer than
the normally close-cropped
cut of the
middle class. Women who are
attached to Rasta men or who themselves follow the Rastafarian
dogma do not use the Hot Comb
to
straighten their hair. Rastas
further publicize their identity
by wearing the Heavenly Colors,
the colors of Ethiopia, gold,
green and red which they interpret
to mean: gold for the riches
of their native Ethiopian soil;
green for peace and forgiveness;
and red for the awful judgment
upon the wicked rulers of white
Babylon and for the salvation of black
peoples of the world.

Rastas' attempts to create

a

separate life style are

related to the above discussion of
differences in eating and
speaking habits and in physical appearance.
Concomitant with
these efforts is the use of ganja, often
an integral part of
the daily pattern of living for Rastafarians.

Brethren,
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especially locksmen, tend
to use ganja perhaps
more extensively
than any other identifiable
grouping of people in Jamaica.
They brew it for tea in
the morning, soak it in
white, overproof rum as a medicinal
tonic and, most significantly
for the
wider society, smoke it.
Rastas who do smoke ganja refer
to it
as "the wisdom weed" or
"the holy herb" and regard
smoking
as the best way in which
to gain both inner and
wordly
knowledge. They emphasize ganja
as the true

source of education,

given the lack of opportunities
for learning open to them
because of their low social status.
Finally, Rastas who are
ganja-smokers claim that "the herb" is
the best way to relax
and be in communion with God (qua
Haile Selassie
I).

Within the confines of the ideological
doctrine oi
tne Movement, Rastas consider the
ethnically-oriented behavior
described as the basic preparation of the
black man and woman
for repatriation with Ethiopia.
Brethren believe that the
black person who is not aware of and
is not trying to recreate
their African culture cannot help
themselves toward

salvation.
Thus, in the ideology of the Movement,
such an individual is

negative force in the constant struggle
of the black masses
to achieve their heaven on earth.
Conversely, once all black
people do reach the full understanding of their
true heritage
a

and culture and begin to operationalize that
understanding,

"better mus

1

come," as the once-popular Reggae song stated.

The final Armageddon will be fought; Babylon will
fall; former

slaves will be free in the kingdom of Haile Selassie

I.

Sociologically, the
development of ethnos and
the
maintenance of markedly
different behavioral
traits are of a
more immediate
significance. They constantly
re-affirm to
Hastas their own African-ness
their separateness,
,
vis-a-vis
the Wider society.
Suc h patterns of behavior
and attitude also
ecome the primary means
of declaring the Rasta
belief i„
African identity to the
Jamaican society, of
confronting that
society witn an ever-present
reminder that Rastas reject
the
categorization of "black masses"
and are attempting to
create
yet another category
for themselves. By
donning "a mask of
confrontation" and establishing
and maintaining the overt
boundaries of appearance,
linguistic usage, religion,
life style,
and the subtle boundaries
of attitudes, Rastas are
attempting
to reverse the syndrome
of "the black man has
nothing and has
no chance of getting anything."
effect, brethren

m

are

saying: "you may continue
to deal with us but on
our terms
and not those handed down
from plantation society."
whether
this mask ana the concomitant
boundaries bring viable results,
in terms either of the
millenial dogma or of a
re-structuring
of Jamaican society,
remains an unanswered question.

~
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Certain independent factors
turning on the social
context of the country
facilitated the survival of the
movement in Jamaica as well
as the accommodation of
Kastai

ananism

oy the wider society.

Like millenarian cults

elsewhere the Rastafari
phenomenon marked the "critical
moment at which tensions and
differences have reached
a climax".
In the late fifties these
tensions and
differences took the form of
social and economic disinheritance and the progressive
disillusionment among the
dispossessed with the Jamaican
colonial government and the
political parties
A decade later brought
substantially
little Change in this direction the widening gap between
rich and poor and the attendant
deepening of class differences,
the failure of political leaders
to find effective answers
in the wake of independence, the
disinheritance following
on increasing foreign ownership
of key resources, all served
to give the Rastafarian "rumblings"
a rationality and a
.

continued centrality to the quest for
identity and for
economic security among the black majority.
Despite a
record of economic and constitutional progress
since 1938,
in 1939 when the Rastafari burgeoned into
prominence

Jamaican society persisted in its deeply stratified
structure
based on a high correlation between class and colour,
with
the black representing the vsst majority of
the population,

conspicuously precipitated at the base.

It is true that

the stratification resists any simplistic explanation
and

often serves to confuse
many
* an analyst
analvst of Jamaican
T
social
relations. But this very
difficulty in turn
encourages
the propaganda
proportions of the claim
usually made for
a harmonious
multi-racial society. to
d Jamaican nationalism nas long rooted itself in
-Liseii in this
assumption.
However, by i960 there
were those Jamaicans
who
felt that they were not
part of the "harmony".
Unionized
labour had procured for
workers increased wages

H9

•

and conditions of work superior
to those in 1938, but
there was
clear evidence that the
black poor, of all the groups
in
Jamaica, had benefited least
from the efforts of the
regimes
that governed Jamaica
between 191* and i960. The
white and
brown upper and middle
classes seemed to be the major
beneficiaries of the progress.
The evidence was clear to
tne Kastafari in the
lucrative positions which occured
to
the Creole elite, i.e. the
middle classes, of which the
government bureaucracy formed
a sizable fraction.
Successive
salary revisions, new houses,
motor cars were the barometers of the new benefits which
flowed in directions away
from the black lower classes.
Inequalities were further
underlined
the mal-administration of
justice and the

m

indiscretions of the police.

There was educational reform

in 1957 procuring for scions of
the middle classes more
school places in the educational
system but social mobility
seemed almost as limited in I960 as in
1937.
in any case,
even if conditions grew better for many,
the upward vault-
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like movement of the
society ieft the black
lower classes
the same relationship
as before with the
brown middle
Classes and the white
upper classes. Migration
provided
one outlet for those
who desired status but
many were kept
at a virtual standstill
by increasing unemployment
and

m

underemployment which paralleled
the growth in population.
The mushrooming of
middle class housing schemes
(Mona
heights, Hed Hills, Harbour
View) whetted the appetite
of
the poor blacks in the
slums.
They who had benefited
least from change therefore
viewed the development since
the thirties as a betrayal.
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After em ®hoipation, East
Indians were
brought from India by
planter, to work in the
canefields
from which the slaves
had fled. The laws of
indentureship
were different from
those of slavery and over
the years
while Black political
organizations were formed to
demand
increasing control of their
society. Indian organizations
formed to negotiate for
the acceptance of Indians
into the wider society.
Development was therefore
different,
the results of which are
evident today in Afro-Indian
relations. The two countries
most affected are Guyana
and Trinidad and Tobago where
the numbers of Blacks and
Indians are about equal. The
continuing mistrust between
the groups is another index
of the alienation in Caribbean
society.
--

Performance Objectives

.

Students will be able to:

describe the difference between
and

a

a

Caribbean Black

Caribbean Indian.

state the commonalities in the social
development
of the two groups.

identify tne factors that account for the
schism
that exists today.

distinguish the differences in attitudes between
the groups.

~

ate
,

m

’

read silently.

Distribu te worksheet
15 f or students to

Have students form
four groups

group 1
group 2
group 3
group 4

planters
emancipated blacks
indentured indians
observers

Hole-play

a

scene on a sugar plantation
just

after emancipation and
the arrival of indentured
Indians.
Follow-up questions:
e

e
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"

3
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t e em
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Bridget Brereton

This article attempts
to describe the
origins and
growth of racial
animosities between Indians
and Africans
9th century Trinidad.
The immigration of
indentured
Indians to Trinidad began
in 1845 and continued,
with a
short break between
181* and 18 5 1, until
1917.
Approximately 134,183 Indians
came to Trinidad during
the whole
period. They were imported
in response to demands
for
labour from sugar planters
who faced an apparent
shortage
of labour after 1836.
when very many ex-slaves
had withdrawn from plantation
labour; and they came into
a society
which was already heterogeneous
and complex.
An entirely
alien racial, religious,
and cultural sector was
introduced
into a West Indian island
where a European minority
was
attempting to impose its culture
on a subordinate African
majority. How would this society
judge the newcomer?
What relationships would be
formed between Indians, Africans,
and Europeans in Trinidad?
I propose first to examine

Trinidadian attitudes towards
Indian immigration; secondly
to describe the evolution
of stereotypes about Indians;
and finally to consider the
actual relationships which
developed between the races in 19th
century
Trinidad.

From the beginning of indentured
immigration,
but especially after around
1870, people began to criticise
the system and to call for its
abolition.
Immigration

Cflme

^

te S6en aS 8 Sy“ bo1
° f the power and
privileges of
th6 SUS8r Planters
30 it was opposed by

groups hostil

to tne sugar interest,
especially the black and
mulatto
middle class.
It is easy to see
that hostility to the

immigration system and its
effects on the society
and
economy of Trinidad would
affect attitudes towards
the
Indian himself. Some of
the critics could
distinguish
between an attack on the
system and an attack on the
people involved; others could
not, or would not.
And,
of course, arguments
against immigration tended to
get
mixed up with general judgements,
mainly hostile, on the
Indians themselves. Let us
look at some of the arguments
against immigration which were
put forward by spokesmen
for the mulatto and blacK
middle class.
The organ of this class is
Trinidad, between

and 1092, was New Era, edited
by

a

1

869

mulatto, Joseph Lewis.

New Era consistently attacked
Indian immigration. One
argument was that Indians were being
unfairly favoured by
the Government as compared with
Creoles.
A correspondent

m

186 ? attacked the current policy
of offering free grants

of Crown lands to Indians in lieu
of return passages:

Our own lands are taken away and given
to strangers,
and we are not allowed to have any
participation in
what most positively belongs to us.
How is the public
money shared out, to Creole or to stranger?
To
strangers. Why so, are we incompetent to
do our own
worn, and did we ask for anyone to assist?
No,
Coloured race must be put down, why should they the
have any position or claim to any ambition?
The same paper stated in an editorial:

%

d

C °° lie is ’
11
pam
likely to be sooilt
P e red beings,
n
by
sp
ciel legislation,
the blast of adverse
?
circumq/
of ordinary immigrants
8 the Steps

us ;°a

arap ere

"being)* In d

cannot^each^im?

1

One can detect, in these
and similar letters and
articles, a clear hostility
against the Indian as well
as
against the Government's
policy towards him.

Prom the time of its
establishment in 1 869 New Era
argued that immigration was,
in effect, a device
engineered
by the planters to keep
down the blacks. An editorial
in
1872 claimed that Indian
immigration was designed

USh
8Ub Ue th8t Spirit of the
Creole
which
strove 80 ?
to estab lish his relationship
with the labour status, that
his emancipation from
1
d
W ° Uld be a natural
consequence
Bui th?
....But
this will not do for the planter.
In place

bonds n ' he strove to obtai/and
keep the
th Creole as an hereditary
labourer - a kind
of tolerated serf.
He failed however.

r

Hence he turned to India, to supersede
Creole
laboui which he rejected as too
independent

to suit his

purposes.

This was why, said New Era, Creoles
regarded

Indian immigration with suspicion. 1 ^5t
was in effect a
"lock-out of the sugar workers of the day"
the ex-slaves
imposed by "the police and goal being put
into requisition

—

by the supreme authorities .... for the
purpose of keeping
the contractor to the terms of his contract". 1 ^ 6

New Era spoke for the emerging class of educated
blacks and mulattoes in its opposition to Indian
immigration.

Other spokesmen for this same group were Henry

Alcazar and

C.

P.

David.

Alcazar,

a

mulatto lawyer, was
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an Unofficial Member
of thee Leciqiof-?
legislative „Council from
189k '
Snd U3ed thiS f ° rUm
t0 Critioi
immigration.
In . forM
Protest in 1695, against
a resolution
sanctioning the
introduction of 2,000
immigrants, he argued
that there was
more labour available
than the planters needed,
both Creole
and "free" Indian;
indeed, that considerable
unemployment
existed. Alcazar
pointed out that further
large importations of labour could
only glut the labour
market still
more, and give the
planters even greater
7
control over
Alcazar elaborated his vi ruo
uviews in his
two memoranda submitted
to the Royal Commission
of 1897 .
His argument may be
summed up thus:
Immigration had become by
1897 merely a
weapon to allow planters
to control the labour
market by
keeping wages of non-indentured
labour down at starvation
levels. As Creoles advanced
in education and intelligence,
still more pressure - more
immigrants - was needed to keep
wages down. Alcazar attacked
the consequences of the
immigration system, not the Indians.
But the transition from
attacking the system to attacking
the people was easy
enough.

-

.

it>

In the last years of the indenture
system, c. P.
David, a black lawyer and
Unofficial Member of the Council
from 1904 , was the chief opponent
of immigration.
Each
year, in a minority of one, he
would oppose the annual
immigration vote. In 1904, for instance,
he argued that
there was no shortage of labour
in the Island and that

the planters

by^ean^of ^hi^artificfr* 38 * 1011

f^

*

that
so

° f wa « e - that
the real fact of Uie
scarcity of labour butmatter i?? n0t hat there was a
that thf
^
ould
labour on account of
not 6®t that
the insufficiency
insuf f f ?
of the
remuneration thev
ad grown accustomed
y had
to pay. 1 49
Alcazar and David were
representatives of the
mulatto and black middle
class.
But the first working
class political body
to be set up in
Trinidad, the Trinidad

^

Workingmen- s Association,
held similar views,
1 9 09
it
submitted its views to the
Sanderson Commission which
was
investigating the immigration

m

system.

d n W re n t
In the
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W8S
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This striking phase indicates
that hostility against
the immigration system
was inextricably linked to
hostile
attitudes towards the Indians;
and it is to this that we
must now turn.
The Indians were like no other
class of immigrants
who came to Trinidad in the
19th century. For one thing
they came in far greater numbers
than any other group. But
above all, they came from an
intricate, ancient society,
with rigid social and established
religions, and with an

alien culture.

They were an entirely new element in
West
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Indian societies; how
would they be fitted
into the existing
race class, and caste
systems?
It was only too easy
for Europeans and
Africans to
despise the Indians
during the indenture
period. The
Ordinances of 1854, and
all subsequent Immigration
Ordinances,
incorporated the provision
that indentured Indians
had to
carry tickets of leave
whenever they were off the
estates
in working hours; -free-'
indians had to carry
certificates
of

industrial residence.

Both categories could be
challenged

to produce these
papers by policemen or
Immigration Department agents. It was
inevitable that the Indian
would become
the butt of the police
and the lower class African

alike.

"Slave, where is your free
paper?" wa

common taunt in

s

reported to be

a

'

1

873. "indentured status to the
African

was little different from
slavery; the Creoles were
proud
that they were free to work
as they liked.
Further, status
IS of course closely related
to occupation, and the
Indians
were not only estate labourers a low status job - but
performed the estate jobs which
had the least prestige,
such as weeding, digging,
transporting canes, jobs which
the Creoles preferred to avoid.
Partly as a result of the

mdentureship itself, partly because of
the Indians'
religions and culture,

a

whole collection of unfavourable

stereotypes was built up, which did much
to form the attitudes of blacks and whites towards
Indians.
In Trinidad
these notions were formed in the 19th
century and changed

1

nardly at all during
the indenture period!
they are still
influential.
For instance, the
Indian was deceitful;
he prejured
himself in court and
elsewhere with the lightest
of consciences. As Donald
Wood points out, this
can he explained
as a clash of values
and priorities:
to the Indian, the
moral compulsion of an
oath in a Western court
was less
binding than other loyalties
to
family, caste, and village.

Trinidadians saw it as simple
deceitfulness. An early
editorial which damned the
"Hindoos" for nearly every
sin
in the book singled out
for special mention "habitual
disregard of truth... falsehood,
deceit... a litigious spirit,
perjury, treachery."

Another element in the stereotype
was violence, and
especially crimes of passion.
The famous "Collie wife

murders' became an essential
part of the Creole view of the
Indian.
The idea evolved that
Indians held their women in

contempt and that "chopping" was
their way of resolving
marital difficulties. The cutlass
came to be regarded as a
peculiarly Indian weapon; though of
course Creoles resorted
to it too.
An English schoolteacher in
Trinidad estimated
in 1686 that three quarters of all
murders in the island
were Coolie wife murders; he said
that Indian women were
badly treated and looked haggard at
thirty. 'Ihe situation
1

was, of course, the result of the
imbalance of the sexes

and the breakdown of traditional restraints.

A modern
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writer says -the immigrants
had discovered in wife
murder
the oniy substitute for
the vanished caste
and viUage
panchayats". Indian men
believed they had the
right to
kU1 Unf8ithful "ives and often
could not understand the
British attitude. The
novelist Charles Kingsley
quoted a
young Indian as saying
"I kill my own wife,
why not? I
kill no other man's
wife-.'^his kind of approach
was quite
alien to the lower class
African, whose ideas

about sex and

marriage were infinitely
more casual, and whose
women had
a considerable degree
of independence in selecting
and
rejecting mates. It was a
fruitful source of contempt
and
derision directed at the Indian.
The Indian's attitude to
money was yet another
aspect of the stereotype.
Thrift, one of the supreme
Victorian virtues, was felt by
the Europeans and upper

class Trinidadians to be sadly
lacking in the lower class
Africans. But in the Indian it
appeared almost like a vice
The Indians, especially in the
first generation and during
the indenture period, were
single-minded in saving their
miserable wages and putting off present
comforts for future
aims.
J. B. Collens commented that they
were frugal "to a
fault", often eating inadequately in
order to hoard money.
They deposited considerable sums in the
Government Savings
banks, and much more was hoarded privately
as a result of
the rural Indian's mistrust of banks.
Money was hidden in
trees or holes, melted down into jewelry,
or entrusted to
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Chinese shopkeepers for
safe-keeping. „ any Indian8
were
money ienders (so were
Creoles, of course) who
charged
scandalous rates of interest
- even
ven U
un
P to ten per cent per
montn.
All this contrasted
with the lower class
African,
famous for his love of
spending money on clothes,
drink,
or feteing.
The African, especially
the Trinidadian, took
his
Clothes seriously. How easy,
then, to laugh at the
male
Indian in his "loin cloth".
He was too mean to dress
decently, too uncivilised
to clothe himself in a
Christian
fashion. With the women the
opposite could be derided:
the ostentation of the Hindu
wife loaded down with bangles
and rings and other hardware
on every conceivable part of
her body, wearing all her
husband's wealth. The Indian's
passion for melting down coins
into jewellery could be

criticised on economic grounds:

it withdrew money from

circulation.
Furtner, the Indians' religions,
especially

Hinduism, were

a

source of contempt.

John Morton, the

pioneer Presbyterian missionary to the
Trinidad Indians,
expressed strong antipathies towards
Hinduism. He claimed
that the Hindus themselves "speak with
the utmost levity of
their gods and without the least reverence
or respect";

one even offered to accept baptism if he was
given

of land.

a

plot

Indians, Morton thought, had an obsessive respect

for their sinister rites and customs, and the
"uncleanness"
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of the Hindu gods
fostered "a low sense of
157
sin”.
01 course Morton, as
a professional
missionary,
'

had a clear interest in
attacking Hinduism and the
degraded
morals it allegedly fostered.
But the Trinidad Press
in
the later 1 9 th century
expressed, generally speaking,
a
similarly unfavourable view
of Indian religions.
For
instance, the Press commented
from time to time on Hindu
and Moslem ceremonies.
The Madrasi rite of walking
over
coal fires, practised in
Trinidad from the
1870s, was

described as "degrading practices",
"vile customs",
carried on by "gangs of
semi-barbarians", "scandalous and
brutal performances".
An editorial regretted
that "the

Police have not thought proper
to interfere with these
scandalous doings of the Coolies, which
go to show their
total ignorance of civilisation.
They should be taught
something better than to encumber
our roads with their
superstitions". Hosay was described as
"painted devilry". 1

lot.

Indians were generally judged to be an
immoral
Morton thought they were morally unprincipled

untruthful.

and

Husbands and wives were unfaithful .' ^he
'

women were "quite as wicked as the men, and
more ignorant
and prejudiced".

Child marriage and daughter selling

were grave evils; Indians were addicted to
ganja and
drink, and in general, were

a

"morally degraded" people. 160

Their dress was uncivilised and indecent, their habits
were often disgusting.

A group of Indian barbers on

^

Sundays would practice
their trade along the
street from
the cathedral to
Marine Square, in full view
of respectable
ladies on their way to Church.
One paper commented "it
is certainly high time
all these dirty little
habits of
people tojhom morality and
decency are unknown were
put a
atop to", one could cite
many other editorials and
letters
from the Trinidad Press in
the second half of the
century
which reflect this negative
view of the Indian community.
It seems that an essential
element in the reaction
of Trinidadians to the
Indian was fear: fear of his
potential for violence and
rebellion. Perhaps memories of
the Indian Mutiny re-inforced
this fear.
An editorial in
1670 stated "the horrors of
the Indian Mutiny are fresh in
the recollections of Englishmen,
and we do not need to be
reminded that the race to which our
immigrants belong is
easily roused". The following year
a correspondent claimed
day is
far off > when these Coolies, bent on
h=,M 1 e rything
their own way, and meeting with
!! e5t
tnc i ?! 8h
,
Sl!t
Ce on the part of the authorities
Will1 hi
b
ki '!“ /i
l in open rebell toh, and
reproduce here
thf
h
the h
barbarities
of the great chief Nana Sahib, in
British India a few years ago. ^3

“

The Port of Spain Gazette, perhaps the
leading
1

9th century Trinidad paper, combined support
for immi-

gration with

a

tradition of anti-Indian prejudice.

solemnly warned in 1884
in dealing with Asiatics, a race
intelligent above the common run
labourers, the greatest firmness
....Let us not forget that these

crafty and
of ordinary
is required
Asiatics now

It

population » and that,
fanatics of
effe^ S
Stit tion and
a most corrup?
form of e?hf
88 a matter
of self-preservation,
be
De kept
'
keot
in
subjection
laws.
to our

^

For Indians were

a

people "whose every thought

and habit are antagonistic
to our system of
civilisation"
and they constituted
a permanent source
of danger hanging
over our heads ".
1

The Indians,

then, were seen as an
alien and

repugnant group of people by
upper and middle class
Trinidadians. But it ia
interesting to note that many

European visitors to Trinidad
in this period wrote con.
treating descriptions of
Indians and Africans which
indicate
that their praise of the
one was bound up with
disgust of
the other.
Kingsley described the Indians

as "natural
ladies and gentlemen", dignified
and reserved, in contrast to the awkward, vulgar,
and coarse Africans.
The
bnglisn historian, J. A. Proude,
thought that the Indians
were "picturesque additions to
the landscape .. .The grave
dignity of their faces contrasts
remarkably with the

broad, good-humoured, but common
features of the Africans". 16 ?
A writer at the end of the century
went even further in
the direction of negrophobia.
The Hindu's features
are delicate and clearcut, his
manners are those
8 c^ilisation of which the negro
knows nothing...
8
He may be a degraded heathen and
know little more
than the African, but he does not thus
visitor. . .One instinctively connects theimpress the
negro with
the animal creation; it would be
impossible to
imagine the Hindu as anything but a man.
1

^

19 5

Such Observations (and
more might easily be
cited)
indicate that one element
in the European view
of the
Indian might be a kind
of Euro-centred aesthetic
sense:
the Indian conformed
more closely to European
features than
the African and was
therefore judged by outsiders
to be

the more "civilised"
of the two.

But this was not the view

of the upper and middle
class Trinidadians, whether
white,
mulatto, or black. Very
few of them would have
thought
that the Indian was more
civilised than the African.
On
the whole. Creoles in 1
9 th century Trinidad
despised Indians.
but there is plenty of
evidence that the contempt
was mutual.
Indians also despised Africans.
It is a remarkable fact that in the
19th century, when

Indian men

outnumbered women by at least
three to one, they did not
taKe African wives or
mistresses.
It is true that they

were isolated by language,
customs, caste, and the religious
sanctions on exogamy. Yet
individuals have broken through
such sanctions, and in the
Caribbean miscegenation had been
the general rule.
As late as 1871, the Protector
of
Immigrants believed no single case
existed among male or
female immigrants of co-habitation
with an African. 1 %ne
might speculate that there was a
basic physical revulsion
behind this refusal to mate with Africans.
Some Indians
who had returned to Calcutta from British
Guiana were asked
by the Protector of Immigrants
there what they thought of

Airicans.

"They spoke of them with the greatest disgust.

saying they are
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coarse woolly
ueaaea race, more like
J headed
monkeys than human beings
exngs, and th
Q f they
that
never asaociated
with them in any wav ^
Tv, t jndls caste was closely
linked
with colour and there
was general contempt
for the darkersxinned.
Perhaps this contempt
was transported to the
west indies by the
Indians, to reinforce the
existing race
and colour prejudices.
a

It seems that the mutual
contempt between the two

races in

1

9th century Trinidad led
to

a

situation where tney

mixed very little.
there was

a

Nearly all the evidence
suggests that
minimum of association between
Africans
and

Indians.

In the indenture period
the Indians were largely
concentrated in the sugar belt,
and such contact as they

had with Other races was
of
visits to Port of Spain.

a

momentary nature, such as

On the estates there was
regular

contact with white or coloured
managers and overseers, but
tms was in a formal management— labour
framework. 169 Relationships on the estates between
African and Indian workers
were at a low level.
There was a tacit separation
of the

races.

A planter told the 1897 Commission
"somehow they do
not come into contact with one
another.
There are certain
works that the Negro will not do
which are appropriated to

the coolies.

You do not generally find them
working together

in gangs". 1
If Indians and Africans "did not
mix", there is

little evidence of real hostility between
the two races in
the 19th century.
Until the 1880s there does not seem to

have been any real
competition for jobs. w. G.
Sewell,
who visited Trinidad in
1359, wrote that tne Creoles
by
then had largely withdrawn
from field labour on the
estates for more profitable
or congenial occupations,
and
the Indians took their
place, performing
the jobs the

Creoles refused to dol^The
estates continued to use
African labour for factory
jobs and for the heavier and
more skilled work. Where the
cultivation of sugar expanded
as a result of indentured
immigration, the jobs
on the

estates preferred by Creoles
increased in numbers and became
easier to get. The general
economic development which
followed immigration in Trinidad
opened wider fields of
employment to the Africans, and so
in the first thirty
years of immigration, they did not
much feel any economic
1 72
competition.

After the

1ti70s,

however, as more and more immi-

grants were introduced while the sugar
market was depressed,
and while improved technology lessened
the number of factory
jobs, there is no doubt that the Indians
caused unemployment
and depressed wages. Furthermore, Indians
entered the jobs

hitherto filled mainly by Creoles, and by
1917 some estates
employed virtually no Creoles. By the later 19th
century
Africans were well aware of the economic threat the
Indians
posed, and the latter’s willingness to work for lower
wages was only too evident. 1 73
£iVen so,

there is little evidence of inter-racial
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1

hoatility or violence in the
19 th century.
may heartily despise each
other,

V8

Two groups

yet exercise a kind of
con-

temptuous toleration of each
others ways. This seems to
have been the case. Sewell
wrote that the Police records
showed no evidence (up to
1860) of jealousy or hostility
between Indians and Africans 7
historian has recently
written that "in the early
days of indenture. . .assaults
on (Indians) by non Indians
were rather common".’ 7b5ut he
cites no specific instances,
and Sewell's observation con
flicts directly with this statement.
Cases of violent
conflict between Africans and
Indians on the estates in the
19 th century were relatively
rare; this,
.'

Ve

at least, is the

impression gained from the local papers
in the second half
of the century.
Obviously there were incidents. Mine
Indians of Jordan Hill estate were
convicted in 1872 of
violent assault on some Creole labourers;’ 7
&ere was
at St.

in
and

1

Clair estate in

881p
a

there was

a

879 involving Indians and Creoles; 177

1

78

There must have been other similar

But there was no large scale violence between

the two races, and granted the numbers
involved,

the

possibilities for conflict, and the long time span
to 1917),

riot

collision between Indians at Esperanza

barbadian worker.

episodes.

I

a

(181^6

"one has to conclude that violent conflict

between Indians and Africans in Trinidad during the indenture period was conspicuous by its rarity.
The situation was that the two races held certain

un avourable notions
about the other's
way of Uf e; but
““ Same time th6y
i»to headlong collision
during the indenture
period. As Donald
Wood puts it
neither felt their
existence was threatened
by the olher.
or that th© other* q wav nr i s
way of life „ a3
dangerous or oppreseive
to their own.
In 1932 as acute an
observer as C. L R
Jan.es wrote that
though there was no
affinity between
Indians and Africans in
Trinidad, there was no
ill feeling.
He thought there was
no communal problem in
179
Trinidad.
This judgement, of
course was made before
the resurgence
of "Indian nationalism"
which occurred in Trinidad

“

1

"4° S

««

in the
“ ith the final sta e
° f tafia -s struggle
«
for inde-

pendence
In the 19th century, and
up to the abolition of
indentureship in 1917, the
foundations of prejudice and

mutual antipathy between
Africans and Indians had been
well
and truly laid, and the
notions of the two groups about
other had crystallised into
patterns that proved highly
durable. These notions, and
this antipathy, were the
result of the indenture system
itself, of current ideas
about Indian religion and culture,
and of the actual relationships between Africans and Indians
in 19th century Trinidad.
Later developments - the move to
self-government,
the

emergence of black nationalism, the
Indian reaction, the
evolution of racial politics took place within the framework of prejudices and animosities
created in the century before.
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Poverty and alienation,
the legacies of
chattel
slavery and a plantation
economy, have been Caribbean
realities
Dependence on a single crop
with the accompanying
need for cheap labor
produced a region in which
.

the mass of
the people have no
stake in the means of
production and so
have been reduced to
consumers.
In addition, the system

fostered

self-denigration in which it is
believed
that nothing indigenous
is good, whether it is
technology,
food or culture.
The education system has
been to educate
agents for* the colonial order
so that with the coming
a

of

independence the region was
ill-equipped to rule itself as
no infrastructure had been
built. Yet the Caribbean emerged
into the twentieth century
with a determination to rule
itself and is in the process
of building institutions to
make this a reality.
Chapter IV looks at survival and
s ®lf “def ini tion in the
region.

CHPTfiR IV
THEME II

-

SURVIVAL AND SELF-DEFINITION
IN THE CARIBBEAN

For the Caribbean development
means an attempt to
discover the roads which lead
to decolonization.
Decolonization of institutions and
especially decolonization of
minds
This decolonization is a
process in which formerly
colonized
societies are constructing new
models to ensure that gains
earned by political independence
are accompanied
by less

economic and cultural dependence
on any powers. This process
must be one whose aim is to change
structures and values and
make them more indigenous.
This chapter explores some survival
mechanisms used
by Caribbean people.
Historically the main objective of
Caribbeans was to survive in the face
of all odds.
To this
end, they employed whatever means
were necessary while trying
to maintain some dignity.

They are continuously trying to

define themselves in their own terms,
and to mold a society
that fills the needs of most of its
people.
The following

sub-themes have been examined:

Caribbean people are all affected by their
history.

Migration has been

a

way of life of Caribbean people.

Necessity is the mother of invention.
Cultural expectations in Caribbean society.

Self-definition of Caribbean societies.
The Caribbean as

a

model of cultural diversity.
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Sub-Th eme
Caribbean r.,,,-: - are
AU'ecteg oj the ir HiahnJy
:

Learning Activity

are different."

Caribbean basin

t

.

Most people accept
the truism that
"people
No place
is tlus
cm ™°re evident
P
13
than in the
my, 0

fonowxng selections show
h ow Caribbean

people mustt use their
past to forge

—

Orm^ce.- O Liectives.

a

Students

present.

wm

fee

^^

-

Explain why "all are
involved and all are
consumed".
Identify feelings which
people in the colonies
felt

'

&%££

22

a

2&"K phSSJSS,^.

1

-- b

~

Strategy.

^

Ask students to examine
Worksheet 1 , "You
are Involved," and
Worksheet 2, "I C ome Prom
the Nigger Yard"
and provide them with
the following questions
for discussion:
S

C
ocietyrbaseron thesr p oems? abOUt Caribbean

P
the m ° St
were you aurprised?

th ® Se poems?

xn a written statement,
describee t-h P
8
W0U
be P °nced to^ake ?f

way
people abou;

^

Why

^

«-

WORKSHEET

1

~

ARS IMVnr.VFn by
Martin Carter

This I have learned:
today, a speck;
tomorrow, a hero;
hero or monster,
you are consumed
1

Like

a jig,
the loom shakes;
like a web,
the pattern is spun;
all are involved,
and all are consumed!

WORKSHEET 2

—COME

X

F HOM THE

HlOOm YARD

by Martln Care

1
d y in the middle of the
'^
tumult,
th» ?
v,
when the
land changes
and the world is all °°
C nnv„i«
nVUlS
f
VOl
j ° in t0 58 “he
and different
anrd?ffe
renfhearts beat out in unison.
ere °;
^hing floor of where I live
h lftln
® earth 18 twisting into shape,
T to^
8Sa n !
ni 6ger life, my scorn,
i
1
the face of those who hate me;
8

^

iAJ

sS

r\

^

m

iinhlng^y^ngeffr

^

t0

welding my flesh to freedom.
I come from the nigger
yard of yesterday,
leaping from the oppressor's hate
and scorn of myself.
I come to the world with
scars upon my
wounds upon my body, fury in my hands, soul,
i turn to the histories of
men
and the lives of peoples.
I examine the shower of
sparks,
the wealth of the dreams.
I am pleased with the glories,
and sad with the sorrows,
rich with the riches,
poor with the loss.

From the nigger yard of yesterday,
I come with my burden;
to the world of tomorrow,
I turn with my strength.
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Su b -Theme
Migration has
a Way
oi Life oi Caribbean
People'
:

Learning Activity 2

—

l0nale

-

:

Migration has been

development of the Caribbean.

a

vital factor in the

Caribbean people who have

been migrating since the
late 19 th century to Panama,
central America and the United
States, turned in the early
1950's to Britain and 1960's and
1970's to Canada and in
greater numbers to the United
States.
An important result
Of this diffusion is the
infusion of language, culture
and ideas to the host countries.
Another is the range of
sxiils that are often employed
for physical and emotional
survival in foreign lands.
P erformance Obje ctives

.

Students will be able to

eve

p a hypothesis concerning contacts among
J°
Caribbean
peoples on others baled upon analysis
*
of the selections.
?

^rough poetry

make in Britain.

the impact Caribbeans

examples of how need brings about cultural
diffusion.

Strategy

1

.

Distribute Worksheet

3

"Colonization in

Reverse" and have students read the poem
aloud and answer
the following questions for discussion:
Do you understand the language?
about it?

What do you think

Why were Jamaicans settling in "de mother Ian'"?
What does this mean to them?

What is currently happening in Britain with Caribbean

people?
Is the selection humorous?

Why?

Why not?

WORKSHEET

3
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COLONISATION IN reverseby Louise Bennett
news » Miss Mattiel
llke me heart gwine
burs*:
Jamaica people colonizin
-Onglan in reverse.

By de hundred, by de
from country and from t'ousan,
town,
by de ship-load, by
de plane-load
Jamaica is Englan boun.

Dem a-pour out o 'Jamaica
everybody future plan
is fe get a big-time
job
and settle in de mother
lan.
What

a

lslan!

What

people!
Man an woman, old an young,
jusa pack dem bag an
baggage
an tun history upside
dung!
a

Some people don't like
travel,
but fe show dem loyalty,
dem all a-open up cheap-fareto-E'nglan agency.
An week by week, dem shippin
off
dem countryman like fire,
fe immigrate an populate
de seat o' de Empire.
.

Oonoo see how life is funny?
Oonoo see de tunabout?
Jamaica live fe box bread
outa English people mout'.

For wen dem catch a Englan,
an start play dem different role,
some will settle down to work
an some will settle fe de dole.
Jane say de dole is not too bad
because dey payin' she
two pounds a week fe seek a job
dat suit her dignity.
Me say Jane will never find work
at the rate how she dah-look,
for all day she stay pon Aunt Fan couch
and read love-story book.

3
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Wat

devilment a Engl
Dem face war an brave an!
de worse
n erln how dem wine
Stan'
®
colonic n? in reverse.
colonizin'
a

'

-

~rstes/'—
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Distribute copies of Worksheet
k
"I Hanging On, Praise
God!".
Have students conduct
imaginary interviews of
the main characters.
Use these
questions
•

-

What are some of the costs
of immigration?
How do these women express
their loneliness?
What is your feeling about
Domestic Schemes?

'

^oTtS-a^JSn:

on the

life -

What do the domestics
think of their new home?

WORKSHEET 4
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IJI MGIKG ON,
"

PtiAT SEQODj^

Gewd bless my eyesight!
Pinky!

by Austin Clarke ^

Clemintine!"

The Lord have His mercy,
child, I seeing

right?"
"Yesssl

"Child,

How long you here in Canada?"

here now two years running
'pon three.
But I didn't know you
was up here, too! what the
hell
bring jou in this god
forsaken place though?"
I

"I come up

-pon the Scheme.

First little break in my whole
life.
I

The Domestic Scheme.

And

I

glad of it.

But

hanging on, meanwhile."
"You damn right to hang on.

well as

'Cause you know as

do that there ain' no particular
bed o' roses back
where we come from. You could
live donkey years back in
Barbados, and 'cepting you have
godfather or iffing you been
to Queens College, or maybe you
learn little needlework, you
ain getting nowhere. But how
you making out?"
I

"Child, now and then.

Today,

I

up,

tomorrow,

I

down.
Well, since

I

meet up with you, you might as well

come and see where I lives.

You ain« in no hurry, though?

•Cause you don't look like no Canadian
what always rushing,

running, turning their blood to water,
they in so much

hurry

o'

!

To tell you the truth, I come downtown to buy
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two-three item for the
Missy, and..."
How you and she gets
along?"

"Betwixt me and you,

for these people.

grain

I

don't care much for
working

They too smartl

They counting ever*

rice, and watching ever'
slice o' bake pork you
put 'pon that table. But
they want to go to the
Islands,
and then they would see
how smart they is|"
o'

"I list'ning."
"tfell,

this lady I works for...
up in that place.
Forest Hill Village, where
all the rich-able Jews
does live

•Clemintine, you never see so
much o' money in your born
days
But they tight 1"
l

You

a in

lie, da r 1 ing .

'

Child, as

subway place,

I

I

standing up here with you in
this

ain' lying.

I

tell you.... well, since I

been working off my tail for
her, three years,
she ain'
give me one blind cent more
than the two hundred dollar a
month, what I start out with.
All kind o' Jamaican gal,
who you know can't touch me
for the way I does set table
with knife and fork... they getting
all up in the
three

hundreds, and..."
"You kidding I"
"Child, you gotta open your two eye
wide, wide

wide, in this country, yuhl

If not, these people jook them

out!

And I complainin' to her 'bout how the hot
stove giving
me pains right up in my shoulder
blade, all 'cross my back,
in me stomach-bone,

when the nights come.

I

catching more

cjld than What John
read 'bout.
Can’t get a decent
night’s
sleep, i 30 damn stiff
all over my body from
standing up
at the hot stove, the
ironing board. . .scrubbing
the damn
floor... kitchen floor,
bedroom floor, living
room, pantry.
YOU see me here? Well,
I don't know how
I keeping the
little fat God give me on
these bones
All these years,
and only two hundred
dollars a month."
I

"You look good, though.”

"Mobody mind you.

You pulling my legs."

We getting off at the
next stop."

You livin ’pon Bloor Street?"
"Three months now.

quarters, soul.

.

Prison walls

I

It have television,
radiogram,

You can't ask for more
comforts.
basic.

can't take on the Missy

Nine 0 clock j goes up> and

face them four bare walls.
the time.

I

,

>ltg

^^

staring at, all
record player.

But it lacking in somethinf

It sin' have peace and
happiness

I

You remember

back home, when we was working
out for them white people
in the Garrison Barracks, how
when the evenings come, „e
could stroll round the Garrison
Pasture, or the Explanade?
Maybe go for a bus drive and let
little o' Silver Sands sea
breeze blow in we face? Well, that
don't happen here! Wo
place to go. Nowhere to enjoy weselves.
All we doing is
making money. And nothing, nowhere to
spend it....”
’’Don't talk so loud,

You been going church lately?”

the man in front list ’ning.

.

.

’Hold over.
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Lemrae tell you something,

i

get

saved.
"tfol

Clemintine, you lie

l"

"Shhhl

The whole streetcar
ain' talking to you,
woman.
Only me talking to you.
Ye sssl
I meet my Savior,
soul.
Is the onliest salvation
what going to help soften
my burdens, and my troubles.
I looks at the
situation
this way:
I hear in Canada
three years now, going <p
0n
four.
After work, I changes my
clothes and sits down in
that Baptist church 'pon
Soho Street, and praise my
Gawd.
Is the onliest salvation
I sees in this place.
I can't
say I going looking for
friends. Friends does bring
yuh

grief

M
I

You couldn't be serious, though?"
"Don't let we pass the stop.
the next one.

Look, sweetheart,

the '57 batch o' girls.

I

We getting off at

come in this place with

And when that big ugly man down

at the Negro Citizens Place
finish greeting ever'body, and
showing we 'bout Toronto, loneliness
step' in.
Loneliness.
I

up there in Bayview.

I

am'

see a soul

ray

Nobody to talk to me.

Only work.

color, saving the other Bajan girl,

Babbsie, what works for that nice
doctor family.
ing my brain.
Things ain' working
out, at all.

we is womens together.

sprain-

'Cause

And as womens, we does feel a certain

way lonesome when we lonely."
"But how you?

I

Engage' yet?"
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"Me, darling?

niggers in this worldl"

Bother out my soul-case
„ ith the

"lou mean you ain'
settle down with
'And what 'bout you?"
I

have Godl
. . •

Canada.

I

a

man?"

And my Bible."
I

have

a

work hard as hell.

man nnr»^
once.
tod

I

t
I

come up in

saying

I sending back
money to him in Barbados,
to help make up his
plane fare.
Well, eight months pass',
and I still ain' hear one
word
from that brute. I getting
ready all the marrieding
things:
white dress, veil, even the
eats and drinks, 'cause
I had a
wonderful freeness in mind.
I prepared,
tod you

know, as
the Hegulations say, we
could married after one year
pass',
well, i so good to that man
tod he writing me all these
love letters, how:
"Darling, you leave me down here,
and
lonely for you. Your heart
in front o' my eyes all the
time.
tod Clemintine, the sweet
words
How he miss' me
in a certain way and that he
hope the reaches of his letters
would find me in a perfect state
of good health, praise
Godl
Darling, I don't know what them
sweet words do to my
heart in this cold place, but I
pouring all my money in that
I

I

man hand when the paydays come.
end, brisk!

order.

I

Two days after the month

down in the post office taking out money

'Cause, blood more thicker than water,

tod I know

how lonely them winter nights is, up
here, child; and iffing
I could do little goodness
for the man who say he love me.

4

well, you ain' see no
crime in that, eh?
when I hear' the shout I"
"Wha
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But, child,

happen?"

'

"wan in the States

I

He grab-on 'pon my money
and

run to 'Mer'cal"

"Another woman, eh, soul?"
"Some slick Yankee rat turn the
man head.
that's the last I hear."

And

"The dirty, ungrateful rati"
"Me,

and when
o'

I

soul?

I

trying to put man outta me mindl,..

gets that certain feeling,

rum and drinks myself in

quarters, where

1

safe.

banK account, it is

Garden that

I

a

after.

a

X

buys

half bottle

nice stupor, up in the Missy

And when

I

get enough 'pon that

acre or two o' land up in Highgate

Nice small stone bungalow, and

anglish Austin car.... I fix up for the
rest
I

a

o'

a

nice

me old days.

out-out man outta my life, honey!"
"You playing the fool, yuh, child.
"Well,

I

say

I

How you mean?"

not looking for no man.

If when I

fix up myself good back home, and some retired
old gentleman,
with a little cash in his pockets, who ain'
have no wife,
and who ain' looking for bed companion, want
little attention
and somebody to take care

could come to

a

o'

him well .. .perhaps me and him

unders tanding.

"Take off yuh coat, lemme make some tea.

some rum from home.

Want little?"

I

have
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"A drop in the tea,
thanks,

so the Missy won't

smell it on my breath.."
"But

your hair.'

I

had something to ask you.

who presses

looking for somebody nice
to fix mine.
I
had such a nice hairdresser
back in Barbados .. .up
'long
Jessemy Lane!"
I

I

"I does mine myself.

But I could do yours too."

"And bu'n off me two ear
hole?

I don't know,
though. Why some o' we girls
who pass' the Scheme, don't
open up a little nice, hairdressing
place?"

Child.

.

.heh-heh-hehl

.

.

.they 'fraid.

But why we kind always hiding?"

"Am' no common thing such

as hiding.

Pinky, darling.

telling you, child, that when you
here as long as me or
the next one, you going learn
that what and what we does
with our hair, it ain' no small thing
that call for hiding.
Them other too malicious.
Too freshl
Ever 'day, my Missy
saving, "Cleramy , dear, who fixes your
hair? Myl it's always
place.
You uses Clairol or Helena Rubinstein
shampoo?"
I keeps my raout' shut.
Let her take that
I

m

l

what

I

How, tell me,

going to picking my teet' to her, for?

one time,

I

taking my rest period before

and put the steak in the oven.

afternoons!

So,

I

I

say to myself:

I

I

remember

go downstairs

gets so tired in the
"This place so hot and

humid, you better lay down here in your slip,"

can't tell how long

I

been laying down.

Well,

But when

I

I

open

my eyesl

Missy standing over me, look,
she there, right
over me, examining ever' hair
in my head
I carry-on
SO stink, I make myself
shame,
I

she says to me,

I

was only trying to wake you.

early for supper."

And Clem,

The master coming home
I

take such a turn in her

arse, she nearly change her
color!

woman, you drunk in Hell?

"But Pinky.

X

says,

'Well, nigger-

Snooping 'bout the little dirty

room you give me, and you think

I

going to smile up in your

face and forgive you, as the
rest do?

And lis-ten good good good.

Now lis-ten to me.

Mistress Bergenstein, you make

this tne last time you come in
my room!

It may be in your

house, but the Regulations says this
room is mine.

you get to-hell outta here, before
screel out for blue murder!

I

Now,

hold on 'pon you, and

*

"Heh-heh-heh-heh-hehl
"You ain* in 'greement with me?"
That

I

is,

child.

She won't come round again!"

iou damn right she never come round
again.
"The tea ready, soul.

forgot to ask you.

Help yuhself.... oh,

I

You ever get black-eye pea, or dry pea,

since you here?"

Mout

ain'

1

up here, saying

I

touch little home food since

I

land

bettering myself, child."

"Must get yuh some."
"Mout

"When

watering for little good bittlel"

'

I

say one thing,

I

got to say the next.

You

intend to stay in the
Domestic Scheme, all the
time you in
Canada? On you thinking
-bout taking up something
diffrunt?
LllCe nurse aid, or
nursing assistant?"
"I don't know yet,

child.

realize that Canada ain'
mine,

I

Sometimes, when

I

mad to bound back home

where people does smile,
and tell me good morning.
Mother
time, I taxes a look at
the situation, and I have
to decide
stick it out.
'Cause where in Barbados
people like me
and you going get television,
telephone, carpet
'pon the

floor, inside running water
from?

Is like that,

soul.

We

here, through the tender
mercies o' God. He open this
door
for us. And we goota thank
Him.
This Scheme is the best
thing ever happen to poor
womens like we. is for that,
and
that alone, we shouldn't
complain.
Canada ain' no bed o'
roses.
And since they like they ain'
want we nowhere in
this Christ's world, we have
to stick it out wherever the
Lord say we going get a little
break."
Is too nice to have somebody
... one o' your own...

to exchange a thought or two
with,

sometimes.

I

sits there

at that third-floor window up in
that Forest Hill Village,
and I looks down and see all them
people, happy happy, and

enjoying themself s, and
I

there looking out like

arm go, and not
two ideas.

a

I ain'
I

part o' that life, at all.

is some damn monkey.

Days come

friend to pick my teet* with, or swap

Only people.

people, and more people.

All these years, people people
Ain'

a

friend... not till

in you this forenoon down in the subway place."

I

run
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Ain't

pleasant existence, at all...."
"More than we mortals can
bearl
Many's the night
when I flood that pillow
with tears. Water dropping
outta
my eyeball like a tap
leaking.
Cry-water.
a

Clem, tears!

'Cause I don't have

living soul... not one living
soul...
to say "white in your eyes!"
And yet, I earning more money
than I ever had hope to work
for in all my lifetime back
ih that island; and still
I spending all my young
years in
a Missy kitchen.
Before the Lord's sun rise up
from behind
the mils, I down there making
breakfast. . .lunch,
a

snacks.
Child, you never see a people
could eat so much o' snacks
in one day!
And the suppers at night!
They spends all
their time eating.
Two-pound piece o' steak for a fourteen-

year-old kid?

Ain'

"You is
And
stove.

I

But what

a

that worthlessness to the height?"

joker."

sweating off
I

going do?

looking for another job?

ray

behind in front

o'

the hot

Pick up myself and say

I

It don't have no other job,

darlingl
"Let we talk 'bout something else, child.

Them

thoughts does make me too blind drunk with vexatiousness.
The more

I

think 'bout these things, the more

I

want to

puke .
"This is nice tea.

It bringing the air outta my

stomach nice .
"Is the Missy steak you t'ief that giving you gas.

s oul
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'How yuh like this
fur-imitation cost she give
me

for my Christmas,
last Christmas?"
"Missy give you that?

You works for

a

lady, then."
"She have her bad wavs
ways,

Live and let them live,
too."

damn fine

Rut yuh can’t
but
kill her

"Can't beat them; have
to 'gree with them."
"I hope yuh feelings,
darlingl"

'"Cause words does get
back to Missy ears."
"
Y°U
8 woraan and a
*™>an being. Ever' numan

“

being have feelings,

fiver'

woman is flesh.

That is why it
so damn hard -pon we who
come up here adventuring
in this

rough country, without we
mens as companions. And
X ain'
so drun« saying I tangling
up with no white mens.
Leave
that for the Jamaican girls,
love.
And Canada
ain' no

featherbed we laying down

f

pon."

"Is the Go spull I"

"That's why

you hear me?

Hang onl

teet', hang on!

Jot causing
It ain’

I

true.

For

I

I

telling you, child, looks, hang
on,

Even if it is by the skin

hanging on.

I

o'

your

take up the Bible.

is tnis big-able Christian-minded
person.
I

like my rum, and my dances.

But here,

if I don't have Church to look
forward to, well... where it

have

a

place for me and you kind to enjoy weselfs?

Granitt Club?

The Yacht Club?"

The
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"A shame, a shame

frock and go for even

a

I

We can't even put on
a nice

moonlight walk."

"Venture outta that place
the Missy put you in,
and see if man don't
snatch you up offa the
streetl
Ravage
youl
ihis place bad, it wild,
savage. You can't trust
nobody.
We in barracks.
Permanent barracks. You see
that
rubber stamp-thing the
Immigration People put on we
passport
when we land? You know what
it say?
PERMANUNTI
And it
mean just that. We permanunt
in this hell I... but I start
out to tell you something
else, though..."
'"Bout the church."

Church?
tell you,

What church?

I

only going there as

I

cause it don't have no other place
for me to go."
Hey!
I forget .. .what is the hour?
It ain't
three yet, nuh? Drunk or sober
mind yuh damn business. I
ha' a work to go to."
'

Three.'’

Today, or tomorrow morning?"

"It pass'

three?"

"Five o'clock, honey."

"Wuh loss!
tne tnings.

.

Look my crosses!

The lady waiting for

.well, look, Clemintine, child, me and you
going

to get together some time soon and lick
we mout» again..."

"See yuh Thursdee?"

"God willing. ..."
Care yuhself .

Don't let that Missy put more on

you than you able to bear, child."
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'Not me nuh,
"

soul.

Dog my age ain

no pup

!

We H, you hang on!”

"In the name o' Christ!
God!

t

I

hanging on, praise
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S ub -Theme

:

Necessity

j3

the

of Invention

v

Learning Activity
Ha tlonal e.

Caribbean people have been
fortunate in
that they have always been
able to laugh at themselves.
This was probably a defense
mechanism which has often stood
them in good stead but which
also takes a toll.
The

cnallenge to the teacher is
to provide a classroom
experience
that will enable students to
understand the relationship
between people and situations.
le rformance Objectives
*

e

.

Students will be able to

a

peopl^of different cultures!
London?

tW ° cross - cultur,a l influences
of Asians in
S

1116

Caribbean people
St rategy

>eaSe<^ ° Onta0t3 ° m ° ng

Sttitudes held

°^ers about

Distribute copies of Worksheet
5 and

focus discussion on the following questions:
II you were a London landlord,
what historical links
might aid you in determining to whom you
should rent?
"

Students did far more than study at universities.
They carried ideas which might have influenced
English life. What might some of these be?
What are some of the dangers of cultural
expectations?

Stragety 2.

How do people find out about other people?

What sources do they use to gather information?

usually

rel;y

may be used.

on written documents.

Historians

However other sources

22k
Ask studenls to identify one
such source and make
of “Jjat they think Americans
could learn
h
about
Caribbean societies from it.

f

What information about the
Caribbean have you learnt
from other sources? Identify

WORKSHEET 5

MEM

GREEK MEETS GREEK by

Sara

Selvon 5

One morning Ramkilawansingh
(after this, we
calling this man Ram) was
making a study of the notice-

boards along Westbourne Grove
what does advertise rooms
to let.
Every now and then he writing
down an address or
a telephone number,
though most of the time his eyes
colliding up with No Colours, Please,
or Sorry, No Kolors.
"Red, white and blue, all out
but you," Ram was
humming a little ditty what
children say when they playing
whoop.
Just as he get down by Bradley's
Corner he met
Fraser.

You look like

a

man who looking for

a

man who could tell me the right

a

place to

live," Fraser say.
"You look like

place to go," Ram say.

You try down by Ladbroke Grove?"
I

Ram say,

Fraser ask.

don’t want to go down in that criminal area,"

"at least, not until they find the man who
kill

Kelso."
"Then you will never live in the Grove," Fraser
say.

"You are

you thinK

I

a

could get

contact man," Ram say, "which part
a

room, boy?"

Fraser scratch his head.

"I know of a landlord

up the road who vow that he ain’t ever taking anybody who
come from the West Indies.

But he don’t mind taking Indians

He wouldn't know the
difference when he see you is a

Indian... them English people
so foolish they believe every
Indian come from India."
"You think

I

stand

a

chance?" Ram ask.

"Sure, you stand a chance.
is put on

a

All you have to do

turban."

"I never wear a turban in my
life; I am a born

Trinidadian,

a

real Creole.

give me the address,

I

All the same, you best hads

will pass around there later."

So Fraser give him the address,
and Ram went on

reading
a

few more boards, but he got discourage
after
while and went to see the landlord.
a

The first thing the landlord ask him
was:

"What

part of the world do you come from?"
"I am an Untouchable from the heart of
India,"

Ram say.

"I am

looking for

banks of the Ganges.

a

single room.

I

dwelt on the

Not too expensive."

"But you are not in your national garments," the

landlord say.
"When you are in Rome," Ram say, making it sound
like an original statement, "do as the Romans do."

While the landlord sizing up Ram, an Indian
tenant come up the steps to go inside.

This feller was

Chandrilaboodoo (after this, we calling this man Chan) and
he had

wearing

big beard with

a
a

turban.

a

hair-net over it, and he was

When he see Ram, he clasp his hands with

the palm* touching
across hi s chest by way
of greeting.
The old Sam catch on
quick and do the same thing
"Acha, Hindustani," Chan
say.

Acha, pilau, papadom,
chickenvindaloo,
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Ram say

"

desperately, hoping for the
best.
Chan nod his head, say good
morning to the landlord and went inside.
"That was

narrow shave," Bam thought, "I
have to
watch out for that man."
a

That was Mr. Chan,” the
landlord say, "he is the
only other Indian tenant I
have at the moment.
I have a
single room for two pounds.
Are you a student?"
"Who is not

student?"

a

the mood of the thing.

Ram say, getting into

"Man is for ever studying ways
and

means until he passes into the hands
of Allah."
Well, to cut

a

long story short. Ham get

a

room

on the first floor, right next
door to Chan, and he move in
that same evening.
But as the days going by. Ram had to
live like cat-

and-mouse with Chan.

Every time he see Chan, he have to

hide in case this man start up this Hindustani
talk again,
or start to ask him questions about Mother
India.

In fact,

it begin to get on Ram nerves, and he
decide that he had to

do something.

"This house too small for the two of we,” Ram say
to himself,

"one will have to go."

So Ram went down in the basement to see the land-

lord.
"I have the powers of the
Occult," Ram say,

"and

have come to warn you of
this man chan. He is not
a good
tenant.
He keeps the bathroom dirty,
he does not tidy up
his room at all, and he is
always chanting and saying his
prayers loudly and disturbing
the other tenants."
I

"I have had no complaints,"
the landlord say.

"But

I

am living next door to him,"
Ram say,

"and if I concentrate my powers

That man is

I

can see through the wall.

menace, and the best thing you
can do is to
give him notice. You have a
good house here and it would
be a pity to let one man spoil
it for the other tenants."
a

I

will nave

a

word with him about it," the land-

lord say.
Well, the next evening Ram was in his
room when

he hear

a

knock at the door.

He run in the corner quick and

stand upon his head, and say, "Come in."
The landlord come in.
"I am just practising my yoghourt," Ram
say.
"I have had a word with Mr.

say,

"and

I

Chan," the landlord

have reason to suspect that you have deceived me,

You are not from India, you are from the West Indies."
Ram turn right-side up.

"I am a citizen of the

world," he say.
"You are flying false colours," the landlord say.

"You do not burn incense like Mr. Chan, you do not dress

like Mr. Chan, and you do not talk like Mr. Chan."
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"Give me a break, old man ,"
on

tfte

Rara

say, falling back

good old West Indian
dialect.
"It is too late.

make trouble.

You have already started
to

You must go."

Well, the very next week
find Ram out scouting
again, giving the boards
a perusal, and who he
should chance
to meet but Fraser.
He start to tell Fraser
how life hard, how he had
to keep dodging from this
Chan feller all the time,
and it

was pure torture.
Listen,

with

a

Fraser say, "you don't mean

a

big feller

beard, and he always wearing
a turban?"

"That sould like him," Ram say.

"Know him!"

from Jamaica who

X

Fraser say.

"Man,

"You know him?"
that is a feller

send to that house to get

a

rooml"

____

Learning Activity

u-meme:
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—

Cultural E xpectations
in uarippean Society

J|

.

Rat ional e.

A result of the peculiar
history of the
Caribbean region is the real
or perceived expectations

of

its people.

People from certain cultural
backgrounds are
expected to do certain things
and the resulting attitudes
have molded many a life.
This learning activity
emphasizes
the role of expectations,
helping the student
to see that

other people's choices might
be predetermined by who
they
are.
Focus is also on an attempt
to overcome

this type of

definition.
P erformance
'

Objectives

.

students will be able to
ln

raacK
Sack ana
and Chinese communities.

between the

Identify those attitudes in the
society that creP
deterrame one's choice of vocation.
3
th diff ® re nces in approach
between
cne
thfiwf
? oft people.
two sets

L

S trategy .

This activity enables students to
see that

although customs vary they all share
the function of survival
Are expectations around the world
different?
In what way are expectations in the
United States similar
to those in tne Caribbean?

What do these expectations tell

us about Caribbean people?

Distribute Worksheet

6

and have students role-

play the story using the following questions for
guidance:

What are some Caribbean
attitudes toward work?
Do similarities e xist
between the attitudes of
Blacks, Chinese, Portuguese
and Indians in the
Caribbean?

Using this article as

a

model, write your own

perception of cultural
expectations.

WORKSHEET

fa
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TKE^AKER's STORY by U.S.
Naipaul
Loo^

6

me.

black as the Ace of
Spades, and ugly
Nobody looking at me would
believe they looking
at one of the richest
men in this city of
Port-of-Spain.
Sometimes I find it hard to
believe it myself, you
know,
especially when I go out on
some of the holidays that
I
Start taking the wife and
children to these days, and
I
catch sight of the obzocky
black face in one of those
fancy mirrors that these
expensive hotels have all over
the place, as if to spite
people like me.
at.

Now everybody

particularly black people-forever

asking me how this thing start,
and
them I make my dough from
dough.

But how it start?

have to tell you

I

Hal

does always tell

You like that one?

well, you hearing me talk, and
I don't
I

didn't have no education.

In Grenada,

where I come from-and that
is one thing these Trinidad
black people don't forgive a man
for being: a black
Grenadian— in Grenada I was one of ten
children, I believe—
everything kind of mix up out there—
and I don't even know
who was the feller who hit my
mother.
I believe he hit a lot
of women in all the other parishes
of that
island, too,

because whenever

holidays

I

I

got back to Grenada for one of those

tell you about, people always telling
me that

I

remind them of this one and that one,
and they always mistaking me for a shop assistant whenever I in
a

this thing go on, one day

I

shop.

(If

going to sell somebody something
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just for spite.)

And even in Trinidad,
whenever

I run
into another Grenadian,
the same thing does
happen.
Well, I don't know what
happen in Grenada, but
mammy bring me alone over
to Trinidad when she was
still
young.
I don't know what
she do with the others, but
perhaps they wasn't even she
own.
Anyway, she get a work
with some white people in St.
Ann's.
They give she a uniform; they give sne three
meals a day; and they give she
a
few dollars a month besides.
Somehow she get another man,
a real Trinidad 'rangoutang,
and somehow, I don't know how,
she get somebody else to look
after me while she was living
with this man, for the money and
the food she was getting
was scarcely enough to support
this low-minded Trinidad
rango she take up with.

It used to have a Chinee shop not
far from this

new aunty

I

was living with, and one day, when the
old girl

couldn't find the cash no how to buy
a

thing,

a

bread

— is

a

hell of

come to think of it now, that it have
people in

tnis island who can't lay their hands on
enough of the

ready to buy

a

bread

— well,

when she couldn't buy this

bread she send me over to this Chinee shop to
ask for trust.
The Chinee woraan--eh, but how these Chinee people
does make

children--was big like anything, and
at

a

I

believe

I

catch she

good moment, because she say nothing doing, no trust,

but if

I

want

a

little work that was different, because she

want somebody to take some bread she bake for some Indian
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But how she could trust
me with the bread?
This
question. And then I pull
out my crucifix from
under

people.
was

a

my dirty merino that
was more holes than
cloth and 1 tell she
to keep it until I
come back with the money
for the bake
bread.
I don't know what
sort of religion these
Chinee
people have, but that woman
look impressed like anything.
But she was smart, though,
she keep the crucifix
and she

send me off with the bread,
which was wrap up in a big
old chale-au-pain, just two
or three floursack sew
together.
I collect the money,
bring it back, and she give
me back
the crucifix with a few
cents and a bread.
And that was how this thing
really begin. I always
tell black people that was
God give me my start in life,
and
don't mind these Trinidadians
who does always tell you that
Grenadians always praying. Is a
true thing, though, because
whenever I in any little business
difficulty even
these days

get down baml straight on my two
knees and
like hell, boy.
I

I

start praying

Well, so this thing went on, until
it was

afternoon work for me to deliver people
bread.

a

regular

The bakery

uses to bake ordinary bread— hops and
pan and machine
which they uses to sell to the poorer
classes.
And how
those Chinee people uses to work
This woman, with she

—

I

oig-big belly, clothes all dirty, sweating in
front of the
oven, making all this bread and making all
this money, and
I

don't know what they doing with it, because all the
time
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they living poor-poor in
the back room, with only
a bed,
some hammocks for the young
ones, and a few boxes.
I
couldn't talk to the husband at
all.
He didn't know a word
of English and all the writing
he uses to write uses to be
in Chinee.
He was a thin nashy feller,
with those funny
flapping khaki short pants and
white merino that Chinee
people always wear. He uses to work
like a bitch,
too.

We Grenadians understand hard
work, so this is why I suppose
I uses to get on so well
with these Chinee people, and that
is why these lazy black Trinidadians
so jealous of we.
But
was a funny thing.
They uses to live so dirty. But the

children, man, uses to leave that ramshackle
old back room
as clean as new bread, and they always
had this neatness,

always witn their little pencil-case and their
little

rubbers and rulers and blotters, and they never
losing anything.
They leaving in the morning in one nice little
line
and in the afternoon they coming back in this
same little
line, still cool and clean, as though nothing
at all touch

them all day.

Is something they could teach black people

children.
But as I was saying this bakery uses to bake ordinary

bread fox the poorer classes.
uses to bake, too.

For the richer classes they

But what they would do would be to

collect the dough from those people house, bake it, and
send it back as bread, hot and sweet.

deliver for this class of customer.

I

uses to fetch and

They never let me serve

in the shop; it was as though
they couldn't trust me
selling
across the counter and collecting
money in that rush. Always it had this rush. You
know black people:
even if it
only have one man in the shop
he always getting on as if
it
have one hell of a crowd.

Well, one day when

chale au pain to

a

I

deliver some bread in this

family, there was

a

woman,

a neighbor,
who start saying how nice it
is to get bread which you
Knead with your own hands and
not mix up with all sort of
people sweat. And this give me
the idea.
A oven is a oven.
It have to go on, whether it
baking one bread or two. So I
tell this woman, was a Potogee
woman, that I would take
she dough and bring it back bake
for she, and that it would
cost she next to nothing.
I say this in a sort of way
that she wouldn't know whether I was
going to give the money
to the Chinee people, or whether
it was going to cost she

next to nothing because it would be
the money.

But she give me

a

I

who was going to take

look which tell me right away

tnat she wanted me to take the money.

So matter fix.

Back in the cnale-au-pain the next few days

I

So.

take some

dough, hanging it in the carrier of the bakery
bicycle.
take it inside, as though

I

I

just didn't bother to wrap up

the chale -au-pain, and the next thing is that
this dough mix

up with the other dough, and see me kneading and baking,
as

though all is one.

The thing is, when you go in for

like that, to go in brave-brave.

a

thing

It have some people who

^

make s0 much fuss when
they doing one little
thing
they bound to get catch,
so, and I was surprise
like hell,
mind you, I get this stuff
push in the oven, and is
this
said Chinee man, always
with this sad and sorrowful
Chinee
face, who pulling it out
of the oven with the
long-handle
shovel, looking at it, and
pushing it back in.
And When I take the bread
back, with some other
bread, I collect the money
cool-cool.
The thing with a
thing like this is that once
you start is damn hard to
stop
You start calculating this
way and that way. And I have
a
calculating mind. I forever
sitting down and working out
how much say .50 a day every
day for seven days, and every
week for a year, coming to.
And so this thing
get to be

big thing with me.

I

wouldn't recommend this to any and

everybody who want to go into business.

when

I

tell people that

I

But is what I mean

make my dough by dough.

The Chinee woman wasn't too well
now.

man was getting on

a

a

little funny in

a

And the old

Chinee way.

know how those Chinee fellers does
gamble.

You

You drive past

Marine Square in the early hours of the
Sabbath and is two
to one if you don't see some of those
Chinee fellers sitting
down outside the Treasury, as though they want
to be near
money, and gambling like hell. Well, the old
man was

gambling and the old girl was sick, and

I

the only person looking after the bakery.

for them,

I

could tell you.

I

was pretty well
I

work damn hard

even pick up two or three
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words of Chinee, and some
of those rude black people
start
calling me Black Chinee,
because at this time I was
beginning
to dress in short khaki
pants and merino like a
Chinee and
I was drinking that
tea Chinee people drinking
all day long
and I was walking and not
saying much like a Chinee.
And,

now, don't believe wnat
these black people say about
Chinee
and prejudice, eh.
They nave nothing at all
against black
people, provided they is
hard-working and grateful.
but life is a funny thing.
Now when it look that I
all set. that everything
going fine and dandy, a whole set
of things happen that start
me bawling.
First, the Chinee
lady catch a pleurisy and dead.
Was a hell of a thing, but
what else you expect when she was
always bending down in
front of that fire and then getting
wet and going out in the
dew and everything, and then always
making these children too
besides.
I was sorry like hell, and a
little frighten.
Because I wasn't too sure how I was going
to manage alone

with the old man.

All the time I work with him he never

speak one word straight to me, but he always
talking to me
through his wife.
And now, look at
dead,

ray

crosses.

the Cninee man like he get mad.

As soon as the woman
He didn’t cry or any-

thing like that, but he start gambling like
the upshot was that one day, perhaps about
the old lady dead,

a
a

bitch, and

month after

the man tell his children to pack up and

start leaving, because he gamble and lose the shop to another

Chinee feller.

I

didn't know where

nobody telling me nothing.

I

was standing, and

They only packing.

I don't
Know. I suppose they
begin to feel that I was
just part of
shop, and the old man
not even saying that he
sorry
he lose me. And. you
know, as soon as I drop
to my knees
and start praying, I see
it was really God who
right from
the start put that idea
of the dough in my head,
because
without that I would have
been nowhere at all.
Because the
new feller who take over
the shop say he don't want
me.
He
was going to close the bakery
and set up a regular grocery,
and he didn't want me serving
there because the grocery

customers wouldn't like black
people serving them. So look
at me.
Twenty-three years old and no work.
No nothing.
Only I have this Chinee-ness
and I know how to bake bread
and
I have this extra bit of
cash I save up over
the years.

slip out of the old khaki short
pants and merino
cruise around the town a little,
looking for work.
1

and

I

But nobody want bakers.

I

had about $700, and

I

see that

this cruising around would do but
it wouldn't pay, because
the money was going fast.
Now look at this. You know,
it never cross my mind in those days
that I could open a

shop of my own.

Is how it is with black people.

They get

so use to working for other people
that they get to believe
that because they black they can't
do nothing else but work

for other people.

And

I

must tell you that when

praying and God tell me to go out and open

a

I

start

shop for myself

feel that perhaps God did
mistake or that I hadn't hear
lm 8 °° a ‘
Because God
saying to me, "Youngman,
take
your money and open a bakery.
You could bake good bread.
He didn't say to open
a parlor, which a few
black fellers do
selling rock cakes and mauby
and other soft drinks.
Wo,
He say open a bakery.
Look at my crosses.
I

I

had

lot of trouble borrowing
the extra few
hundred dollars, but I eventually
get a Indian feller to
lend me. And this is what
I always tell young fellers.
Tnat getting credit ain't no
trouble at all if you know
exactly what you want to do. I
didn't go round telling
people to lend me money because
I want to build house or
buylorry.
I just did want to bake
bread.
Well, to cut a long
story short, I buy a break-down
old place near Arouca, and
I spend most of what I had
trying to fix the place up.
a

nothing extravagant, you understand,
because Arouca is
Arouca and you don't want to frighten
off the country-bookies
with anything too sharp. Too besides,
I didn't have the
cash.

I

just put in a few second-hand glass case
and things

like that.

I

write up my name on

a

board, and look,

I

in

business
Now the funny thing happen.

In Laventille the

people couldn't have enough of the bread

I

was baking— and

in the last few months was me was doing the baking.

now trouble.

I

But

baking better bread than the people of

Arouca ever see, and

I

can't get one single feller to come

m

like man through my rickety
old front door and buy
a
penny hope bread. You hear all
this talk about quality
being its own advertisement?
Don't believe it, boy. Is
quality plus something else.
And I didn't have this something else.
I begin to wonder what
the hell it could be.
I say is because I
new in Arouca that this thing
happening.
But no.
I new, I get stale,
and the people not flocking
in
their hundreds to the old shop.
Day after day I baking two
or three quarts good and all
this just remaining and going
dry and stale, and the only
bread I selling is to the man
from the government farm, buying
stale cakes and bread for
the cows or pigs or whatever
they have up there. And was
good bread.
So I get down on the old knees
and I pray as
though I want to wear them out.
And still I getting the same
answer:
"Youngman"— was always the way I uses to get
call

m

these prayers— "Youngman, you just bake
bread.”

Pappa

1

This was

piling up every month.

a

thing.

Interest on the loan

Some months I borrow from aunty and

anybody else who kind enough to listen just to
pay off the
interest. And things get so low that I uses to have
to go

out and pretend to people that
raan

kaker.y

cheap.

cash

I

and that

I

I

was working for another

was going to bake their dough cheap-

And in Arouca cheap mean cheap.

And the little

picking up in this disgraceful way was just about

enough to keep the wolf from the door,
Jeezan.

Look at confusion.

I

tell you.

The old place in Arouca
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so damn out of the

way-was why

I

did buy it, too, thinking

that they didn't have no
bakery there and that they
would
be glad of the good
Grenadian-baked-the place so out of
the way nobody would want
to buy it.
It ain't even insure or
anything, so it can't get in
a little fire accident
or
anything— not that I went in for
that sort of thing.
And
every time I go down on my
knees, the answer coming straight
bacK at me;
"Youngman, you just baKe bread."
Well, for the sake of the Lord

quarts regular every day, though

Lord want to break me, and
was His punishment for what

people in their bakery.
real ignorant.

I

I

I

baking one or two

begin to feel that the

begin to feel too that this

I
I

I was

uses to do to the Chinee

beginning to feel bad and

uses to stay away from the bakery after

baking those quarts for the Lord-nothing
to lock up, nothing
to thief

and, when any of the Laventille boys
drop in on

the way to Manzanilla and Balandra and
those other beaches
on the Sabbath, I uses to tell them, making
a joke out of it,
that I was "loafing." They uses to laugh
like hell, too.
It have nothing in the whole world so funny
as to see

a

man

you know flat out on his arse and catching good
hell.
The Indian feller was getting anxious about his
cash, and you couldn't blame him, either, because some

months now he not even seeing his interest.
to get me down,

when

I

bread?

too.

I

And this begin

remember how all the man did ask me

went to him for money was:

You feel you have

a

"You sure you want to bake

hand for baking bread?"

And
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.yes-yes,

tell him, and just like
that he shell out the
cash.
And now he was getting
anxious.
So one day, after
baking those loaves for the
Lord, I take a Arima Bus
service bus to Port-of-Spain
to see this feller,
j was
feeling brave enough on the
way.
But as soon as I see the
old sea and get a whiff
of South Quay and the bus
touch
the Kailway Station
terminus my belly start going
pweh-

pweh.

I

I

decide to roam about the city
for
Was

a

little.

hot morning, petit-careme
weather, and in
those days a coconut uses
still to cost .04. Well, it
had
this coconut cart in the old
square and I stop by it. It
was a damn funny thing to see.
The seller was a black
teller. And you wouldn't know
how funny this was, unless
you know tnat every coconut seller
in the island
a

is Indian.

They nave this way of handling

don't have.

a

cutlass that black people

Coconut is left hand; with right hand
bam,

bam, bam, with cutlass, and coconut
cut open, ready to drink
I

ain't never see

a

coconut seller chop his hand.

And here

was this black feller doing this bam-bam
business on

coconut witn

a

cutlass.

a

It was as funny as seeing a black

man wearing dhoti and turban.

The sweetest part of the

whole business was that this black feller was,
forgetting
looks,

just like a Indian.

He was talking Hindustani to

a

lot ol Indian fellers, who was giving him jokes like
hell,
but he wasn't minding.

It does happen like that sometimes

with black fellers who live

a

lot with Indians in the

country.

They putting away curry,
talking Indian, and
behaving just like Indiana.
Well, I take a coconut
from
thia black man and then
went on to see the feller
about
the money.
He was more sad than
vex when I tell him, and
if
I was in nis shoes
I woulda be sad, too.
Is a hell of a
thing when you see your
money gone and you ain't
getting
the sweet little kisses
from the interest every month.
An;
way, he say he would give
me three more months' grace,
but
that if i didn't start shelling
out at the agreed rate he

would have to foreclose,
tion," he say.

"you put me in

"Look at me.

a

hell of

a

posi-

You think

I

want

little better when

I

leave the feller,

a

shop in

Arouca?"
I

was feeling

a

and who I should see when

I

leave but Percy.

Percy was

a

old rango who uses to go to the
Laventille elementary school
witn me. I never know a boy get
so much cut-arse as Percy.
But he grow up real hard and ignorant
with it, and now he
wearing fancy clothes like a saga boy,
and talking about
various business offers. I believe he
was selling insurance
is a thing that nearly every idler
doing in Trinidad, and,

mark my words, the day coming when you
going to see those
tellers trying to sell insurance to one another.
Anyway,

Percy getting on real flash, and he say he want
to stand
me

a

lunch for old times' sake.

He make a few of the

usual ignorant Trinidadian jokes about Grenadians, and we
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went up to the Angostura
Bar.

I

did never go there before

and wasn't the sort of
place you would expect a
range like
Percy to be welcome.
But we went up there and
Percy start
throwing his weight around
with the waiters, and, mind
you,
tne, wasn't even a quarter
as black as Percy.
Is a wonder
they didn't abuse him,
especially with all those fair
people
around. After the drinks Percy
say, "Where you want to
have this lunch?”
Me,

I

don't know

a

thing about the city restaurants,

and when Percy talk about food
all

rice and peas or

a

roti off

rock cake in some parlor.

a

I

was expecting was

Indian stall or

And is

a

a raauby

and

damn hard thing to have

people, even people as ignorant
as Percy, showing off on
y0U , es PeciaHy when you carrying
two nails in your pocket
to make the jingling noise.
So I tell Percy we could go
to a parlor or a bar.

my friends,

I

But he say, "No, no.

When

I

treat

don't like black people meddling with
my food."

And was only then that the thing hit me.

I

suppose

that what Trinidadians say about the
stupidness of Grenadians
have a little truth, tnough you have to live
in a place

for

a

long time before you get to know it really well.

Then

the thing hit me, man.
Viihen

black people in Trinidad go to

a

restaurant they

don't like to see black people meddling with their food.
And then

I

see that though Trinidad have every race and

every color, every race have to do special things.
man.

But look,

If you want to buy a snowball, who you buying it from?

You wouldn't buy it from
You would buy it from

a

a

Indian or

black man.

a

Chinee or

a

Potogee.

And

I myself, when I
«aa getting my place in
Arouca fix up, I didn't
employ
Indian carpenters or masons.
If a Indian in Trinidad
decide to go into the
carpentering business the man
would
Starve, who ever see a
Indian carpenter? I suppose
the
only place in the world where
they have Indian carpenters
and Indian masons is India.
Is a damn funny thing.
One
of these days I must make
a trip to that country,

to just

this thing.

And as we walking

Coelho, Pantin, stauble.

I

see the names of bakers

Potogee or Swiss, or something,

and then all those other Chinee
places. And, look at the
laundries.
If a black man open a laundry,
you would take
your clothes to it? I wouldn't
take my clothes there. Well
I walking to this restaurant,
but I jumping for joy.
And
then all sorts of things fit into
place. You remember that
the Chinee people didn't let me
serve bread across the
counter? I uses to think it was because
they didn't trust
me with the rush. But it wasn't
that.
It was
that, if they

did let me serve, they would have had
no rush at all.
ever see anybody buying their bread off
a black man?
I

ask Percy why he didn't like black people
meddling

with his food in public places.
little.

The question throw him

He stop and think and say,

went back to Arouca that day

I

a

"It don't look nice."

Well, you could guess the rest of the story.
I

You

make contact with

a

Before

yellow

boy call Macnab.

This bov
was naif
half hu.i
J
black and half Chinee,
tnough he had a little
brown color and the

hair a
little curly, he could
pass for one of those
Cantonese.
They a little darker than
the other Chinee people,
I
believe. Macnab I find
beating a steel pan in
somebody

ysrd-they was practicing for
Carnival-and

I suppose the
only reason that Macnab
was willing to come all
the way to
Arouca was because he was short
of the cash to buy his
costume for the Carnival band.

But he went up with me.
shop, give him

a

merino and

a

I put

him in front of the

pair of khaki short pants,

and tell him to talk as Chinee
as he could, if he wanted
to get that Carnival bonus.
I stay in the back room, and
I
start baking bread.
I even give Macnab a old
Chinee paper,
not to read, because Macnab could
scarcely read
ISnglish,

but just to leave lying around,
to make it look good.

And

hold of one of those big Chinee
calendars with Chinee
women and flowers and waterfalls and
hang it up on the wall,
And wnen tnis was all ready, I went
down on my knees and
thank God. And still the old message coming,
but friendly
and happy now:
"Youngman, you just bake bread."
I

get.

And, you know, that solve another problem.

worrying to hell about the name

I

I

was

should give the place.

New Shanghai, Canton, Hongkong, Nanking, Yank-tse-Kiang.
But when the old message come over
the name should be.

I

I

know right away what

scrub off the old name--no need to
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ten

you what that was-and

copy

a

I

gat a proper sign painter
to

few letters from the Chinee
newspaper.

Below that,

in big letters, I make him
write:

YUNG MAN
BAKER
I

I

never show my face in the front of
the shop again.
tell you, without boasting, that
I bake damn

And

good bread.

And the people of Arouca ain't that
foolish.
a

good thing.

I

was able to open

And soon

Port-of-Spain self.

a

I

They know

was making so much money that

branch in Arima and then another in
Was hard in the beginning to get real

Chinee people to work for

a

black man.

But money have it

own way of talking, and when today you
pass any of the Yung
Man establishments all you seeing behind
the counter is
Chinee.
Some of them ain't even know they working
for a
black man. My wife handling that side of
the business, and
the wife is Chinee.
She come from down Cedros way.
So look
at me now, in Port-of-Spain, giving
Stauble and Pantin and

Coelho

a

run for their money.

the shops from the back.

As I say, I only going in

But every Monday morning

I

walking

brave brave to Marine Square and going in the bank, from
the front.
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Sub-Theme:
Self -p e f ini ti nn
o_f Caribbean SocieTT^

Learning Activity
ra tionale

Formal independence in most of
the Caribbean region has provided the
platform for the self-definition
of its societies.
The aim is to weld a nation
out of disparate cultural groups that make
up the ex-colonial
.

unit.
Tne need for economic
self-sufficiency as well as the

desire to sharpen the identity
of the people become acute
as well as the sacrifices
entailed. Trends in the Caribbean suggest that some accord on
the needs and responsibilities of the region are being
addressed.
It is being realized
that development must be in Caribbean
coinage, forged for
a Caribbean past, by and
for Caribbean people. Our experiences and influences nave been many
and should form a
part o 1 decisions being made but we must
be the prime
architects of our destiny. Historically, all
roads have
lead outwards towards overseas cultural and
spiritual
meccas, but the hope for the region lies in
reshaping its

history and forming new molds.
Performance Objectives

.

Students will be able to

-

Describe and examine some American attitudes held
about Caribbean people.

-

Compare and contrast emerging attitudes of Caribbean people about themselves.

“

Hypothesise about the role of the sea in the
Caribbean.
Explain some reasons for the emergence of the New
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Caribbean man.
X
a

What thlS
whol£.

—rate ^ A

-

C ° Uld

mean for the re Si°n as

Distribute copies of Worksheet

7

and

asu students to answer the
following questions:
To whom is the author
speaking?

What is he saying?

SSy? "why So?”

m6aning t0 y ° U P^sonallyi

How do you think Caribbean people
are defined?

WORKSHEET

7

—
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A WEST IMDIAK DEPINER
by Mervyn Morris ?

nt ? llect feels discontent
j
With haying
and not labeling.
Tnree million people
And our several territories,
Africa England America Portugal
and Soain
P
India and Prance China Syria
yellow P ink and
Young middle-aged decrepit cream
vital,
John-Cunnu Kelee Carnival
"“4“ La-Marguerite and Independence-Day
Our English hymns creole proverbs
Steel band calypso rock- »n’ -roll
Anancy-stories obeah and Christ,
The village bram and Yacht
Regattas
Poverty clay-pigeon-shooting
Slavery bastards laughter riots

My unde’s waistcoat and his gardener’s
sweat.
Labba creek-water flying-fish
Lush-tea hot-dogs and coca-cola
Black-pudding roti cuckoo dalpourri.
Drought and hurricane, mountain soil
and sea

All these
All these and more you wish
To fix in one quick-drying definition.
You must not try to cram us all
Into your little box;
Your definition must perforce be false
Or we are dead.

—

—

Direct students to read the
poem on
Worksheet 6. Lead a discussion
on the immediacy expressed
in the poem with the following
questions:

Carlbbean^rom^he poem? ““ Pr6Sent mood in
-

Is this mood justified?

Why?

the

wh^ not?

What changes can you see
occurring’
S
begun to take place?
*

Havp
Have these

Wnat do you think is America's
attitude t0
to these
theq?
kinds of cnanges? Explain.

WORKSHEET 8
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SOONER OR LATER by Bongo
Jerry

8

Sooner or later.
But mus
'

b
n<i #V#ry man Wl11
break out
and who will^s top thera?
The force?
What force can stop this river
wno already know their course. of man
Ihe lorce is a centenarian.
And that is far too oT
° f bPttt# f ° PCe
Do *’t
Ten TToTa/**™
"Oh"
defence force,
but dem na defen' nott'n:
me
y
know the Wfl y s of Babylon,
i°,
but not to
t°° partake.
Dem a fake.
Watch if dem don't defen' black man.
Stop them if you can.
*

—

-

a

*

U8ed t0 mix the mortar for the dam
d that WaS gathered at the
slaughter

of the lamb
The blood of Paul Bogle, the lamb
who made them
need the force
was used to mix the mortar for the dam
that stops
F
our course.
The cement was his own black brethren
who were
the first policemen.
And when we reclaim water and cement we will
run
free again.
But sure
So have-gots, have-nots,

trim-head, comb-locks, dread-knots,
is sheep from goat,

find yourself, row your own boat,
"be ready for the day"
it's been a long time coming,
but a change is on the way.
But how.
Sooner or later
but now
right now, I and I underfed,
no clothes, no food, not even
Dem want I dead?
Going dread.
Dread
But mus
'

a

draw to get red.

oUaten.y

Distribute Worksheet 9 to
students and
have them clarify some of
their own values using the
1

.

following questions:
Comment on the tourist’s
attitude to the banana
man.
1,

Why not?

iUnk the peasant was insulted?
01” 6

Caribbean?

attitudes

001™°hly

Why?

held about the

Do you think the banana man
was "of some value"
to his nation?
Why? Why not?

WORKSHEET

9

THE SONG OP THE RANama

by Evan Jone

Touris', white man,
wipin’ his face
met me in Golden Grove
market place'
a
Cl0
S br °™

^TJa ri2t°L'

^
%%** *•*%*"’ »*•

s

:r;

£

'•y- "B°y/g .?

4yr-

solfoc^tionr

.tain,

0867 "

be of some value to
your nation."

I said, "By God
an' dis big right hen'
you mus’ recognize a
bananf man

’

where de streams are cool,
*
an^ mul 'fp an Janga
swim
de pool,
t have
ho
I
ten acres of mountain
side,
an a dainty-foot donkey
dat I ride
four Gros Michel, an’ four
La^atan?'
some coconut trees, an’
some hills of yam
Ur ° n dat V6r sarae lanf
^
five she-goats
f
live
an’ a big black ram;

^

''dat, by God an' dis
big right han',
is de property of a banana
man.

"I leave me yard early-mornin
time
set me foot to de mountain
climb;
Jben me back to de hot-sun
toil,
an me cutlass rings on de
stony soil.
an weedin '» diggin' an’
plantin',
r ° P baok °' John 0r ° w mountain,
den horns
’

an

*

nome again in cool evenin'
time.
perhaps whistlin' dis likkle rhyme:
(SUiiG)
I

"Praise God an' me big right han'
will live an’ die a banana man.

"Banana day is me special day;
cut me stems an' I’m on me way;
load up de donkey, leave de lan',
head down de hill to banana stan';
when de truck comes roun', I take a
ride
all de way down to de harbor side.
Dat is de night, when you, touris’ man,
would change you' place wid a banana man.
1

"Yes, by God an' me big right han',
will live an' die a banana man.

I
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calm ' an da raoon is bright
?
de hills look
black for de sky is light.
i

'

d

S

’

15 8n

ship,
resting
stm after
aft °°h
her ocean trip,
while on de pier is a
monstrous hustle ’
tallymen, carriers, all in
a bus??e‘
deads in 8 lon S blac « snake,
some sing
sinein?
in' de songs dat banana
men make:
I

like, (SUNG) Praise God
an* me big right han’,
will live an' die a banana
man.

7^

en
aym n
me ?' an we have some fun,
Ie , nekiel, Breda
n
an Duppy
Down at de bar near United Son.
Wharf,
n k b8 i
White rum > bus a laugh,
?‘
fili de «empty bag
k
iill
for further toil
al f Sh ’ bread fruit, coconut
oil,
^
^ f
n head
back home to me yard to sleep
P
a proper sleep dat
is long an* deep.

V°

'

1

'

"Yes,
1

by God an* me big right
han',
will live an* die a banana man.

"So when you see dese ol
clothes brown wid Siam,
st
d rig t throu Sh wid
Portlan*
rain,
don t°cRR you^ eye or turn U
P y° u nose »
*
den t judge
a man by his patchy clothes;
1 m a strong man, a proud
man, an* I»m free,
free as dese mountains, free as
dis sea:
I know m' self 9, an* I know
****
me ways.
w
o
_ _
an will sing wid pride to de end f
o’ me days:
'

*

'

v-/

.

**

,y

(SUNG) "Praise God an’ me big right han’,
will live an’ die a banana man."

I

~ - ?teW ^
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° aribbean scholars are

Caribbean people in similar
terms.
read and examine
Worksheets 10 and
following questions:
'

defining the new

Direct students to
11

and answer the

the 8 hilarities and
differences in
^uerences
the two approaches?

From the article on
Worksheet
African and Indi an defined

1 0,
how have the
the region differently?

what is meant by marginal?
Who do you think a
he
Caribbean today? f®
Why?t
.

raar g ina l

people in the

Would you want to live in
the Caribbean today?
Why ? why not?

WORKSHEET 10
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CARI BBEAN PBnPT/a _
Ti^pnnO,v's CHir.^Kiivby

-liia

^

f80t that sou have ch
°sen such

a

Neville Linton 10

pertinent set

Of questions as your
concerns for this Convention
snows

that you recognise that
the regional Church is
at important
crossroads in its history.
Your task requires a basic
examination of our very being
and indicates your awareness
that, unless we Know who
we are it is hard for us
to decide
Where we are going. And,
incidentally, for convenience,
X
will restrict my remarks today
to the Commonwealth, rather
than the wider, Caribbean.

Scattered across this region we
call the Caribbean
are an unusual grouping of
peoples, living in some improbable
political entities. It is worthwhile
to recall that these
territories, which are so vigorously
rallying to statehood,
started essentially as business
enterprises.
The purpose
Oi the colonial entrepreneurs
was certainly not to create
independent nation-states but, centuries
later, that is what
we have.
But this last aspect is common to
most colonies what is unique and what characterises
the Caribbean are two
major themes which have shaped our being
and dog us right
into contemporary times.
The first is that we were colonies
of overseas immigrants - voluntary and
involuntary and

tne second is that the colonial tutelage
was one of the

longest of that area.
The significance of these factors was profound.
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We, West Indians,

are not a people colonised
in our own
territory as happened to
a Javanese, a Yoruba
or an

Amerindian.

Our roots, ancestral
memories, customs are
not grounded here; there
is no age-old pride of
place or
former glory located here
that „e can relate to.
deed
the glory „e look up to
and the artifacts we look
back to
are of the colonial masters
- the soaring
architecture of
this very cathedral is an
example of that, as is the
pomp
Of tiie ceremonies usually
celebrated here.

m

Since we did not voluntarily
come here to establish a state and since the
imperial power was not out to
create a state, the lag in the
nation-building process,
particularly because of the second
factor, was
long.

Only with the independence era
could the search for nation
hood begin seriously. Whereas,
for instance, the Indonesian

colonial legacy was as long as ours
the sense of identity of
the Indonesian peoples was not
seriously threatened,

essentially because they were colonised
at home.
By contrast, in that long colonial period,
we absorbed, willynillj,,

m

tne culture of the conquerors and,
unlike the situation

colonies of domestic conquest, did not keep
our own
cultures strong, side by side with that of
the conqueror.

Tms

is of course less true of the East
Indians of the

Caribbean who, coming later, were able to hold
on to

a

bit

more of their ancestral values than the Africans
who provided the mass base for the permanent establishment of the
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colonies

This feature of our
history explains the
character1 1 1 c which
outstandingly marks off the
Commonwealth Caribbean from Other parts
of the post-colonial
world. For while
With other new states
the usual range of
problems
Of economic development,
nation-building and political
conflict, „e uniquely have,
in addition, a major
sociopsychological crisis of cultural
identity. Africans are
clear as to who they are,
Indians are clear as to who
they
axe, but west Indians
with a schizophrenia suitable
to the
peculiarity of their name, are
not clear as to who they
are.
Or, to put it another,
the who they are is not
rooted,
totally, in whe^re. they are.
^

The New World location
of the Caribbean has to be
borne in mind in any
appreciation of this region. Most

hew World societies are by
definition immigrant dominant
societies.
But with the exception of
the post-war colonial
Caribbean, hew World States have
jelled some time now into
new cultures representing a
blend of the stimuli
of the Old

worlds ana the Western Hemisphere.

Thus the North American

is not an Englishman or
Polishman warmed over - he is

a

new

breed, so is the Latin American.

This is of course tied to the length
of period

these immigrant societies have been
independent.

We are the

last territories in the hemisphere to gain
our independence
and the gap in time has been considerable.

Caribbean man

generic sense of -mankind.
of either
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— (i

use thp
or m more
une tterm
in the
>

-

i.e.

to represent a being

sex)-

can only now begin
properly to emerge and
join Latin American
man and North American
man.
The

process having been delayed
so long, there is a
question
as to whether Caribbean
man can avoid being much
more than
Afro-Saxon man, or a creolised
East Indian man.
There are
even those who would argue
that, since this is what
we have
created in these colonial
aberrations of the New World,
why
should one bother to want
to change it at this
late stage?

Why not build our society
on these prototypes?
After all,
the record of achievement
of this colonial product,
it can
be argued, is quite
admirable in many ways and
they have
certainly shown that they
can cope with the best of
other
societies - of the Old Worlds
or the New. But that
judgment
It Should be noted, is by
using the measures of and the
lues of success of the West,
and not assessing what society
It IS possible to create
in these territories.
On the other hand, there are
voices, bristling at
the restraint of centuries,
who feel that Caribbean man
should
be a resuscitated African or
East Indian man.
The purest
of these would reject the historian's
plea that, "here
there is no Mother India or Mother
Africa" and aggressively
assert the need to give precedence
to Africa and India in
the body politic.

Both positions have virtues in them and
the new

^
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Caribbean man,

^ fr ° m hlS

I

would argue , can and
must

C ° l0nial

past anc* Prom his
pre-colonial past,
bis New world locale
guarantees the former and
his pride
necessitates the latter.
But, far more importantly,
Oaribbean man has to be rooted
in and to be characterised
by

stimuli around him rather
than by hangovers from
the past.
The past is but the
launching pad.
What needs to be grasped
is that a culture is
the
totality of what emerges
from the encounter of a
people
with an environment. It
is not a suit of clothes,
or armour,
that one takes from one
environment to another, it
is indeed
denial of the infinite
creativity and malleability of
man to suggest that ethnic
groups, when they move, should
reproduce the distilled essences
of their former homelands
nd allow tnose to dominate the
new environment. That would
be a travesty of progress.
Music, dance, literature,
religious practices, mode
of social organisation, dress all of these are shaped by
and reflect an environment. It
is a sterile activity to
transfer these and simply repeat
them, and immigrant groups
which do this are characterised by
stagnation and a poverty
of imagination.
In the very seeking to hold on, they
lose one can cite the Indian enclaves
of East Africa or, until
recently, the French Canadians of Quebec.

Here in the Commonwealth Caribbean we can
see what
happened, for instance, in the area of music.

The colonialist

attach

the language and
music Qf

^

J

and xn some oases,
even banned the drum.

*3

Under such pressure
innovated, and we ended
up with the Calypso
and
the wonder of the
ateelpan - which of course
is but the drum
ln 8n ° ther gUiSe
By
the hast Indian s
culture was
not as severely attached,
he held on to what he
brought,
indeed used it as a shi
4-i_
eld -in the new environment
- and
failed to innovate.
Rather, there was sterile
repetition
of wnat was brought
over or of whatever new
happened in
xndxa
In India, of course,
creativity continued - here
they
waited to receive it, to
copy it, perhaps to vary
it a bit
but not to see themselves
as an independent
centre of artistic creativity.
-

1

ri

m

.

The experience of the
Africans in this respect was
much healthier than that of
the Indians.
They were contributing to the creation of
a new world of reality
in a new
environment and it is a fundamental
part of the reason
that they have defined so
much of what we consider to be
our
culture.
A people who turn in or look
back cannot expect to
lead in the shaping of new
societies in the New World

environment
An even more serious challenge in
the task of
building an environment-based culture
is the weight of the
buro-Amerxcan influences. Practically
our whole institutional
structure is from this source - the
prism through which we

approach modern life is Euro-American.

One can accept

a

lot

of this in so far
as science and technology
can be viewed
as international
rather than being of
any culture sphere.
BUt
30 ° ial Ufe 8nd the
it is quite a problem as small scale
societies on the edge of
North America, „e
are bombarded by their
values and styles. And
it is clear
that the hast Indian
sector of our population,
„ 0 „ that
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“

with rapid urbanisation
and Western education,
it has
joined the mainstream, is
growing to be almost as
vulnerable
as the Africans were
earlier, despite their
shields of
religion and community
structure.

If we are serious about
developing

a healthy, new
nation, we will have to take
formal, positive and massive
steps to enhance our own
sense of self worth and to
foster
local culture. We will
also have to take some
negative
restraining steps to limit and
control the weight of certain
outside influences. Our
situation is a rather ludicrous
one
take the .last Indian, for
instance, in Trinidad & Tobago
how rapidly upward mobile, the
young Indian is entering
the social scene in large
numbers. But, note, while he has
ta^en to the club and disco
scene, he approaches it through
the white sector.
For instance, his taste in dance
music
leans heavily to the acid rock
end of the spectrum rather
than the soul end; he is very keen
on Country and Western
and is dancing in the frenetic
style of John Travolta.
This from a being living in a land
with Blacks - he gets
socialised into modern American music,
itself heavily Black

-

based, through its
acceptance by whites.
In a far more serious
area we also see the
reverse of this story.
Blacks have lived for
over a
tury next to Indians,
with the richness of
the Hindu
and Muslim religions
and culture available
for their
enligntment.
But there has been no
interest. Now, however, that Europe and
America have taken, faddishly,
to
Eastern religions, we see
in Trinidad that Blacks
have
discovered Hinduism, Blacks
shave their heads, wear
saffron
robes and saris, and take
to begging bowls.
The road to
Nirvana is through a White
door.
The tragedy of our condition is that two worlds
of cultures - Africa
and India whose orientation to
materialism, to knowledge, truth
and to
reality are so close to each
other, are ignoring each
other.
For both Indians and Africans
in this society.
White values have had high
status and both gave low status
to each other.
That is no way to build a
nation.
The rate
of historical evolution of
the two groups does not help
either.
Today, Blacks, after various
waves of resistance
from slave days through Garveyism
to the recent Black

Power Movement, are beginning really
to put the White in
rational perspective, to really believe
in their equality
and to value Africa.
But the new Indian middle class

emerging from the rural cocoon, who have
always given a
fair amount of value to India sub-continent,
are urgently

adopting the values of Canada and the U.S., are
eagerly
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migrating there, and equate
modernity with that life
style.
their role in all sectors
is so important, their
new
love affair with Horth
America is distinctly a
barrier
to

the transforming of our
traditional dependencies,
will
their domestic emergence
to equality only serve
to further
diminish our freedom? win
they increase the tendency
to
be appendage societies,
rather than enlarge our
sense of

responsibility?
The migrating phenomena,
incidentally, is

a

re-

vealing touchstone of West
Indian society. It is typical
of a society which has been
brought up to look outwards
for
all that is of value.
For we migrate not only out
of
economic necessity, „e also
migrate when
we are well off,

we migrate for education,
and we migrate as

matter of course.
Migration has been easy because
culturally we feel we could
adapt to the cultures of the
English-speaking hosts. It
a

nas indeed been too easy, for we
became migrants even before
we became possessors of the land!

When the East Indian started to migrate
he had
really become a West Indian - he was
shedding the values of
the community cocoon, and, more
than ever, relating his sense
of sell -esteem to the gaining of
achievements in the metropole.
But we all often migrate without even
leaving the

Caribbean

-

in the urgent way we keep up with foreign
life

styles, before our TV sets, in much of our ceremonials
and

institutional practices.

The final triumph of colonialism

26 ?

is when we colonise
ourselves.

ethnicity then not only
polarises us but draws
each group closer to
the common traditional
exploiter, thus
enhancing our common
social poverty. Across
the region
minorities and mixtures
recognise the game, and
see, an’
acculturation consistent
with the dominant value
patterns
and with their economic
c benefit
o
benefit.
So we have plural
and
divided societies in
varying ramifications
in these territories.
Class lines have more
or less paralleled
racial
lines in the region and,
while a lot
wniie
,
lnt n
f tv,of
this is disappearing
under economic and
political pressures, „e are

still far
fundamental break-through in
social and cultural
prejudices. Thus, it is
ironic that we like to
praise our
'harmony' when we really
are only speaking of an
unenthusiastic tolerance.

from

a

The area of race relations
demonstrates very sharply

our vulnerability to outside
influences.

Up to the fifties,

tne traditional ideal of
the Blacks, as articulated
by their
lites, was lor a racially
'integrated' society. However,
as Blacx consciousness
grew under the dynamic fall-out
of
the American Black Power

revolution, Caribbean Blacks not

only gained in pride and sense
of identity, but also absorbed
the social analysis of the
American Blacks. Those Blacks
had suffered a rejection,
humiliation, and brutalism far
more than had West Indian Blacks,
and their post-war response
was to reject the integration
goal of the old elites and to

proclaim

a
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thrust for

separate but equal"
societies.
Sure enough West
Indian -mimic men eagerly
started to proclaim the
same ideas and to argue
that
integration was neither a
feasible nor ideal goal
over
here.
Their aggressive
pronouncements were soon echoed
by young Indian
intellectuals, for whom such
a posture was
much easier, as their
own community had never
openly
supported integration
anyhow. But this was a
lost opportunity, as the young
Indian was malleable and
more ready
to claim an equal share
of the national patrimony
than
his parents; he was more
West Indian.
,

It was a lost opportunity
because our own experience
Of race relations in
these small scale societies,
in such

compact geographic entities,
had every possibility of
a
happy and liberating outcome
if „ e approached the
problem
seriously, with integrity and
with imagination, in our
independence era. It is an area
in which we need to regain
the initiative as it is
dangerous to talk of separate
communal
development in these vigorous,
mobile, ambitious societies
where our daily activities
throw people together inevitably
in existential interaction,
while the Blacks have to recover
their past, they must not be
dominated by it. Moreover,

leadership in defining the nature of
our society belongs to
the Blacks, given the history
of the place, their numbers
and their political position. All
societies, naturally,
have leading sectors - we must move
from a history of a
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soceity led by minorities
to one led by
majorities,
Tnnago and Guyana, of
course, the eventual
responsibility
has to be shared with
the Indians, but even
there the
ti t i vs for chance
nge IS still more of
a Black responsibility.
In ethnic antagonism,
what is far more sig„if
icant
tnan it's being dangerous
is the fact that a
retreat from
creating a true New World
people would be a denial
of our
historic opportunity and
responsibility - it would be
to
spread darkness when these
Caribbean lands should be
bringing light.
These young states should
not reflect or repeat
the errors of the states
of the older part of
this hemisphere
or of the original Old
Worlds.
The unique contribution

m

fi

of
the Caribbean, as its
portion of the various
contributions
which the New World has been
bringing to the Old, is surely
to demonstrate a truly
just, harmonious, integrated,

developed

and sophisticated multi-cultural
society.

We need to quell

the taunt of the brilliant
alienated artist who sees us as
'mimic men', and to calm the
cry of the equally brilliant
one
who stayed at home and mourned,
"where am I to turn to,

split to the bone?"

We must assert the brave hope
of the

calypsonian "Spread the Word,

a

model nation is born."

The birth has been delayed it
is true, our per-

spectives have been awry

-

we did not ask what is our purpose,

we adopted the purposes of others.

The task then is to

engage our environment, to turn in and to
build polities

relevant to the place.

To develop,

for instance, that truly

Caribbean music which
Ch
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n their roots, but
inspired
by their surroundings.
a

•

«e need to make
religion,

so important to
people

and African origins,
more relevant to our
current
values and circumstances.
Christian worship, for
instance.
Should become properly
Antillean.
The drum, that herald
of
India and Africa, should
echo in these halls; and
the dance
be a normal part of
ritual.
Abundant colour and natural,
as distinct from staged,
emotion should dominate.
The arts, in all their
varieties, should loom in
the forefront of our
priorities and take up a good
deal of
our time. They should
provide employment on a
considerable
scale and supply us with
city scapes and landscapes
in

harmony with our sensitivities
and with nature.
can develop an architecture

Thus we

that suits the scale of these

islands, that stresses community
and serves communal living
Styles, that rejects those
cold, monumental forms which,
all around us, are assaulting
the Antillean horizon. I have
spent so much time on culture
because I believe it is at the
heart of the development process.
The most sophisticated
and well-financed development
programme will not truly
flourish if the spirit of the people
is malnourished.
We need to be realists and to
understand the limita-

2

.

txons of our environment.

The eoloniel peopling
of the
region has left a situation,
in modern time, where
in many
cases it would be difficult
for a territory to
support its
population at an acceptable
level of decency.
Both migration and population control
are policy options, but
they
must be conscious and
planned if they are
to be really

beneficial.

More to the point, however,
is the need for a
serious turn to agriculture which requires an appropriate
educational and acculturation
process from childhood. It
also requires, as an expressed
and working goal, a standard
of agricultural life which
matches the quality of urban
life.
But, most importantly, it
requires an understanding
by all sectors that our
quantitative standard of living
cannot and should not try to
match those of societies with
larger resources and different
value standards.
To achieve
this requires regimes which
would severely reduce class and
income differentials and which would
ensure that resources
are fairly distributed.
It requires political leaders who
will tell the people that true development
can only come
with real sacrifice, discipline and
cooperation, and that
the development of those who are now
called the rich states,
came at a highly exploitative and unjust
cost to others,
in a world which was not one global village
of mobilised,

upwardly striving peoples

-

that development was thus both

easier and corrupt; it cannot be readily repeated in today's
environment.

It requires an understanding that,

in our

xnuted patrimony, it is
unjust that some should
live at the
standards relevant to the
productivity of richer
societies
while the majority are
deprived of basic needs.
We need to set and
celebrate our own standards
of
male-female relationship,
of the nature of family
life and
of the nurturing of
children, standards based
on principles
of equality and of full
participation. We must be a
developed
society not by the standard
of some GBP statistic,
but

because our criminal
procedures for dealing with
crime are
humane and fair, our prisons
are healthy places for
living
and rehabilitation, our
schools are centres of work,
study,
sport and play, because
civility marks the relations
of
people at both the indivudal
and institutional level,
because
peoplehood has priority over
clanhood, because we live
in

garden cities, engaged more in
co-operative rather than in
competitive endeavours, because we
give opportunity for the
full flowering of the emotional
life and of the meta-psychological life, because we are a
gentle people dedicated to
beauty and freedom, and marked
by wit and humour.
In sum then,

a

people at one with themselves,

appreciating, adjusted to and mastering
their environment,
is a healthy people; a people on
the road to true development, a people who can show others
how to live in the 21st
Century, rather than a people seeking
to be an appendage

society to decadent giants.
Who are we?

A people in the making,

a

people
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catching up with history,
an overdue people
»
world needs.

a

people the
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by „ iUiam Demai
The theme of my
address to you this aft
"The New Caribbean
Man".

°B

have chosen this
theme for two reasons.
St reSSOn is the
concern of many
Caribbean
fi gures to define
and create a New
Man.
The two most
prominent Caribbean
icoean names associated
3 endeflV ° Ur
Fran 2 Fa non and Che
:
uu.Vaia. lanon came
from Martinique
while Guevara, althou sh born in
Argentina, closely
identified himself with
U “*
1S 8180 n0t t0 °
fancif “T to suggest
I

*

—

“

that in the

-te nineteenth

century JoS e Marti,
"the A postle of
Cuban
independence," when he
asserted the moral
equality between
Blach and white Cubans,
was implicitly concerned
with the
creation of a Hew Cuban
Man.

My second reason for
choosing this theme is
the
present preoccupation in
the Caribbean with the
creation of
~o„iety in the Caribbean.
This contrasts with
previou
efforts by Caribbean
intellectuals and activists
to create
a New Society in
countries outside the
Caribbean.
In the

create

a

920's Marcus Garvey of
Jamaica sought to
new society icr
ru.i, American
for the*
tne black
Africa.
1

«

m

In the -.930's and
1940-., C.L.K. James and George
Padmore,
b ° th ° f

Tj

'

iriidad

Tobago, sought to create new
societies
for the A fricans in A frica
through liberation from British
imperialism.
In our own time Stokeley
Carmichael, also of

‘

.•

».«

„„

i»«„„

.„n

»hll . p

,„ tI

r;,"
;

all the peoples
of the Third World.
But today we must
be concerned wlth
" ew society here
in the ceribbe
:

^

° reated

^

PerSOn> WhBt

-

^
®ihee thi S

pertinent to as, what
sort

WU1

huild the He M Society

here in the Caribbean.

The most outstanding
fact is that the Hew
Caribbean
Man us and must be a
young person. This
is so partly because of co-incidence
and partly because of
inevitability.

Co-incidence makes it so
because in the entire
demographic history of the
Caribbean the percentage
of young
people in the total
population has never been so
high.
In
many or the countriesS of
01 fhe
the Re 6-°n about
,

,

60% of the total

population is less than
25 years of age.
It is inevitable that
the Hew Caribbean Man

win

be

young person because Youth
is or ought to be the
vanguard
oj change
all societies.
Caribbean Youth today have
clearly thrown off many of
the psychological shackles
and
complexes that so distorted the
personality of the older
folk in the Region. Caribbean
Youth have shown a readiness
to reject many of the
irrelevant values, preconceptions
and
attitudes of the metropolitan
countries and are now actively
seeking new values to replace the
old.
Further, Caribbean
a

m

° Uth in

t6ms

0f •a'ibility and
the

co*„ que3t for ,
neW lde ° l0 « ical frarae
«ork have achieved de
facto unit,,
in 3pite of the
dividing
actors r,f
g ifactors
of sea and political
boundaries in the Region
fcion.
The, have achieved
integration
ahead of our statemen,
'
businessmen
usmessmen, trade unionists
and
economists .
The, are truly a
vanguard.
They have the
advantage of being better
educated and more prosperous
materially than their parents
and grandparents.
They are
certainly more stimulated
by events outside of
the Region
than previous generations,
for in this technological
age,
as has been aptly said,
the electronic mass
media have
reduced the world to a
"global village".
What then are the tasks
before the new young
Caribbean Man in creating the
Hew Caribbean Society?
They
are many and formidable.
Although all are inter-related,
^ 0Ur can ^ think, be
identified.
First, the Hew Caribbean
Man must know, understand
and come to terms with his
history. He must be intensely

preoccupied with the History of the
Caribbean. We often
hear the Fhilistines in our midst
urging us to turn away
from the contemplation of our
past experiences.
Tnis view is so extremely superficial
that it does
not even deserve the effort of refutation.
I shall therefore limit myself to two observations.
In the first place,
we cannot create a New Society
unless we know who we are and
we cannot know who we are unless
we know where we have come

om *

f

In the second
placee » to
tr be
>
acquainted with our
his
tory and to know
uw tnat
that we nave
*
oux uvea the
survived
moral and
psychological travail or o1
Sl8Verj and
indentureship. Crown
,
Co
„
Colony Government
and cultural
cultural ^deprivation
and have retained our vitality,
0 ur elan ard our.
<'**»“*
...
y amon S the older
folk, some
psychological scars are
still left) ought
to give us .
remendous amount of
self-confidence. We ought
to feel
6
'

.

.

r8ther

"r

““

depreSSed

knowing that we have
the

psychological resilience.
The second great
tash facing the New
Caribbean Man
Creati ° n ° f 8
distinctive Caribbean
Society.
The fundamental
point to be grasped
here is that
Caribbean poiiticai
independence can be
Justified only if
this independence is
used to create
*
something new - a better
society with an identity
J of its own
Tr we do not
If
use our
independence .. d. .hi., ,n.„
„

^

*

m

dnn ......

of th .

^^

Mlu ,„

Mrln

(o

outposts of the North
American Economic Empire.
In assessing our
potentials and capabilities
for
creating a new and better
society in the

Caribbean, we
should not suffer from
any undue inferiority
complex be° 8USe ° f JUP 8 Jlorta
S e of resources, both physical
and human,
and our inadequate mastery
of modern technology.
For Europe
and America have recently
made the startling discovery
that
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Technology

2 78
is

the Ooa
God thn*
r
t
^
that failed
•

.
The most advanced
Western societies find
w
that human
action and human
tiVity in
social, political,
economic
-d even physical environment
nearer to the heart-,
desire
is frustrated by the
apparently autonomous
power of
Technology. Western
Man now seems to he
engaged in a
losing battle with a
highly deterministic
social process
Instead of Man freely
making his own choices
and shaping
his own society, human
action is the dependent,
and manmade Technology the
independent, variable in
the process
oT social change.

°7

^

tw

More generally, we can
say that in many ways
the
advanced Western countries
o uncries have
hnvo not ubeen
remarkably successful i„ ordering their
societies not so much through
lack
of will as through the
devil -s compact which they
made in
the nineteenth century
with the fiend of Technology.
They
have now discovered in the
second half of the twentieth
century that Technology
is not neutral in terms
of human
values, as they once believed,
but that Technology can
actually triumph over human
values.
This disenchantment
With technology, organisation
and bureaucracy lies at the
heart oi the revolt of the
youth of Western Europe and
North America and is perhaps
the most important factor
in
the emergence of the New
Left.
It is one of the great tasks
of the New Caribbean

Man to escape this trap.

Prom the very beginning the New

2 79

Man mUSt 3ee
Place as
adopt

a

P»t Technology i„ its true

servant of human values.

To say this is not
to

romantic attitude or to
reject the desirability
of
material progress. The New
Caribbean Society will fail
to develop its technological
shills at its own peril.
The
fllSt priorit y of the
Hew Caribbean Society
must be to
meet the basic needs of
all the people in the
society for
worK, food, shelter,
clothing, education and
recreation,
and to ensure that these
goods and services are
equitably
distributed. Even to achieve
this apparently modest
goal
would demand considerable
application of Technology, and
a
very large number of both
high and middle-level
technologists
drawn from among the New
Caribbean Men. Rather, what
I am
suggesting is that we so construct
our economic, political
and social institutions that
our New Society is susceptible
of control by our own human
will and conscious activity
rather than by the blind force
of Technology.
a

All of this means that the New
Caribbean Society
must rest on an indigenous and not
an imported idealogical
basis.
If we are to create a distinctive
society in the

Caribbean, we must formulate the
intellectual and moral
bases of this society in the light
of our own situation,
our own history, our own possibilities
and our own aspirations. The New Caribbean Man must
look inwards for

ideological inspiration.
inis brings me to the third great task
confronting
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the Hew Caribbean
Kan.

^

,

.

—

He must devise
V13e ways
wav, anda means of

uoxng the negative
aspects of the
metropolitan impact
“ eW CaI

“I. vantage

-

of turning to his
own

the opportunities
presented by contact
with the

me tropoli tan countries

tn
In
other words, the Hew
Society
must be selective in
its contacts with
the metropolis no less in economics,
than in ideology,
culture and values
I shall not sav
much r*r>
y muph
on this occasion
about the
economic aspects,
suffice it to say that,
while the Caribbean clearly needs to
have extensive economic
intercourse
with metropolitan
countries, it has to
guard against the
danger of economic
absorption into the powerful
economies
of these countries.
-f-v-i-?

But two aspects of
contact with the metropolis
other than the economic
need to be singled out
here.
The
iirst is the cultural
penetration through the
electronic
mass media and the second
is the drain of our
trained manpower out of our countries.

Properly conceived, the
role of the electronic
mass media in Third World
countries ought to be the preservation and strengthening
of the national cultural
identity and the promotion
among the people of attitudes
conducive to racial cohesion and
national development. Instead
we find that in many Third
World countries, particularly

m

the Caribbean and Latin
America,

media, especially Television,
play

the electronic mass
a

role which is destruc-

txve or national
cultural identity and
of autonomous and
independent economic and
social development.
This role
arises not only from
the advertising of
imported goods
but also from the actual
content of the programmes

28l

which
brainwash the Ppopulation
-into accepting
pupation into
and wanting the
way of life of the
affluent societies. The
New Caribbean
Man will have to change
the role of the electronic
mass
media if he is to build
the New Society,
.

.

This is not really

difficult.

Much more elusive of easy
solution is the problem
of the brain drain. I
obviously on this occasion
cannot
go into the intricacies
of this problem.

Suffice it to say
tnat unless the Mew Caribbean
Man can devise measures to

retain the highly trained and
the highly skilled for work
in the Caribbean, then the
Mew Society will never be
created.
We shall remain outposts
of economic empire - forever
dependent on the metropolitan
countries.
The final task among those
which I have identi-

fied facing the Hew Caribbean
Man is to convert the Caribbean
from being the Third World's
Third World (to use Vidia

Maipaul

'

s

witty but uncharitable phrase)
into being

respecting and respected society,
exercising

a

a

self

certain

moral influence over the Third World
generally and AfroAmerica in particular.
Let me elaborate this point.
As I pointed out earlier, many distinguished
sons

cH.

0

16

the Caribbean have
played an extremely
important part
h the int6lleCtUSl

-

Tfllrd

W ° rld 8nd ln

^lac k Americans

activist ieveia in

self-awareness among

In the future the
Caribbean
somewhat different role
to pi ay .
.

bating

win

have

.

irst, since the
Caribbean
looean is
i q
t
the only
part of the
Hemis P here where Black
P eo P le (originating from
both India
ana Afrrca) control
the State, what the
Caribbean does b
y
way of creating a new
and better society
cannot fail to be
an inspiration to all
the other Black
peoples of AfroAmerica in their travail
Tho
c
,
it.
The Hew Society
in the Caribbean
can instil among the
dispossessed coloured peoples
of the
Western Hemisphere a sense
of pride in the
l

moral achievements
Of the Hew Caribbean
Societies controlled and run
by children
of Africa and Asia. We
should not forget that the
creation
of the State of Israel
and its successes have
done more
than anything else to
give the Jews in the
Diaspora a sense
of pride in themselves.
In this profound moral
sense, then,
new Caribbean Han stands
at the vanguard of the
AfroAmerican struggle for dignity.

Seoond '

^

founding the Hew Caribbean
Society on
the basis of solidarity
between African and Indian, the
Hew
Caribbean Man can help indirectly
but no less powerfully through the force of moral
example - to contribute to the
solidarity between Asians and Africans
in the wider Third
World.

J

have great hopes
that the Hew
Caribbean Man
be equal to theae
formidable tasks
8SkE T Bm
1
convinced that
Caribbean Youth hold
out brilliant
Uliant promise for the
future
of the Caribbean.
But there are certain a
°n
the horizon.
Most of US
•„ a ree
us WlU
8
that one of the
saddest
spectacles to contemplate
*
is that of
n f an
individual who
never fulfilled the
promise
mise of his
P
hi
early brilliance,
if
k 1fle Caribbean
Youth UI
of the
lQ
7
m
^
tne iV/O’s do not ful f -m -v
luifin the promise
lr
I

4

.

R* 8

“

tt „

"‘

n

l°

*“

'* l

m

v> ln th>

“»"»
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„

more for the creation
of the Hew Society
and for the
of the Hew Caribbean
Man.

18

stand

m

“

POSSible t0

the factors which
may

the way of Caribbean
Youth fulfilling its
present

^ Pr ° mi8e?

1

ShaU

but I do so with the
created

f

identify

a

few of them,

Hiff^
ffidence since

in the 1970 s
it is almost heretical
^
teal evpn
even to appear
to be slightly critical
Of youth not only in
the Caribbean but in
the worid as a
whole,
attempting to point out
some of the pitfalls
into which Youth may
fall, one runs the risk
of being deemed
a reactionary, or
a counter-revolutionary,
one runs the
nek of appearing insensitive to
the aspirations and
thoughts
of the new generation.
My diffidence is however
qualified
by the fact that I have
a foot in each camp
somewhere between youth and maturity.
(Perhaps many of you will not
agree
Wlt, ‘ ">e ’ S ' nae it;
sometimes appear in the Caribbean
today

m

f

'

2814

tost,

anyone more than
twenty-five
redemption!)

?lrSt '

^

Qf age

^

J

Q

K6W Caribbean

must set about the
of building the
Hew Society rationally.
Here again
1
n0t tryi
^ *»•
conservatism into the
I”
and lmPatient
Both the revolutionary
6
ervative can be rational.
Hationality falls
O the category
of means and not
ends,
if „ e reject
anS
anJ Wh8t 13 rati
°hal depends always
on
* specific
situation and the
specific time - then
we
snail compromise the
achievement of our ends.
Hationality
-at always guide and discipline
emotion. Po r to be
rational
is to be human.
v
t•as,,

.

-“

I/;;

-

—
1

In the second place,

the Youth of the
Caribbean is

doxng neither itself
nor the society any
good by rejecting
old.i people.
To seek to excommunicate
everyone over
forty and in some cases
?
even thirty is
not only wrong but
silly.

Discrimination by age is no
more justifiable than
discrimination by race or by
sex.
Moreover, while it may
tnat

mai.j

of tne older people have
not achieved the

degree of psychological
liberation which the majority
of
the younger people have,
in many ways many of the
older
f ° lk ’ 8lthou h
S
by metropolitan values,
have proved
themselves and have in their
own way shown themselves
of
great moral and social worth.
Some of you are not so young

.

t0 h8Ve
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f0rgOUen

the ° ld

:

*"•

or West Indian
headmaster

» h o is now rapidly
disappearing fpom the
scene

^
^

EQw
examples are there
today among the
younger people Qf
kind of integrity,
commitment and dedication?
Persons such
at these may have
been building badly
designed structuresbUt
bUiU “ eU people are rejecting
what now appears to
them to be ill-designed
structures but
have not designed a
new structure even in
outline nor
do some of them seem
interested in building
anything.
Hie third factor I
„ ould Uke to identify
as a
possible pitfall for Youth
is lac* of discipline.
_

^

*n d by

discipline I mean not only
old fashioned discipline
- which
is indeed important but also moral and
intellectual discipline.
I see certain signs
of self-indulgence
developing
among the young people
of the Region,- and here
I am re.F& i ing not to
the indulgence
xuau±gence of
r>f the
sensual appetites but
to an absence of
intellectual toughness and of
moral integrity and authenticity.
How far are some of the
rebellious
postures of Caribbean Youth
authentically and genuinely
felt and reasoned through?
To what extent are attitudes
of dissatisfaction being
simulated? To what extent do
they
derive from the knowledge that
Youth is angry and dissatisfied in other parts of the
world?
l

Let me end by turning to the
fourth possible pitfall
the misunderstanding about
violence.
The spread of the cult of violence
as

a

means of

-

solving

social and political
problems in the late
60-s
and 70-s throughout
the whole world
will certainly be
noted by future
historians when they come
to write about
our times.

been

^

a
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Let us begin by noting
that violence is and
has
means of effecting
political and social change.

lnt6lle0tUaUy h ° nest

can escape this conclusion

when he reviews the
several cases where
violence has
brought about social and
political change - in Europe,
in
America and in Third World
Countries,

violence, (or the
desire on the part of
those who hold power to
avert violence)
let us admit, at certain
specif ic times and in

giv en circumstances is
,
probably the only means of
achieving change.
I say "probably- because,
history being an
irreversible process, we can
never be sure that nonviolent means may not have
succeeded in achieving the
same
objective
.mere one has to take issue
with many of the young
exponents of the cult of violence
all over the world is
with respect to the glorification
of violence as an end in
itself.
This particular line of thought
can, of course,
often be traced back to the
writings of Frantz Fanon,
Fanon-s greatness as a political
theorist and as one of the
forgers of the conscience of the
Third World is indisputable,
liis writings display a
rare blend of vision, insight and
commitment.
But to my mind his work is deeply
flawed by

“

'

2d 7

tr,n8 *

m *U
.'°

««»».
lr ° nieS th8t
Panon ’ wh0

of

^

UW

7

8l ° rifying

t81n

**

I. i.

««Ued on

the peoples

-rely reflecting

a

°f

European thought.
This
strand of thought
derives lareelv
arge
f»
from
French Existentialism which, boldly ororl oimo
j
'
lnSi8tS
the ^-omy and
freed
e °
°f
hOi0e ° f the
^vidual. Ho one can uarrel
q
1 1S ’
° ertaln
^“tentialists have elevated
individual self expresaion
to the point where
the violent
kUUnS ° f 8n0ther hUman bai
“S i« claimed to exalt or
purify the individual
killer*
ler uh
Wh0 18 held to assert
his man„
hood by exercising
his free choice.

^

“

.

‘

^

,

Merely to state this
doctrine is to show how
absurd it is and how
much it derives from
certain decadent
aspects of European
Existentialism. It is more
than time
that some commonsense
were introduced into
the discussion.
Among human beings
violence can only be a

means towards
certain ends, never an
end in itself. An
African guerilla
who Kills a Portuguese
soldier in Mozambique does
so not
in order to purify
himself but in order to help
liberate
Mozambique.
If he were purifying
himself, he would probably
atop fighting after hilling
two or three soldiers.
Fortunately. the African
guerilla has more commonsense
than an

Existentialist philosopher.

If „ e COUnt the number of

tlmeS 1U m ° de “ i history
when the oppressed have
killed the

oppressors, then we Sh0Uld
qhnniH
and exalted human
race.

now

a

highly purified

Having thua expelled
this alien body of the
Existentialist -derived cult
of violence for its
own sake
fr0m -" an ° n,S th ° Ught
we in the Caribbean
can take up the
noble invocation at the
end of
'

this great work:

"For Europe, for ourselves
and for humanity,
comrades, we must start
afresh, develop a new way
of thinking and bring
into being a new man".
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Sub.- Theme;

The Caribbean „„

2i Cultur al Diversity
Learning

A ctivity

rationale.

b

.

u-.,
~

.

” 8rlbbean

People are presently in
the
process of coming to terms
with their diversity

and its

-Pl-tions.

Lines are blurred and
loyalties to imperial
meccas are waning.
Roads lead inwards
reali2ation
ttus is home, is becoming
a reality.
Migration has
lessened in most of the
regions although grinding
poverty
and political oppression
exist in others. Attempts
to make
the region less
dominated by other powers
and structures are
beginning to jell, it
should be pointed out that
this is
a long ongoing
process and that the region
because of its
Size and lack of resources
will probably always have
to
balance what is in its best
interests.

^

^
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As k students to read Worksheet
13 and

map tne divergent routes taken
by the people involved.
What has probably Become of each
of them.

WORKSHEET
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IM_THE CASTLE OP MY

«m

by George

Lading

The surface of the
sand seemed much the
same the
day before, even,
sloping and undisturbed.
I watched it as
though tnere was an
image of the other
day which I carried
to Chech the details
of this.
But only that day had
passed
and the pebble had
gone.
It was about the
same time the
day before when tne
sun broke through the
clouds and the
li s ht fell over tne
sea and the leaves.
The sea was steady
and dull as it is at
dawn and the shore was
deserted.
It
WflS th6n th8t
1 Placed
pebble under the grape leaf,
grouped the leaves round
it in an inconspicuous
heap and
left it to wait my return
the next morning.
There was no
the shore to see me,
and even if I had been
seen it
wasn't likely that anyone
would suspect my intentions.
I

didn't know myself what my
intentions were, but this feeling,
no longer new, had grown
on me like a sickness.
I couldn't
bear the thought of seeing
things for the last time.
It
was like imagining the end
of my life,
flow it had happened
again.
The pebble wasn't there.
I looked again
in the

hope that

I

was wrong.

I

pushed the leaves back and dug

my fingers into the sand, but
there wasn't a trace of the
pebble. Until my touch disturbed
the evenness of the slope
everything had seemed as it was the
day before. The leaves
were there in a small heap, slightly
shifted by the wind,
but there was no evidence that
anyone had taken the pebble.
I walked away from the spot
circling the trees and lifting

,

“

,

br

° r0UCh6d
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°f
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int °

Sa “ P6bbleS
SOattered 8b0Ut
x

kn6W

““

had plsce d

mier
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reet.

tne wind raised
the vine I

«*•'

branches, but the

the grape leaf wasn

*«*«••

I *a d

It closely before
putting it away .

where

I

had placed it

The small crabs

,

t

held it

there>
X ong

i

and

^^^^

had seen
3 8n 11
it more accurately
against
the bed of sand.
For a moment I wondered
whether the waves
had washed up overnight,
hut 1 couldn't see why
that should
have happened. The
spot which 1 had chosen
was far up the
shore.
The sea was still
the morning I had the
pebble and it
was as still this
morning. Moreover, the
sea on this side
never- ran so far up
the shore •
t had no
i
overwhelming sense
of the supernatural,
but^ aI was getting
'
e-etti™ a. strange
*
feeling
that something had
interfered. I didn't Know
how to relate
the situation because
I didn't Know how
I should describe
this sense of the other's
interference. And in any case
no
one might have cared to
understand why I should have
hidden
the pebble at all.
it seemed rather silly
when I thought
of telling somebody, and
since it was incommunicable
I

to

another

got the feeling more acutely
of the other's interference.
Either the pebble had taken
itself away, or something had lifted it from
beneath the leaves. It was clear
that the sea had played a
part.
There was nothing 1 could
do but carry the feeling
of the other's interference and
resign myself to the loss. I
looked again, leveled the sand
I
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and rearranged the leaves.

was useless to search.
the last time.

a

soiled sheet.

waters part as

I

told myself that it

I

The day before I had
seen the pebble

The sun was making

cluster of clouds and
like

Finally,

retreat behind the

a

I

entered the water, dull and
wrinkled

I

watched the light change and
the

waded forward.

It was daybreak.

had no particular liking for
pebbles, but I had
seen the pebble at the top of
a heap of others, bright
and
smooth
tne sunlight.
I passed the heap on my way
up
the shore and again on my way
down.
Each time I noticed
the pebble and thought of taking
it away.
It seemed a little
silly to be worried in this way by a
pebble and I tried
I

m

to

think of something else.

Then

I

went on with my exercise

up and down the beach, and it seemed
the pebble became more
and more insistent.
It was as though it stood out from the
others and asked to be taken away. I ran
in another direction
and it seemed the heap of pebbles had
shifted.
I returned
to that part of the shore where the real
heap was and I

decided to put an end to the pebble by taking it
away.
spent the greater part of ray time throwing it
in the

I

air and

catching it as it came down.

threw it against the rocks

I

ana played with it on the shore.
sea and another game started.

over the sand and dived it up.

Then

I

took it into the

pitched it into the moss

I

I

threw it

a

yard away and

swam under the surface to meet it before it settled on the
sand.

And this went on until it became other than

a

pebble.
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Each time I retrieve, it

hel. it long and felt it
. shape
and saw its texture
until it was no longer a
pebble, it
had become one of those
things one can-t bear to
see for the
time.
I said I wcula taxe
it home and return with
it
the next morning, and
then the thought occurred
I

that

I

should hide it.
I

wasn’t sure why

I

decided on hiding it.

At first
it seemed that it would
mean more to me if I had been
sepai ated from it for a day.
When I returned to take it
from the hiding place I would
choose, my enjoyment would

have been greater.

Then

I

thought of the risk of losing
it,

because it seemed to me that there
were certain things one
couldn’t lose. Things which had
grown on you could be risked
since they had an uncanny way
of returning.
And above all

had

vague feeling that there was no
reason one should
see things for the last time.
I selected the spot and
placed the pebble under the leaf on the
even slope. A day
haa passed. There was no change in
the weather, and the
waves were as quiet as ever on this side
of the sea.
They
rode up gently, tired themselves out and
receded in anI

a

other form toward the sea.

feeling sharpened.
when

But the pebble had gone.

The

It had really started the evening before

received the letters, and now the pebble had made

I

it permanent.

In the evening

I

had read the letters and it

seemed there were several things, intimate and endearing,

which

I

was going to see for the last time.

It was very
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embarrassing when my mother
came in and saw me rereading
the letters.
1 threw them aside and
walked out of the house.
At my age I couldn't risk
making a fool of myself, and
the
safest defence seemed to be
a forced indifference.
Yet
there was little in the
letters themselves to upset
me.
it was the feeling which
came on when I saw what was
going
to happen.
tried to recall when this
feeling had started,
but that seemed useless.
I could only think of it
as a sickness which had spread through
the system, gradual and unsuspected, but certain and permanent.
You couldn’t bear
the thought of seeing things
for the last time, and things
included all that had become a part
of your affection or
anger, or even the vague feelings
which you couldn’t corner
and define.
Things included people, objects, and
situations.
Whether you were glad or sorry to be rid
of them you couldn’t
bear the thought of seeing them for the
last time.
I
I

remembered vaguely that something used to
happen when as
small boy

I

a

rode in the bus and reviewed the objects
and

people as they glided by.

The shop and that lamppost and

the man who stood at the corner blank and
impersonal.

It

seemed that the bus was steady while they slipped
past, and
I

wondered whether

I

would see them again, and it was

difficult to understand why
that

I

wouldn't.

I

felt as

I

did when

I

imagined

But the next day I saw them, and the

next, and each time the little act repeated itself.

Each
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day the objects were
new and the feeling was
new, and
unless I forced my mind
in another direction,
X received
the thought that I
had seen them for the last
time.
I

xperienced the feeling in
Village school; and in the
reason to be sorry.

a

high degree when

I

left the

circumstances there was no

The school was

a

intolerable rigidity of discipline.

kind of camp with an
The head teacher and

all the assistants carried
their canes as though they
were
in danger of attack from
the boys, and they used
them on
all occasions and for all
sorts of reasons. Yet the
feeling
was there.
I was seeing the village
school for the last
time.
The teachers shook my hand
and wished me the best of
luc*.
And I left with the intolerable
feeling that they
had somehow gone forever. I
recalled the lampposts and the
shops and the man at the corner,
and I knew that the feeling
was not new.
That was a situation which I
recalled, although
I had to tell myself that
the feeling was present long before I entered the High School.

Later when Trumper came to say that he
was going
to America I couldn't bear to look
him straight

in the face.

He had always dreamed of going to
America and the dream had
come true.
He was happy and I was glad for him.
He left

on

a

wet morning three years before

I

left the High School;

and although an important difference in our
fortunes had

forced us apart

I

went to see him off.

We stood on the pier

together and watched the ship, which was anchored in the
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distance.

There were hundreds of them
leaving for America,
and I saw them all less real
than Trumper but with the
same
sickness which the feeling
brought on. It seemed I wasn’t
going to see any of those faces
again.
Later I returned
to the pier and watched
the big ship sweep through
the
mgnt and out of sight across the sea.
They were gone. I
started to think of Trumper and
Bob and Boy Blue, using
Trumper as a means of tracing when
the feeling had started.
Boy Blue and Bob remained in
the village, but they had
drifted into another world. Hone
of them had gone to the
Hign School, which was the instrument
that tore and kept us
apart.
1 started to think of the
High School and what had

happened to all of us in the intervening
years; and suddenly
as if by an inner compulsion, my
mind went back to
the spot

under the grape leaf and the pebble which
the last time.

I

I

had seen for

ducked my head in the water and came up

again wet and refreshed.
It was a year or two after the riots and
I was

eleven.

It probably wasn't the way all boys at that
age

behaved, but when the results of the public examinations
were announced and

High School
only thing

I
I

I

learnt that

was wild with joy.

would be going to the

I

It seemed in a way the

had looked forward to, and when it happened

didn’t care what would happen next.

had been preparing me for it.

I

It was true my mother

For three or four years she

had paid for the private lessons which were

a

preparation
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for the public
examination.

world was wonderful.

A t last I had arrived
and the

told Bob and Trumper and
Boy Blue
and they were as excited.
It was as though they
were going
to trade on the fact
that they had a friend in
the High
School. But my mother saw
the matter from a different
angle,
she said it was nothing
more than she expected, and
hadn't it happened she would
have considered all her
efforts
and money a waste of time.
I became less enthusiastic
until the books and the school
uniform arrived. These were
my first introduction to the
High School. There were
several boons, including some in
languages I couldn't understand, and there were books that
treated of the subjects
which the village head teacher used
to csll a kind of advanced
arithmetic. The books were so many
and so large that it
I

wasn't possible to put them all in the
sack.

When she took

me to the Hign School on the opening
day of term we were
like refugees burdened with the weight
of personal possessions

strung the blaek-and-gold tie round my
neck, tying the
xnot so that both colors showed equally on
it.
Then I put
some of the books under my arm, holding the
sack with the
I

others in my hand, and looked at myself in the
mirror.
was pleased with what

I

I

saw.

But my mother was unsparing.

She kept harping on

the money she had spent on books and uniform and insisted

that if

I

didn't do well at the High School she would con-

sider everything, scholarship and all,

a

waste of time.
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Then there was much talk
about the opportunities
others had
usd and wasted, and the
opportunity which I would now
have
to maxe a man of myself.
At times she seemed to take
it for
granted that I wouldn't do well
at the High School, and

there

followed an unbearable monologue
which described the way
her money and time would flow
into Maxwell pond.
entered the High School alert
and energetic.
The
surroundings were very exciting.
To the west the orchard
with its tall green hedge and
opposite the playingfield
where the groundsman was preparing
the cricket pitch.
The
school was much larger than the village
school,
I

and if there

,

weren't more teachers, there was
something which made them
look more prepossessing. The headmaster
wore a parson's
collar with a long black gown. He had
a large red face with
a thick neck and very tiny
eyes.
When he came
out into the

school yard with the other teachers it
was obvious that he
was the chief.
He didn't seem to look anybody straight
in
the face.

When they talked his head was raised toward the

treetops and when he spoke you got the feeling
that he knew

beforehand what the other person was going to say and
was
only being kind enough to let them say it.

often jovial, but never familiar.

His manner was

In many ways he had

proved very kind to me.
It wasn't long before
at the High School.

I

I

relaxed into an old boy

grew as callous as most of the others,

and played the role which the old boys played.

You knew
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Z
^

HU,
°

t0 aff6Ct them
*

and

° ne raa3ter couldn’t
bear to

hear

sooner or later ruin
them.
,

.

The old
n irt vb °y®
toe » this and made
a point or
talking about girla
when he was pre3ent>

Another had

liking for chocolates
and the old boys kept
asking him questions
about sweets.
Sometimes the boys
d qU6Stlcns whloh
to them seemed
perfectly straightforward but which
irritated the masters,
sir, what did you
have for breakfast
this morning, sir,
what sort of boy were
you at school? Sir,
do you dance? sir,
what would you do
lf
iMpregnated * Sin and
you couldn't marry her
because
yuu didn't- want to marry
her?
ner?
y
Slr » 13 it true that
masturbation is bad for your
health? Sir, is there
iieaith?
J
a

,*

.

.

.

a God?
This world was different
from that of the village
acnool .
There was no supervising
minister, and although the
governor and the bishop were
always invited to attend
the
annual prise-giving, there
were no inspectors who
gave orders
they oid at the village
school.
To one who was new from
the other place the High
School seemed a ship with a
drunk
crew.
The restrictions were
fewer than those at the village
school and the boys seemed
happier. And, of course, there
was no contact between the
two.
Education was not a continuous process.
It was a kind of steeplechase
in which
the contestants had to take
different hurdles. Some went to
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the left and others
to the right, and when
they parted
they never really met
again.
It would have been
inconceivable

for

teacher at the High School
to take a class in the
village school, and the
teachers at the village
school didn't
belong in or out of school
to the world in which the
other
teachers lived.
The village school and
the High School
were not only different
buildings with different
teachers.
They were entirely separate
institutions.
a

The High school was
intended to educate the children
of the clerical and
professional classes, while the
village
school served the needs of
the villagers, who were
poor,
simple, and without a very
marked sense of social prestige.
When a boy left the village
school it was customary for him
to learn a trade.
And many of the village carpenters
and
shoemakers were recruited from such
boys.
They left at
fourteen and spent a year at the
bench.
Within two years
they had become men with weekly
wages and women of their own.
If the boy was clever at the
village school, he remained
to become what was called a
pupil teacher. After he had
taken a few preliminary examinations
he was given a class,
host oi the village teachers were recruited
in this way,
and it was no wonder the village school
should have received

within six or seven generations the same
kind of instruction
in the same way.

At the High School the boys never left

till they were eighteen or nineteen.

Then they entered

the civil service or an English university where they
read

for one of the professions,
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medicine.

Those who
didn-t pass the Cambridge
examinations and couldn’t
enter
the civil service or
the university were
heard of four or
five years after they
left.
They usually went to live
with an aunt in New York.
The doctors and the
lawyers
returned to practice in the
island and the civil servants
seemed to remain all their
life under the evergreen
trees

outside tne puolic buildings,

when the clock chimed four

in the afternoon they
parked on the pavement and
watched
the buses and the women
and the sea which never had
anything to say.
They were smartly dressed,
well groomed and
on the Whole quite imposing,
when you saw them you didn't
think the High School had done
so badly after all.

Those boys who went from the
village school to the
High School had done so on the
award of the public examinations.
There weren't many, and it wasn't
easy for them to
cope with the two worlds.
They had known the village
intimately and its ways weren't like
those of the world the
uigh School represented. Moreover,
it wasn't until they
had entered the High School that they
knew what the other
world was like.
They may have heard about it and seen
it
buses, at dances, and in the various
public departments
of the civil service, but it remained
foreign.
Gradually

m

the village receded from my consciousness
although it wasn't

possible for me to forget it.

I

returned to the village

from the High School every evening.

The men sat around

the lamppost talking or throwing dice, and when it was

possible I joined them,
but it was more
difficult to
participate in their life.
They didn-t mind having
me
around to hear what
happened in the High School,
but they
had nothing to communicate
since my allegiances,
they
thought, had been
transferred to the other
world.
If I
asserted myself they made
it clear that I didn-t
belong,
just as Bob, Trumper,
and Boy Blue later
insisted that I
was no longer one of the
boys, whether or not they
wanted
to they excluded me
from their world, just as
my memory
of them and the village
excluded me from the world
of the
High School.
It would have been easier
if
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had gone to live in

I

more respectable district,
but that was beyond my
mother’s
resources. She would have done
so without hesitation, but
she saw it was impossible
and consoled herself with the
thought that it didn’t matter
where you lived.
The mind was
tae man, she said, and if
you had a mind you would be what
you wanted to be and not what the
world would have
a

you.

heard the chorus every day and
sometimes
it to others.

The mind was the man.

I

I

I

tried repeating

remained in the

village living, it seemed, on the
circumference of two
worlds.
It was as though my roots had been
snapped from
the center of what I knew best, while

remained impotent

I

to wrest what my fortunes had forced
me into.

difficult to say who was responsible.

I

And it was

didn’t play cricket

the crossroads as often as I used to because the
cricket
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pitch at the Hign School
seemed to me much better,
and
since I had a chance of
selection for the school team
it
seemed sensible that I should
get used to things like
pads
end gloves.
Bob and Trumper thought
otherwise.
It wasn't
safe for the High School
boys to see me
at the crossroads.

Wt were both right.

We met every day and talked,
but

the attitudes were different.

It reminded me in

a

way of

the village head teacher
and the inspector.

Hidden somewhere in each was the other
person which wondered how far
the physical surface could
be trusted.
I had had the last
a certain situation,
and I knew the feeling which
the
letters I received the evening
before and the pebble had made
permanent. I saw them every day
and yet I had seen the
last of them.

Soon

I

would see the last of everything.

Sometime later we heard about

a

war in Europe.

The men who assembled round the
shoemaker’s shop had prophesied it, and the shoemaker, who had
never abandoned his

friend Priestley, said that that writer
had prophesied it
too.
They said it was the last of the British
Empire,

and

it was another piece of evidence that
God didn't like ugly.

That was the way they put it.

They said the world had

become ugly and so had the village.

had changed greatly in some ways.

And in fact the village

But &t the High School

we had got used to reading about wars in Europe,
one of

which lasted
taken

a

a

hundred years.

It seemed that Europe had

fancy to war since they even tried to give them
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decorous names.

recalled that one was called
the War of
the Roses.
It seemed a perfectly
natural thing for Europe
to have war.
The newspapers and the
radio reported what
was happening in Europe and
people seemed very concerned.
at the nigh School the
boys weren't particularly
shaken.
If we regretted the war it
was simply because we foresaw
another date added to the
intolerable pile which they called
history, we received the news
with the same curiosity of
boredom we had shown when reading
Michael John's account
of the Norman invasion of
England. But the shoemaker's
friends were more interested and
concerned because they
seemed to understand the issues much
better.
History had
quite a different meaning for them.
At the High School the
bat tit s took place there and then
within the limits of the
textbook, and it was our business to note
and check all the
details.

I

The shoemaker's friends couldn't remember
many

aates, so they talked in terms of vast
periods.

maker said once upon

a

time there was

a

The shoe-

thing called the

Homan Bmpire and it didn't matter when precisely
this thing
was.

But the thing was real for them.

These things had

not only happened but they happened for certain reasons.
And they knew the reasons.
One morning the boys at the High School were

assembled in the hall and the headmaster announced in
slow and solemn voice that France had fallen.

a

very

He said it

was the greatest threat to civilization mankind had ever

known#

Tile

scliool
oox ws<*
was miio+quiet,

j
and
for
,,

moment this war
seemed somewhat different
from those „e had read
of.
^en
they were dismissed
the boys speculated
on the fall of
France .
They talked about the
Rhine and Rhone and some
drew small maps of the
routes the Germans must
have taken.
I went home in the
evening and told my mother
and the
neighbors that France had
r
fallen
lien *
1
lo okedn terribly gloomy
and spoke in a voice
like the headmaster's.
They were
very sorry. They didn't
know anything about France,
but
they knew that France
was on the side of England,
and
Barbados was Little England.
Three hundred years of unbroken friendship, they thought.
They understood what
that meant, and the fall
of France became their
fall as well
One day shortly after lunch
a young man called
a

.

,

barrow walked up the school
yard and entered the headmasteroffice. He smoked a cigarette
as he spoke to the headmaster, and one or two boys who
passed by the headmaster's
study stole a glance and ran to
inform the others.
Some of

them said they had known Barrow
at school and it looked
strange to see him smoking in the
headmaster's presence.
We were a little curious.
In the afternoon the school was

assembled and the headmaster talked about
Barrow.
He was
leaving in a fortnight to join the Royal
Air Force. There
were several Barrows, the headmaster
said, and the school
felt only pride for those who had the
courage to follow the

motto which was printed on the plaque in the hall:

Greater

love ha th no man than

_>uo
t-hi o

4-v.
»

his friends.

+.

ha..

a

man lay down his life
for

m

Some of the bov<?
ys in the upper school
started
to get the feeling
they should become
Barrows.

From now on the war had
become more of a reality
At the High School a
course in military training
waa starred.
of the soldiers from
the local army came
every evening
to train the boys
in the use of the Bren
and Sten guns.
They crawled on their
stomachs for hours across
the playingfleldS ’ osr r y in 8 the
pressed under their arms.
Some
learnt wrestling tactics
which they could apply if
unarmed
they were attacked by the
enemy.
It seemed very exciting,
but for most of them the
exercises were intolerably
strenuous.
The guns bruised their arms,
and their
'

knees and elbows

remained sore.

Then there were parades which
lasted for
nours and on which some of the
cadets fainted.
The training
seemed terribly rigid. Those
who weren’t cadets were taught
how to conduct themselves if the
school was ever bombed.
wTnen the whistle went the
boys walked out from their classrooms
single file, silent and tense,
taking the orders
from a member of the imaginary civil
defense. We walked
toward a wood on the outskirts of the
school and stood
erect against the school wall. We were
told how we should
stoop or lie if it were necessary to
lower the body.
This
was very frightening for it had become
part of the school

m

curriculum, and it didn’t seem that these
exercises were
being carried out as

a

joke.

Moreover,

a

rumor had circulated

from the shoemaker's shop
that there were Germans
in the
island.
It was said that some
speaker by the name of
Lord Haw-Haw. who did a
regular broadcast from
Germany.
fed given the name of
the sugar factory in
Barbados where
toe island's surplus
food was stored. The
Germans knew
the layout of the land.
This war wasn't history,
it „ as
real, and we walked out
every morning on the civil
exercises
saying farewell to the
classroom. We expected to
hear
the

bomb fall.
Some of the boys were hardier
and tried to make
joke of the others.
They said the island was much

a

too small
and the Germans had nothing
to gain by dropping a bomb
on
Barbados. One boy said that
although a bomb was a little
smaller than Barbados it cost more
than all the sugar
factories and the stores put together.
One bomb could have
brought an end to life in Barbados,
he said, but the bomb
cost so much more than the island,
the expense would have
been incredibly extravagant. The
Germans couldn't afford to
indulge in such waste at that stage of
the war.
Another
said he couldn't care less, but he had
always heard his

grangran say that if you went on crying wolf,
wolf, the
wolf would one day visit you, and he believed
this military
training and the civil exercises were just
another
way of

crying wolf, wolf.
ir,s

If he were right the school went on with

cry wolf, wolf, and indeed the wolf did come.

Shortly after four o'clock one afternoon

a

large
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merchant ship W aa torpedoed
in the harbor.

The city shook
craale and the people
scampered in all directions.
The war had come to
Barbados. Many of us flocked
to the
pier in the hope of seeing
the submarine.
The shells made
a big booming noise
and the spectators ran
wild with hysteria.
They ran a few yards away
and ran back as quickly
in the
hope of seeing the submarine.
The ship's hull sank slowly
below the surface and most
of us had our first
experience
of seeing a snip go down,
she was loaded with cargo,
which
had not yet been taken off,
and the men started speculating
on what would happen.
The ship sank slowly. For
reasons
which were never understood the
three or four submarine
chasers which had always been
active were out of order on
this occasion.
One was floating some yards away
from the
ship but the propeller, it was
said, had been taken out for
repairs. The others were in the
dock.
The people swore the
Germans were advantage-takers; and
one man said if he had
his bathing suit what and what he would
do.
No one knew

like

a

whether he was going to have it out with
the submarine or
the inactive chasers, but he kept
on swearing
"...would

to Jesus Christ I had on my bathin'

cU t it was

should do what they did.

natural in

suit.”
a

war that the Germans

If Barbados said she was Little

England she had to put up with what she got for being
what
she was.

Moreover, it was rumored that when the Prime

Minister of England announced the declaration of war the
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Governor of Barbados,
at the request of tv,
the people, sent
following cable:
"Go brave big England
for Uttle
England is behind you."
The Germans had
-ubtle distinctions.
A man started to
say that it wasn't
the Germans at all.
He had it from the
best authority
that the Germans
weren't operating in
those waters. He
was going to explain
further when the police
strolled up

^^^

his wife and children
he had better shut
his mouth. The
people were anxious to
hear the details since
he had only
got as far as saying
that certain people
were trying to get
certain ships off the line
for purposes of trade
between
the islands.
The man kept quiet,
looking,
like the others,

toward the sinking ship.
The war went on like
an exciting habit,
while the
village and the High School
went their separate ways,
each
like a slow disease. At
the High School the
usual things
WUt d °“ e " Cllci<et and football
replaced the

classrooms

in the evening, and the
interschool athletics were
never
interrupted. We sank quietly
into this life like a crab
clawing through filth. But
the village was changing
in
some ways, and with each
change I got the feeling which
the
pebble had made permanent.
So many things were being
taken away and the boys'

activities changed with each
departure.

had

feeling
sometimes that the village might
get up and walk out of
I

a
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itse.f.

it had receded even
farther from my active
consciousness hut I knew now
that somewhere in my
heart, ai-

readJ riddl6d With f6ar
'
«“bition, and envy, there
was a
storage of love for the
sprawling dereliction of
that life.
One morning I walked
through the wood and
placed
s Pin on the train
line.
I sat beside the rails
waiting
hoot Of tile engine, and
it was like returning
to
the days before the
riots.
There weren't any other
boys
around and if I had not
been so excited about seeing
the
blade I would have tried
to find out where the
boys had
gone. But some time had
passed since I had placed a
pin
on the line, and in a way
I preferred to do it
alone.
I
waited for an hour, and then
rain fell in a fine drizzle
and I went home.
The train didn't come and
it never came
again.
It was my last year at the
High School when Bob
and boy Blue were recruited
for the local police force.
In the village this might have
been regarded as an improve
ment on carpentry, but it had
disqualified them further

from the social layer for which the
High School was preparing me. Trumper had emigrated to
America and no one

could tell what he would become.

America
The,,

m

Most people who went to

such circumstances usually come back
changed.

had not only acquired

a

new idiom but their whole

concept of the way life should be lived was
altered.

It

was interesting to speculate what would happen
to Trumper.

Hr, Slime had continually
raised the question of
emigration in the local House
of Assembly, and a
delegation which

was sent to Washington
brought back the news that
the
United States Government
would contract a considerable
number of laborers for three
or four years.
The rates of
pay seemed fantastic to
people like Trumper who had
never
.ve parted as
friends who had overcome all
the
little difficulties which the
village and the High School
nad made of us. We were all
wearing long pants now, and
it seemed silly that we
should be worried by the things
that kept us apart while we
wore short pants. We had
promised to forgive and forget.

Bob and Boy Blue had also come
to say that they
were going into the force with
the jocular warning that
I
would have to be on my p's and
q's.
They were the civil
guardians of the law. I had remained
at the High School.
America.
The High School.
The Police Force.
There were three different worlds
where our respective

fortunes had taxen us, but now it was
time for me to leave
my world.
The feeling came back as sharp as it
did when I
remembered leaving the village school and later
Trumper'
departure.

And there was little reason why

regretted leaving the High School.

I

should have

For six years my life

had alternated between boyish indifference and
tolerable
misery.

before

I
I

had done badly after the first year and shortly

decided to leave there was

a

request for my ex-

pulsion which the headwater

rented.

He had stoned
me to the study and
it was the last of
several lectures
whxch I had. He sat
behind the large oak table
with his

head pointing upward and
his short fat fingers
twiddling
on his legs.
And he told me what
some of the masters had
said.
It seemed more like a
conspiracy than an accusation
Then he said what I had
never been told at the High

School,
He Sald th6y were tr in
> g to make gentlemen of us. but it
seemed that I didn't belong.
Immediately I remembered Bob
and Boy blue, who, in
different language, had said
the same
thing.
The headmaster gave me
the feeling that I had
made
him seem a big failure.
It seemed he had spilled
his atten
tion on an undeserving wretch.
He said there was nothing
more he could do, and passed
me on to the first assistant
who would probably understand
me better.
There were times

recalled when I wanted to hate
the masters.
I didn't
know whether I had been more
fortunate than Boy Blue and
the others, but I had a feeling
that I wasn't.
I tried to
think what would have happened
had I become a carpenter or
a shoemaker or a pupil
teacher.
It was the feeling uppermost in my mind when I was about to
leave the High School.
Would it have made any difference if
I hadn't gone?
My
interest in the games and the people I had known
was ex-

hausted and my feelings were gradually moving
back to the
village. It is true I had learnt something
of two foreign
languages which

I

liked, but they didn't seem to apply

until

I

met the first assistant

This personal attachment
to the first assistant
«as the only concrete thing
for which I could be
grateful
to the High school.
Had X not gone to the High
School
we would never have met.
I didn't remember how
we met, but
it might have had something
to do with a poetry lesson
whicn he was asked to supervise.
He returned three or four
times and we nad talked.
The first assistant was a
poet
and actor who could scarcely
have been a finer actor, but
who might nave been a better
poet if he weren't an actor,
as was a man of medium height,
robust, alert, and energetic
He walked like an ex-football
player who couldn't forget
the athletic stride.
He had a large head with a receding

forehead that had got lost in

a

shock of thin brown hair.

The hair was always flying wild,
disheveled and resistant.
1113 skln was he a v ily tanned
and his eyes, small and brown,
looked down at the nose that came out from
beside them like
a pleasant surprise.
He was over fifty with the look of

man in his early forties, and his face, which
was capable
of many expressions, sometimes gave you a
feeling
a

of unease.

He was versatile, sensitive, and cultured.

He had a large

and carefully chosen library which he had invited me
to use.
He was always making suggestions for my reading, and
he

talked about the way people painted and what had to happen
before he could write

a

poem.

When visitors called who

didn't know me and who might have made me feel uneasy, he

save me

large album which

a

I

fingered till they had gone.

couldn't understand what part
he played at the
High School for the world
of his immediate interests
was
quite different from what
the school knew.
He must have
been capable of living on
different levels and this must
have been responsible for the
reputation he had of being
genteel and accessible. He was
a kind of legend in the
High School. But the legend
had nothing to do with his
interests.
It related to his gifts of
social intercourse.
Pew had ever seen him angry although
it was said that he
could be violently angry. Prom the
malaise of the High
School I had drifted into the despair
of the first assistant's world.
Soon I found it difficult to cope with
what
I wanted.
The High School had dissolved into one
man who
represented for me what the school might have
I

been.

two years since
01

I

It was

had known him well and the keenest result

that attachment was the feeling that somewhere
deep

within myself or far beyond the limits of this
land was a
world whose teatures I did not Know and might never
grow to
understand.

He was the High School without the world which

it prepared me for.

Now I started to feel that

I

was going

to see him for the last time.

The two letters had arrived the evening before,

and the feeling was acute.

had written in

which in fact

a

I

way

I

One had come from Trumper, who

hadn't thought him capable of and

didn't quite understand.

He had been away
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tnree years and the
new place had done
something to him.
The language was not
uni i we what he was used
to speaking in
the village, but the
sentiments were so different.
He had
learnt a new word, and
the word seemed like
some other
world which I had never
heard of. Trumper had
changed.
The other letter came
from the school authorities
in Trinidad
They had confirmed the
appointment which I had accepted
I waa going to the
neighboring island to teach
gngiisH to
a small boarding
school for South Americans
from Venezuela
and one or two other
republics.
There was something ironical in the choice of this
teacher.
I thought the masters
at the High School would
have been a little puzzled
and
amused when they heard. For
a moment I felt like
the small
boy who had won the public
examination to the High School.
X pi omised tin &
x would stflpt
£
a * resd, a_ new man among
other
men.
t,

*"

‘

'

Then the pebble returned,
present in its image on
the sloping sand under the
grape leaf, and I thought of them
all in turn.
Trumper, Boy Blue, Bob.
The High School,
twe village, the first
assistant.
They had all arisen
with the pebble, making the feeling
of separation a permanent sickness. The thought of seeing
things for the last
time.
And my mother? She seemed in a way
too big for this
occasion.
I waded out of the water and
walked to the rocks
where my clothes were bundled. For the
last time I looked
at the spot where I had placed the pebble,
and then quickly

turned my thoughts to Trumper

1

s

letter.

It was difficult
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to decide which was
less perplexing>

I repeated the gen _
tence with which he
ended the letter.
don t
you don't understand what
life is. but I'll tell
you when
I come and I am
coming soon.”

*»

,
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strate^.
Worksheet

1

Have students role-play
scene in
k and then focus on the
following items for

discussion:

cultivation!"

re8S ° nS aoooUilti
«« for the lack of

in the^slands?
-

6

113

"

How?^*

What do you think of the
wav
is explained versus

let d0Wn their hair "
a

racis^^CeS^^

Ufe

more * tolerable?

06 S

night empl0 ^ to
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from "The Chosen Place,
the Timeless People" 1 ^
"I learned while in the
RAP and saw good friends

of mine, chaps

I

had gone to school with, go
down in flames

over Europe, simply, that those
of us who have been fortunate
enough to survive the various
bloodlettings man indulges in
from time to time have, as I
see it, an obligation to live
as fully as possible, if only
to make up for
those who are

gone.

We ought to take advantage
of every pleasure that
comes our way, deny ourselves
nothing within reason. Per-

haps you would call mine

for it."

a

frivolous attitude..."

"It's certainly a convenient one,
I'll say that
She laughed.
He bowed.

"However,

I

hold to it," he said.

"So come out of your cloister, Mrs.
Amron.

Come down from

your mountain monastery.

This is not

Hot any longer at least.

Stop denying those of us in town

a

Catholic country.

the benefit of your cultivation and
charm, and stop denying

yourself whatever we might have to offer by
way of diversion.
'But seriously, we'd like you to come."

manner softened

a

shade.

His

"Hnid's always asking for you.

She remembers the pleasant time you two had
Carnival Tuesday

night after Dorothy and

I

rescued you from that rowdy bunch

from the Heights.

Dorothy, by the way, asked me to say

good-bye for her.

As you may have heard she, George, and

the brood left for home shortly after carnival."

"I'm sure you were sorry to see them go."
He laughed, and with his head thrown back
she
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could see

faint touch of pink high
within the nostrils
that branched wide and
deep from the shaft of
his nose,
"ies," he said.
"Especially Dorothy. She was
a very decent
aort.
They both helped to brighten
things up with their
little breakfast parties
and the like. We shall
miss them.
The truth is, Mrs. Amron,
life on the island is so
dull
most of the time-one sees
the same faces at every
party
and makes the same idle
talk-that the few of us with any
measure of sophistication find
ourselves having to look to
the occasional visitor for
some relief from the tedium.
That's why it's almost unkind
of you to deny us the benefit
of your company just because
we happen to live on the wrong
side of Cleaver’s.
a

"But there's

a

more important reason why

I

t.him,

you should come and spend time with
us occasionally."
"And what’s that?”

His smile widened, becoming very white
against the
burnt umber of his face.
Gathering up the badly frayed,
dust^ hem of the robe he draped it over
his arm which he

held bent at the elbow, close to his body.
Simply this," he said after making her wait.
That in addition to its white coral beaches,
warm blue

waters, happy natives, its three hundred and
sixty-five
days of sun --his tone, the grandiloquent gestures with
his
,f

free hand turned it all into

a

mockery--”Bourne Island

also offers its visitors the chance to--how do you say it up

your way?~let their hair
down.
People feel somehow freer
here, liberated from
their inhibit done, especially
those
like yourself from North
America.
I've actually heard
them say as much, these
Americans and Canadians who
flock
to our shores on holiday.
They love
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the place, mainly, I

suspect, because it provides
them with the opportunity,
usually denied them at home,
to test certain notions
they
hold about people of a different
color, to satisfy certain
curiosities about them in an
atmosphere that is both tolerant
and permissive.
Nobody raises an eyebrow on
Bourne Island.
And if someone should, what do
our visitors care? They'll
be going home sooner or
later.”
He paused, frowned, suddenly
serious despite his
joking air. with the hem of the
robe over his arm he looked
to be addressing a court.
Across the table from him Harriet

had steeled herself.
Tney are, of course, these notions
they hold about
people other than themselves, only notions,”
he said.

"Fantasies, myths, old wives' tales.

But they've been with

them so long, my dear Mrs. Amron; they've
achieved such
hold on the imagination, they've become
almost real.
I
was never more convinced of this than during
to your country not long ago.

I

a

a

trip I made

had something happen to me

while there which, though insignificant in itself,
did

point up what

I

see as some of the interesting psychological

aspects to the question of race in your country.

Your
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Justice Department had
invited me and a number
of other
barristers from the Caribbean
to tour some of the
courts
in your federal system.
It was one of those
small plums
your government occasionally
tosses to those of us in
the
area who behave ourselves.
One night in Chicago I
went to
a reception at the
home of a lawyer I knew
there-a very
well-to-do chap, white, who
lived in one of those posh
high-rise apartment houses in
an exclusive section
city.

of the
It was a pleasant enough
evening and I left about

midnight.

rang for the lift, it came,
the door opened.
and as I stepped in, an
elderly woman standing inside
with
a small dog in her arms
took one look at me and screamed,
not loudly but scream she did,
and her dog started barking.
The two of them created quite
a row for a moment.
And it was
more than that she had been
startled. The woman looked at
me as though I was some sort of
monster who had suddenly
appeared before her, a beast of a lower
order even than the
dog in her arms.
I've never seen such naked unfounded
terror in anyone's eyes...."
I

He paused again and, his own eyes changing,
drifting

back to that time, he stared down at Harriet
almost as if he
saw,

superimposed on her upturned face, that of the
old wo-

man's in the elevator.

Across from him Harriet’s expression

remained unchanged.
I

supposed

I

don't knew who she thought

I

was or what she

intended doing to her," he said quietly after

a

moment

"Perhaps she mistook
me for some thief
off the
although I assure you
I wasn't dressed
like a
thief, or one of
those mad-dog rapists
one reads about in
y=ur newspapers. But
one look at my black
face (she saw
nothing else) and
something wholly irrational
took place
the poor woman's
mind.
It was most odd.
She apologised
of course, said she
suffered with her nerves,
and we even
stood and chatted for
awhile in the lobby, she
seemed relieved to learn I „ as
from the West Indies and
told me she
had once spent a very
enjoyable holiday at Montego
Bay in
Jamaica

-

"A minor incident, you
say?

ing...?"

Hardly worth mention-

He waited, peering down
at her from his height,

but she refused him the
satisfaction of commenting.
"Perhaps." He shrugged.
"But it did seem to me part
of the
peculiar notions I referred
to before, those deeply
rooted,
almost mystical beliefs that
appear to lie at the heart of
your racial dilemma. I've
always found them the most

interesting part of the problem.

They seem to suggest

a

terribly darw and primitive
side to your troubled countrymen.
"Yes," he said, drawing more of
the robe’s hem
over his arm.
"Yours is a most unfortunate country,
Mrs. Amron, as regards this question
of race.
Not that we
in the West Indies have escaped
the problem altogether.
We
like to think we have, and talk a
great deal about having
achieved a truly multiracial society, but
it is with us also.
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One thing, we have
esoaped

^
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more

iour countrymen, especially
those in the South,
are given totae murders, drovni„g
s , burnings and
Uke> and
taKe comfort in that.
The last lynching to
take place on
Bourne Island, for example,
was Cuffee Ned centuries
ago,
and from the way Bournehills
people still g0 on about
him,
the old fellow scarcely
seems dead.

^

"But enough

I

^^

he cried and clapped
his hands once,
the way he did when
summoning a servant. The hem
of the
slipped from his arm with
the movement and fell with
the soft rushing sound of
a curtain being lowered
back down
to his feet.
"Consider all that nothing more
than an aside.
The only point I'm trying
to make is that since we
find ourselves, black and white alike,
caught in ttis web of notions
one about the other and ar e a
long way from seeing each other
as we really are:
poor forked creatures all, not
endowed
with any special prowess or beauty
or any special evil either,
as ray elderly friend in the lift
assumed I possessed, we
"

might as well try to derive whatever
enjoyment we can from
the situation; and when the
opportunity offers
itself, as

it does on Bourne Island, to do what
we will, with whom we
will, to take advantage of it.

"Enter into the spirit of life on the island,
Mrs. Araronl’ he exhorted her.

ironic sell once again.
room.

He was his mordantly playful,

His empty laugh rang through the

"And that shouldn’t be too difficult for you.

You’ve
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obviously overcome much of the
narrow thinking to be found
up your way. After all, you've
married into a group that
has long been the most persecuted
in the world.
And you've
come to live amid the alien corn
of Bournehills, among people
I m sure you wouldn't think
of associating with
at home,

you're not, in other words, unalterably
opposed to the
strange and different, like so many
Americans. Well, then,
it's time to take yet another step
forward and enter fully
into the fold— embrace yet another brother,
so to speak.
It might well be"— all trace of his
laugh died and he was
suddenly, briefly, serious— "to the good
of your salvation.
What say you?”
She was ready with her answer.
a

"I say it's been

terribly long speech for someone who said he
wasn't

staying, and that it's kept me from my work.”

For

a

long time he looked silently at her, standing

over her at the table like some judge about to pass
sentence
in the black robe.

The muscles that held his sealed smile

in place hardened.

"You're very cool under fire, aren't

you?"

And as quickly the tightness around his mouth eased

and he was laughing, "You win.

work.

I

I'll let you get back to

see you're determined to play the part of the

martyr despite my efforts to spare you that fate."
"Martyr?"
"Yes.

What else can you call this show of con-

stancy and devotion on your part"--the wide sleeve of his
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robe swept out to
indicate the typewriter
with, to the
left of it, the neat
pile of finished copy
and to the
right the hand-written
draft of the report~"but
a form

of

martyrdom in the light of
events since carnival."
"Whatever are you talking
about?"

herself laughing,

And she found

mild bewildered laugh which
said she
seriously questioned his
sanity; but the uneasiness
she had
felt earlier had returned.
"Oh,

a

come now."

He was growing impatient.

"Surely
you don't think some of us
in town haven't realized
by now
how matters stand between the
professor and Merle. After all
I
they've been seen once or twice
out at the house of the old
woman she calls her aunt— not
recently, it's
true, but

they've been seen; the two cars
parked right in the road
out front.
It's hopeless trying to hide
anything in a place
like Hew Bristol where everyone
knows everyone else's car
and license number.
And I myself caught a glimpse of
them
leaving Sugar's together before dawn
that Ash Wednesday

morning which,

I

suspect, is when it all got started.

sort of thing is always happening
at carnival.

That

You've

obviously decided to regard it as nothing
more than that,
a little carnival fling, and look
the other
way, but I

would warn you not to take it too lightly since
these things
have a way of getting out of hand....
1'

He must have noticed finally the change in the

quality of hex stillness, her listening silence, because
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His voice with the
clipped Oxonian edge to
it she found
so annoying suddenly
faltered and then tapered
off.
And
the smile that was
a permanent
fixture vanished,
(without
it he seemed as
vulnerable as the next man.)
starting forward he stared with a
shocked expression down
into the face
raised to his. It was
still composed.
And the eyes which
bad never once wavered
continued to regard him with
their
even, unperturbed gate.
Her chin remained at its
attentive
slant.
Nothing he saw there gave
a hint of the upheaval
that had brought her heart,
her breathing, all the complex,
delicately balanced workings of
her body to a standstill
inside her. But leaning over
her he felt the stillness,
the
almost deathlike suspension,
and with a look of dismay
and
apology he stood up and stepped
back from the
table.

"I was never one to tell tales
out of school,

^ rs

•

Araron.

I

was certain you knew."

She said nothing, but for the first
time since he
had crossed the room to stand over
her, she dropped her
eyes.
"Mrs. Amron..." Then:

"Harriet..."

She responded finally, glancing briefly
up at the

black robe which had turned him into

a

huge version of the

bat that occasionally invaded the house
at dusk, and said—
and it took all she had to hold her voice
steady, "I don’t
see how you can wear that ridiculously heavy
robe in this

heat

.
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He started, looked down
at himself, at her,
then
half-smiled in grudging admiration.
"And you, as I said
before, remain cool under
the most intense fire.
We'll

ma*e

a

good match.

Here, take this."

robe to his suit pocket, he
withdrew
It out to ner.

"it's

a

Reaching inside the
a

small card and held

number in town where

I

can always

be reached."

When she made no move to
take it he placed it
on the carriage of the
typewriter, in front of the sheet
of paper on the roller.
His hand lingered on it.
She stared numbly at the hand
holding the card in

place, at the fingers— the
scrupulously clean, trimmed
nails, the ridged blackened flesh
of the cuticles that had
been pushed firmly back, the crescent
moons all of a size;
and she remembered that hand touching
her in the hotel bar
that first night and the dark stain,
as of some unknown

part of her rising to the surface, it
had evoked.
The hand was withdrawn, leaving behind
the card

with the telephone number.

Seconds later the sound of his

footsteps could be heard receding across the room.

If

Harriet could have managed it, she would have
started typing,
keeping it up at least until he had gotten into
the car and

left,.

But try as she did, she could not lift her hands,

which lay as if broken in her lap; nor could she really see
the letters on the keyboard although she was looking
directly

down at them.

—
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Have students read "The
World of Islands"
and 1 am the Archipelago",
on Worksheet 1 5 and 16
and
answer the following
questions:
'

1

t9ff y

^islands"!

8Uth ° r lnt6nd t0 recreate
"the world

What shape do you think
this recreation might take.
hink th6re
S
h ° pe f0r the re 6ion? Why?
Why 'not?

“

e
i8ht ° f P resent
mieht be
h^ some solutions? Political realities, what
might
Why?

WORKSHEET
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THE rtORLD OF ISLANns 15
a

r
B jo “ r e y cl °se
to cloud
?
A 3ho
sho«i
al o?
of sea-beleagured
lands,
8 01, the glaring
sun

Grh^fh
Grin
their dolphin teeth at
heaven.
-

Gunt

f * CU t
ount ry to inherit:
?
J

e=.%
sr'Es\s-sr
Mi.,.,
asleep.
-apt in its murderous
dream.
Those whom bondage bit to
Who early learnt to sieve bone.
black grief
Through hardihood and song
^P ain ^ the tragic mask. and prayer *
The shattered man sewn
in the
Arises smiling like the surf. rock
Reaching to kiss each wind.
Groping to clouds for love.

k^

r Wit hi3 father a knuckles
too c
t
Knocks
the torrid
drum of the sun:
e
n er Sh keS her cast anet the
moon
Tn
?
?
To thf
the loud
rhyme
of love, calling:
Come, come I am the phoenix
Eve,
Tne mingled wine of the world’s
grapes:
I am the supple rhytbm
of the seas:
I recreate the world of
islands.

^

/.

'
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I

am

AM THE ARCHIPELAGO 1

6

archipelago hope
i t
° ^ ominion 5 each hot green island
auffft^ Kbroken
f'
buffeted,
by the press
tides
Ana all the tales come mocking of
me
Out of the slave plantations where
I grubbed
f am and cane— where heat and hate sprawled down
Among the cane my sister sired
without
Love or law.
In that gross bed was bred
The third estate of colour.
And now
n Sy a S e > history and my names are
And buried with my tribal soul. And dead
now
I drown in the groundswell
of poverty
No love will quell.
I am the shanty town,
banana, sugar cane and cotton man;
Economies are soldered with my sweat
Here, everywhere; in hate's dominion;
In Congo, Kenya, in free, unfree America.
tiie

Ul

—

s

^

I herd in my divided skin
Under a monomaniac sullen sun
Disnomia deep in artery and marrow.
I burn the tropic texture from my
hair;
Marry the mongrel woman or the white;
Let my black spinster sisters tend the church.
Earn meagre wages, mate illegally
Breed secret bastards, murder them in womb.
Their fate is written in unwritten law.
The vogure of colour hardened into custom
In the tradition of the 3 lave plantation.

CHAPTER

V

THE PRELIMINARY TESTING
OF THE
L
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE MATERIAL
FUTURE
The preceding units were
developed after

a

thorough, library search
involving over one hundred books
on the Caribbean.
These

books included novels, anthologies

cl short stories and poetry,
autobiographies and anthropological and sociological studies.
Each selection was

carefully chosen according to the
criteria outlined in
Chapter I and then edited for
appropriate length and
reading level. Introductions were
written for each,
selection in order to put it into
context for the reader.
Tnroughout the process of selecting,
editing and organizing
the primary source material,
attention was given to the

deficiences of existing Caribbean material
and every effort
was made to create material which did
not contain similar
deficiencies.
In particular material chosen
was always

written by

a

Caribbean person or one who had worked closely

witn Caribbean people.
dramatize in

a

The attempt in all cases was to

concrete way major cultural themes and

values of the Caribbean.
The Sample Testing

As an initial step in determing how high school

students responded to the developed material,
331

a

small-scale

332

sample testing of
Unit

was conducted in three
classes
of the 10th grade at
IS 27 1 . Brooklyn, Kew
York.
A11 of
Unit I was taught.
Pour weeks were spent
on this unit at
the end ei which
teachers and students
filled out a
questionnaire to determine
how the students and
teachers
liked the materials.
The teachers and a
total of seventy
two students completed
the questionnaire,
the result of
which are summarized below.
I

TABLE

I

General Student Response
to Materials
In general how did you
feel about the Caribbean
material you have just used?
1

•

I

02L

3k
i-4

really
turned on
2.

feel
-t- -

I

was
(47 %)

involved

Ofi
26
(3o&)

e_(11<)
Fored'- not
involved

neutral

2

(L%)
-

rSS Il)
turned off

Alter studying the materials
on the Caribbean
understand the way of life of the
people.

6 "*

li_.(57a

.

strongly
agree

agree

21

(27%)

sort of disagree
sort of agree
6

(3%)

2

disagree

Compared to materials on other
cultures
the materials on the Caribbean
were

I

(3%)

strongly
° ^
disagree

3.

52 (72%)
better

4

(

(89%)

’S'sryy

to

understand

6 %)

worse

The material on the Caribbean
was

k(>k

16 (22%)

about the same

—

8 ( 11 %)
ut ay)6i?age

0 ( 0 %)
irara tc'

difficulty

understand

I

have used,
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TABLE II

Student Response to Readings
1

As an aid to understanding
the readings,

’

the

editor’s introductions were

16

23

very
useful

useless

2

(

32 %)

19 ( 26 %)
of average

use

tmnl{ questions about the readings
snould

1

'

-

k (7%)
useless

not too
useful

0 6%)

'll

21.

come before
the readings

(43%)

JQ

come after
tne readings

(42%)

tnere should be
no questions

The materials on the Caribbean
helped me to

J.

understand my own culture as well
as Caribbean culture
‘9
4
strongly
(a

g1

'

<

2 9g)

agree

agree

27 (38%)
SO rt of

16

(2.2%)

—2 (3%)
strongly
disagree

disagree

agree

On the whole, the reading selections
were
14 (19%)
too long
5.

.58

(61%)

about right

o

(o%)

too short

On the average the reading level of the
material

on the Caribbean was
0

(

0 %)

too difficult
for me

58

(9i%)

about right
for me

L4 119%)
too easy
for me

-pi
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Summary of Student
In general it would
seem that the students
liked

the material.

Forty seven percent said
they got "involved"
With the material; only
fifteen percent said they
were
bored.
Sixty five percent of the
students said they agreed
that the materials helped
them understand the way
people
lived in the Caribbean.
Seventy two percent said they
liked the materials better
than materials on other
cultures
they had used.
Thirty seven percent agreed
that the

materials helped them put their
own culture into better
perspective
These statistical findings were
corroborated by
the essay questions.
The majority of students said
the
materials made them think more than
usual.
Only six
students disliked the materials;
two saying that it made
them depressed.

TABLE IV

General Teacher Response to Materials on
the

Caribbean
1

.

In general the students enjoyed the
materials

on the Caribbean

great
deal
a

X
liked them
ohay

about the
same as
other
material

didn't like
them as
much

didn't like
them at all
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2.

found that to teach from
the materials on the
Caribbean was
I

_X
easy

easy

veror

3.

I

average

difficult

ve ry difficult

'

would like to teach from
these materials again

X
yes

no

indifferent

In my classroom discussion
I found that the

It.

students spent the following
proportions of time
33%» 50%» etc.) discussing
25 %
—
Canooean

73%
American Culture

(

2 5 %,

Culture

TABLE V

Teacher Response to Readings
1

.

For the average student the reading
level

(vocabulary, sentence structure, etc.) of the
materials
on the Caribbean was
__________________

too difficult
2.

difficult

X
about right

easy

too easj

For tne average student the themes and concepts

of the materials on the Caribbean were
eas y to

X
of average

comprehend

difficulty

3.

difficult
to comprehend

The reading selections on the Caribbean led to

good classroom discussion
X

most of the

t

ime

sometimes

rarely

a

The editor’s introductions
were very helpful

4.

m

preparing the student for the reading
which followed
a S ree

6l<>

8gree

—

i]

ents

unsure

disagree

strongly
disagree

Some introductions give away too
much

that should be explored in class.
3.

On the whole, the reading selections
were

too long
G ommen t

about right
.

Varied in length.

too short
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Summery of Teacher Questionnaire
In general the teacher’s response
was positive.
Sne felt that the students were
more than usually involved
with the materials, that in addition
to the cognitive,
they were able to explore the
affective area of the

materials.

The teacher did not feel in any
way unprepared

to teach the material and felt
that the discussion

questions helped students link concepts
being studied to
their own lives.
The reception of tne teacher’s questionnaire
was

followed Dy an interview in which she reiterated
her
responses.

She felt that by and large the students liked

the material and she enjoyed teaching it.

major recommendations.

She had three

First she recommended that the

Editor's introductions explain less of what was to come
in
order to facilitate the inquiry method.

Her second

recommendation was that more concept questions accompany
the readings.

She felt that in addition to discussions,

more exercises that forced the students to make judgments
about concepts and link these concepts to their own

experiences would be valuable.

The teacher's third

recommendation was that the shorter readings should be
deleted if longer replacements could be found.

The longer

readings, having more substance to them, were more useful
and interesting and provided greater opportunity for

incidental learning.

Recommendations for the Future
The immediate need is for further
testing of
tne existing materials

(Units

1

and 2) in the schools.

Ihere are two questions which further testing
would help
clarif y
The first relates to the introductions.
The
.

teacher who worked with the materials in
Brooklyn,
Wew YorK felt that the introductions were
too explicit
and made teaching by the inquiry method
difficult. Her

recommendation was that the introductions be more factual
and explore less of the cultural themes embodied
in the

selections.

Further testing would indicate whether

students need such introductions, due to unfamiliarity

with the culture being studied and whether or not the teachers
themselves need additional information to teach the units.
The second subject for further research involves
the content and focus of questions for discussions.

Although attitudinal change was not the major goal of the
materials, it was felt that students should be encouraged
to make judgments based on the reading selections.

was also recommended that

developed.

a

It

separate Teacher's Manual be

This manual should give the cultural and

historical background for each reading selection, list
the major themes, provide alternate teaching strategies
so that the teacher would have as many options as possible

for teaching the lesson.
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On the basis of further testing of Units
and 2,

a

1

third unit should be developed concerning
the

impact of development and modernization
and the attempts
to mold a set of priorities which will
release
the

region from

a

sense of powerlessness, mass despair and

the clear and ever-present threat of inertia,
inaction,

inferiority and continued dependence.

This unit would

explore the relationship between colonialism and the
rise of Nationalism and discuss the revolutionary
move-

ments and the drive for unity in the Caribbean.
®

^

would be the natural next step to complete

Such
a

three

unit course of study on the culture of the Caribbean.
Once all three units were developed, further

research would periodically be required to up-date the
material and to find better reading selections for some of
the concepts being studied.

A thorough testing would then

be needed witn the emphasis on how the three units hold

together as

a

sequence.

With this kind of evaluation, it is hoped that
the primary source material collected, edited and organized

according to cultural concepts will provide

a

valuable

contribution to the curriculum materials available for

high school students on the Caribbean.

3^6

EPILOGUE
I

accept this archipelago of the Americas.

I

say

to the ancestor who sold me, and
to the ancestor who bought
me I have no father, I want no
such father, although I can

understand you, black ghost, white ghost,
when you both
whisper "history,’’ for if I attempt to
forgive you both
am falling into your idea of history which

I

justifies and

explains and expiates, and it is not mine to
forgive, my
memory cannot summon any filial love, since
your features
are anonymous and erased and I have no
wish and no power
to pardon.

You were when you acted your roles, your given,

historical roles of slave seller and slave buyer, men
acting
as men,

and also you, father in the filth-ridden gut of the

slave ship, to you they were also men, acting as men, with
the cruelty of men, your fellowman and tribesman not moved

or hovering with hesitation about your common race any

longer than my other bastard ancestor hovered with his
whip, but to you, inwardly forgiven grandfathers, I, like
the more honest of my race, give

a

strange thanks,

I

give

the strange and bitter any yet ennobling thanks for the

monumental groaning and soldering of two great worlds, like
the halves of

a

fruit seamed by its own bitter juice, that

exiled from your own Edens you have placed me in the wonder
of another, and that was my inheritance and your gift.

APPENDIX

A

Social Studies Superintendent
State Department of Education
(City, State)

Dear Sir/Madam:
I

on

tile

am at present working on curriculum
materials

Caribbean.

I

am trying to collect primary source

material which present Caribbean culture
from the point
of view of Caribbean people.
It would be useful to me in developing
these

materials to know if the Caribbean is studied
in your
state and if so, at what level and for what
period of time
This information will help me determine what
my major

focus should be.
this information,

send me one.

If you have any state syllabi containing
I

would be most grateful if you could

If not,

a

short letter would be most useful.

We will be happy to share the completed material

with you.
I

look forward to receiving any information you

can give me on the study of the Caribbean in your state.
Sincerely,

Gloria Gordon
Center for International
Education
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